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Abstract
Schema matching is one of the key operations in XML-based information integration and 
exchanging applications. Automatically or semi-automatically matching XML schemas 
has attracted a lot of attentions in academia and industry due to the extensive adoption of 
XML techniques. One of the most difficult tasks in this problem is to identify structural 
relations between two XML schemas. This thesis builds an automatic XML schema 
matching system which generates two types of outputs: the element mappings and 
schema similarity. In this system, an XML schema is modeled as a tree. We have 
proposed a new tree matching algorithm to compute the structural relation by extracting 
the most similar common substructures. The algorithm has been designed to achieve a 
trade-off between matching optimality and time complexity. The experimental results 
show that this system can be used to match large XML schemas.
Keywords: XML, XML schema, schema matching, mapping, schema similarity, tree 
matching, labelled unordered rooted tree, approximate common substructure, WordNet, 
name similarity, node similarity, structural similarity, matching percentage, state 
searching, heuristic, dynamic programming
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Chapter 1: Introduction
Manipulating XML (extensible Markup Language) documents from different sources 
usually requires the matching between their schemas. XML schema matching is an 
operation that takes two XML schemas as input and generates mappings to indicate their 
corresponding elements [39], and returns a measurement to reflect the schemas’ overall 
similarity. It is one of the key processes in XML-based applications such as data 
integration and exchanging [12, 14, 32]. Automatic or semi-automatic XML schema 
matching is a recent research topic [39], and is becoming more important because XML 
has been widely adopted and the amount of its documents and applications has increased 
dramatically since its advent. Generally schema matching can be divided into two sub­
problems: identifying relations between the basic components, i.e., elements and 
attributes, and identifying relation between structures. Elements and attributes’s relations 
are computed based on the information associated with them, such as name, data type. 
Structural relations are computed by putting elements and attributes into the tree context.
In this work, we build an automatic XML Schema matching system in which a new tree 
matching algorithm is proposed to determining the structural relations. Consequently, 
there are three major components in this matching system: parsing and modelling two 
XML Schemas as two trees, determining the node relations, and determining the 
structural relations. Most existing schema matching systems focus on finding the 
mappings between elements in XML Schemas [12, 14, 33, 35, 39, 44]. In addition to this, 
our matching system is also interested in finding the overall similarity between schemas 
[32]. This measure can be used in schema searching and clustering applications.
The new tree matching algorithm identifies the structural relations by extracting 
approximate common substructures in two trees. Our observation on the characteristics of 
XML Schemas shows that similar schemas are made up of similar elements and these 
elements are constructed similarly. In other words, similar Schemas (or similar portions 
of Schemas) have similar ancestor-descendent and sibling relations. Based on this, the 
algorithm uses heuristics to reduce the searching space dramatically, and achieves the
- 1 -
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trade-off between matching optimality and time complexity. In order to assess the new 
tree matching algorithm, we compare our algorithm with an edit distance tree matching 
algorithm [42]
We have collected a number of XML Schemas and performed extensive experiments. We 
evaluated both outputs and execution time of our matching system, and compared them 
with the ones of the edit distance tree matching algorithm. The results show that 
comparing with edit distance tree matching algorithm, the new tree matching algorithm 
runs faster and generates better results in most real life XML schema matching tasks. 
This matching system can be used to match schemas with larger schemas with hundreds 
of elements.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is preliminaries. It first introduces XML, 
XML schema, and the problem of XML schema matching, then it goes through existing 
XML schema matching prototypes and analyzes some graph and tree matching 
algorithms which inspired us on the new tree matching algorithm. Chapter 3 details our 
matching system, including the process of modelling and computing node relations. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the new tree matching algorithm in detail. Chapter 5 is the system 
evaluation, including experiment design, result analysis. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis 
and points our future tasks.
- 2 -
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Chapter 2: Preliminaries
This chapter reviews the literature about XML schema matching. It first introduces basic 
concepts of XML and XML schema including their origination, features, and the reasons 
why they are important. Next it analyzes the problem of XML schema matching, 
describing its characteristics and the difficulties in it. After that it goes through several 
existing matching prototypes and several graph matching algorithms which could be 
potentially adopted for XML schema matching.
2.1 XML and XML Schema
2.1.1 What is XML
XML [8] is a simple and flexible text-based format which was developed by W3C 
(World Wide Web Consortium). An XML document is made up of tags and data. Tags, 
also known as markup, are enclosed in angle brackets (o). They are used to break the 
data contents into parts. The following is an example of an XML document which may be 






<para paraNo="l">We have a meeting tomorrow</para>
<para paraNo="2">Don’t be late</para>
</body>
</note>
Figure 1 An XML document
An XML document is a well-formed and self-describing text file [8]. The syntax rules for 
defining XML are simple yet very strict. The basic unit in an XML document is called 
element -  consisting of an opening tag (e.g. <body>), the matching closing tag (e.g. 
</hody>), and the text in between. Every element must begin with an opening tag and 
end with a closing tag. An element may contain other element(s), data, and attribute(s).
-3  -
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An attribute is a name-value pair (e.g. paraNo= ”1 ”) within the opening tag. It carries 
additional information for an element. All elements must be properly nested, and there 
must be one and exactly one element as the root (the outer-most element) of the XML 
document. Moreover, tag names and attribute names are case sensitive, all the attributes 
value must be quoted, and white space in XML documents are preserved. A declarative 
tag is the first line of an XML document which tells other programs (or users) that the 
document is an XML document. It identifies the version number o f the XML standard 
used in this document and specifies the language encoding schema. In Figure 1, the 
declarative tag indicates that the document is an XML version 1.0 document using 
encoding schemas ISO-8859-1. By choosing different encoding schemas, XML supports 
multiple languages.
It is very flexible to define an XML document under the above rules. Unlike HTML 
(Hyper Text Markup Language), there is no pre-defined tag in XML. Users can freely 
invent tag names and attribute names, and organize them in different ways with the 
restriction of proper nesting. Normally, the meanings of these user-defined names are 
self-explanatory. By reading the tag names and the data content in Figure 1, it is 
understood that the XML document is a message sent from Sam to Joe, telling Joe that 
they have a meeting, and reminding him not to be late.
2.1.2 Why XML is important
The most prominent feature of XML is that it not only contains data but also identifies 
what each part of the data is by using the tags. In addition, XML is a platform neutral 
software independent standard. These make it an ideal means to store, carry, disseminate 
and exchange data among different applications and platforms.
XML is versatile and easy to process with the help of many rapidly emerging XML-based 
techniques and tools such as XML schema languages, XML query languages, XML 
parsers for different programming languages, XSL (extensible Stylesheet Language, 
defining XML document transformation and presentation, so that the document can be 
shown friendly in a Web explorer). Since its advent, XML has been extensively adopted,
- 4 -
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from as small as a few lines embedded in HTML documents which is called a data island 
to large scale data repositories.
2.1.3 What is XML Schema
XML schema languages [8, 11, 20, 21, 26, 29] are used to enforce the constraints and 
structures of XML documents. It defines the legal building blocks in the documents 
including the name of elements and attributes, their embedding relations, data type, 
number and sequence of occurrences, default and fixed values, etc. The syntax rules 
ensure that an XML document is well-formed. However, this is not enough for holding 
data properly. For instance, for a tag named as ‘unitPrice it is obviously wrong if we put 
a string in it instead of a number based on the judgment that a price should be a number. 
When associated with an XML document, the schema enforces all the restrictions on the 
document and guarantees that it contains exactly what the users want with the desired 
format.
There are several XML schema languages proposed by various organizations and 
companies in the literature [31]. These include DTD (Document Type Definition [8]), 
XML Schema [7, 20, 45], XDR (XML-Data Reduced [21]), SOX (Schema for Object- 
Oriented XML [11]), and Schematron [26]. Among them, DTD and XML Schema are 
recommended by W3C and are widely accepted. Comparing with DTD, XML Schema is 
the latest schema language and has many advanced features. For instance, it is an XML 
format document and is extensible; it supports namespace to avoid name conflict; it has 
more built-in data types, and it can reuse and share components by including and 
importing other XML Schemas. Thus it is believed that XML Schema will eventually 
replace DTD [31]. For simplicity, in the rest of this survey, if  there is no ambiguity, we 
shall use Schema (capitalized S) to represent XML Schema and schema to represent 
XML schema language in general. A possible Schema that defines the elements of the 
XML document in Figure 1 is shown as follows:
- 5 -
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<element name-'to“ minOccurs-T" maxOccurs-'unbounded" type="string"/> 
<element name="from" minOccurs="l" maxOccurs="l" type="string"/> 
<element name="body" minOccurs="l" maxOccurs='T">
<complexType>
<sequence>















Figure 2. An XML Schema
2.2 The problem of XML schema matching
In order to manipulate XML documents from heterogeneous sources, we (or the 
programs) should know the relations among their corresponding elements. The process of 
finding the correspondences is matching. Matching can be done based on instances 
(XML documents), schemas, or both of them. Since instances are derived from schemas, 
a matching between two schemas gives rise to a matching between any two instances 
derived from the two schemas. However, the converse is not true. As a result, current 
literature focuses on schema matching instead of instance matching.
Traditionally, schema matching is performed manually. It is widely recognized that this is 
a fiddly, error-prone and expensive process [14, 33, 39, 44] with the following limitations:
• it turns into a bottleneck while the number of XML-based applications and 
documents increases rapidly;
• it cannot be carried out in dynamic environments in which the XML documents 
and their schemas vary.
As a result, automatic and semi-automatic schema matchings have emerged as alternate 
approaches and have received considerable attention. A survey is done in [39] regarding
- 6 -
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automatic schema matching. It provides a set of taxonomy to characterize and analyze 
schema matching approaches. We shall follow this taxonomy in this thesis.
2.2.1 Goal of matching
The primary objective of schema matching is to identify the relations between the 
corresponding elements of two schemas [39]. Specifically, it is to find out the 
conceptually similar elements, and to discover the rules relating them. These rules can be 
used in integrating and exchanging XML documents. Another objective is to determine 
the overall similarity between two schemas rather than their elements. Normally, it is a 
score that shows how close two schemas are. This score could be applied in schema 
searching and clustering applications [32].
XML schema matching is a subjective task. This is because whether the result is good or 
not is usually judged by domain experts, the persons who have the necessary knowledge 
and are capable of directing the system to act in the desired way based on the schema 
matching.
We use the Precision and Recall analysis approach in IR (Information Retrieval) to 
evaluate the correctness and completeness of matching result [13]. As an example, 
consider Figure 3.
R1
R1 — correct matches 
R2 -  reported matches 
A -  correct but unreported matches 
B -  reported and correct matches 
C -  reported but incorrect matches
Figure 3. Precision and Recall
- 7 -
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The parameters, Precision and Recall, are defined as follows:
B\
• Precision =
|2>| +  |C|




which reflects the ratio of correctly reported matches among all
\A\ + \B\
correct ones.
2.2.2 Input of matching
In the process of schema matching, in addition to the two schemas, there may be some 
other inputs, such as a user-defined global schema, previous matching results, user initial 
inputs and feedbacks, and other auxiliary information like dictionaries or thesauri. Global 
schema (or called mediated schema) is a user-defined schema which has a standard 
structure and content, and provides a common representation of related information 
stored in heterogeneous schemas [15]. It serves as an interface and bridge to these 
schemas. Taking previous matching results into account can be viewed as a means of 
reuse. It is based on the expectation that many schemas to be matched are similar, 
especially if they are from the same domain [12]. Usually, schema matching involves 
interaction with the operator of the system performing the schema matching through user 
inputs and feedbacks. The operator, normally a domain expert, could set initial rules at 
the early stage; modify the intermediate values in the middle; and accept or reject the 
outputs at the later stage and let the system re-compute over again to yield more 
favorable results.
2.2.3 Information for matching
Schemas matching can be done by making use of various information stored in the 
schemas, e.g. element name, attribute name, data type, cardinality (number of 
occurrence), annotation, hierarchical structure (nesting relations), unique or primary
- 8 -
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keys, reference constraints, etc [7, 20, 45]. Generally, schema matching can be divided 
into two sub-problems: identifying the relations between basic components in schemas, 
i.e., elements and attribute, and identifying the relation between structures.
The relations between elements and attributes are determined according to the 
information stored in them, such as name, data type, cardinality, etc. The name is the 
most important information of an element or attribute. Comparing names is usually 
performed based on their meaning, i.e., finding their semantic relations. Therefore some 
auxiliary resources are needed such as dictionaries, thesauri, or user assistance [39]. 
Other information in elements or attributes can be compared by different approaches such 
as string matching [33], machine learning [14], etc.
The structural relation is determined by putting elements and attribute into the structure 
context. An XML schema can be represented by a directed graph in which ‘recursive 
definitions’ are represented by loops and ‘reference definitions’ are represented by cross 
edges. The directed graph encompasses a hierarchical structure for the XML documents 
derived from the schema. Therefore, by suitably modifying the directed graph, a directed 
tree can be constructed to contain the structural information of the XML schema. We can 
then apply tree matching algorithms to capture the structural correspondences of two 
XML schemas.
In most cases, the data contents in XML documents are stored in leaf elements (an 
element appearing as a leaf in the directed tree representing the schema) and attributes, 
except for mixed type elements, which may consist of both data content and sub-elements. 
So the leaf elements and attributes usually draw more attention than inner elements 
during matching. However, they have to be put in the hierarchical context in order to 
obtain the precise meaning. For example, in Figure 4, the tree representing a portion of a 
schema may be used in a pet store application to record its customers’ information. There 
are two leaf elements with the same name ‘name’. However, they have totally different 
meanings.
- 9 -
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customer
kind
Figure 4. Two leaf elements with same name but different meanings
2.2.4 Automatic or semi-automatic schema matching
Automatic or semi-automatic schema matching is a challenging task for the following 
main reasons: firstly, the openness of XML standard allows identical concepts to be 
defined differently in name and structure. Secondly, identifying name semantic relations 
and structural relations are also non-trivial tasks although substantial research efforts 
have been made on both of them. While finding name semantic relations often involves 
auxiliary resources, such as dictionaries, thesauri, or user assistance. The approaches of 
discovering structural relations vary according to how the schemas are presented. As 
schemas are usually modeled as graphs or trees, graph or tree matching algorithms are 
usually applied in discovering structural correspondences.
In the next two sections, we shall first review several proposed matching prototypes that 
can be used to deal with XML schemas. We then study some graph and tree matching 
algorithms with the goal of developing an effective and efficient approach to identifying 
structural correspondence.
2.3 Existing schema matching prototypes
This section reviews some existing prototypes which can be used in XML schema 
matching. We shall analyze the underlying ideas for solving the problems listed above, 
the inputs involved, the auxiliary information employed, and the steps of the entire 
matching process.
- 1 0 -
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2.3.1 Cupid (Microsoft Research) [33]
Cupid is a generic schema matching prototype aiming at different data models and 
applications. In order to achieve general-purpose schema matching, Cupid chooses 
diverse approaches and combines them to produce matching results, thus make it a hybrid 
system. As a whole, Cupid is a schema-based matching framework. It exploits element 
names, data types, keys, referential constraints, views, and hierarchical structure. Also, it 
includes an automatic linguistic matching with the help of thesauri. It is biased toward 








O O O O
structure
matching
Figure 5. The framework of Cupid
Generate
mappings
There are three phases in the process of matching. The first one is called linguistic 
matching. It focuses on the elements only, by matching their names and data types under 
the help of thesauri. Linguistic matching consists of three steps. First, it uses a thesaurus, 
which has both common language and domain-specific references, to normalize the 
element names. This normalization includes
• tokenization, a process of parsing names into tokens according to delimiters or 
case;
• expansion, a process of identifying abbreviations and acronyms;
• elimination, a process of removing prepositions, articles, etc.
Second, Linguistic matching clusters the elements in each schema into different 
categories separately mainly based on their data types. The third step in linguistic
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matching is comparison. The linguistic similarity coefficients ( him  ) is computed 
between schema elements by comparing the tokens extracted from their names. To 
achieve this goal, a thesaurus that has synonymy and hypemym relationship is utilized, 
also a sub-string matching is performed in some cases. The computed Isim values range 
from 0 to 1, indicating low to high similarity for each element pair from the two schemas. 
These values are results of phase one and are stored in a table.
The second phase is structure matching which captures the structural similarity based on 
the structure information and linguistic similarity calculated earlier. The system models 
the schema as a tree, puts the elements into the tree context, and uses an algorithm called 
TreeMatch to calculate structural similarity ( ssim). The idea behind TreeMatch is the 
assumption that leaf elements play more important roles than inner nodes in schema 
because most of the atomic data are stored in leaves. Based on this assumption, the 
structural matching criteria are:
• Two leaves are similar if they are linguistically similar and if  their ancestors and 
siblings are similar;
• Two inner elements are similar if they are linguistically similar and the subtrees 
rooted at the two elements are similar, or their leaf sets are highly similar 
regardless their immediate child elements are similar or not.
The structural similarities also range from 0 and 1, and are stored in a table. Some special 
treatments are taken during the process of modeling to cope with the situations like 
shared type definition and references, which make a schema representation no longer a 
tree. For example, the shared type definition is a segment of schema and is referred to in 
multiple places. Cupid regards this segment as a branch and duplicates it to every point 
where it is referred. For recursive type definitions, Cupid does not solve them and leaves 
this to future work [33].
The third phase of the matching is to generate the mappings. The mapping is extracted 
based on weighted similarity ( wsim ), which is computed from linguistic and structural
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similarity according to the formula wsim = wstruct x ssim + (1 -  wstruct) x Isim , where wstruct 
is the weight factor assigned to structural similarity, ranging between 0 and 1.
Depending on the application requirements, Cupid can generate both l:n and 1:1 
mappings. l:n mappings may be returned by simply retrieving the maximum weighted 
similarity from the pairs. 1:1 mappings are extracted by introducing certain data-mode or 
tool-specific mapping-generator that takes the weighted similarity table as input.
Cupid provides some measures to allow user intervention and feedbacks, in order to make 
the system flexible and effective. For example, user can mark certain elements optional, 
meaning that these elements do not have strong links to their relatives. Therefore user can 
reduce their weights and effects of calculating structural similarity for other elements. In 
addition, users are allowed to provide initial mappings prior to structural matching. Such 
a kind of hints can lead to higher structural similarity, and hence to better overall match. 
Also, users can revise the generated result mappings, accept correct ones, reject incorrect 
ones, and ask the system re-run to generate an improved result.
2.3.2 COMA (University of Leipzig) [12]
COMA, standing for COmbing MAtch, is also a generic match system supporting 
different applications and multiple schema types. It maintains a library of different 
matching algorithms working with different aspects of information in schemas, and 
provides a flexible way to combine their results. The matching algorithm is called 
‘matcher’ in this system. A new matcher can be added into the library and different 
matcher can be combined to generate the results. By this characteristic, COMA can serve 
as an evaluation platform to study and compare different matching algorithms. The 
framework of COMA is shown as following figure.
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Figure 6. The framework of COMA1
There are four steps in COMA from the input schemas to the mapping between them. 
First, it takes two schemas as input and transforms them to rooted directed acyclic graphs, 
i.e., directed acyclic graph with a single starting node. The elements in a schema are 
represented by nodes in the graph. They are connected by different kinds of links, such as 
containment and referential relationship.
Second, the system traverses the two graphs to retrieve all the elements which will be 
considered in similarity calculation in subsequent steps. Each element is represented by 
the paths from the root node to itself. Therefore, shared schema fragments or elements 
result in different paths and will be calculated separately.
Next step is to choose the independent matchers from the library and to execute them. 
The matchers supported in COMA consist of three classes: simple, hybrid, and reuse- 
oriented. Each matcher takes different pieces of schema information, such as names, data 
types, and structure properties, and external inputs like synonym tables and previous 
matching results. Each matcher generates an intermediate matching result which is a 
matrix consisting of similarity values between each pair of nodes from the two graphs. 
All the matrices from the matchers constitute a similarity cube, waiting for next process.
The final step is to combine the similarity cube and extracting the matching result. It has 
two sub-steps: aggregation of matcher-specific results and selection of match candidates.
1 This figure is re-drawn based on the idea of figure 2 in [12]
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Different strategies can be applied here according to the application requirements and 
users’ discretion. COMA supports user interaction by means of user feedbacks. Similar to 
other systems, it can work in the iterative fashion to improve final results.
The name similarities and schema structure similarities are identified through different 
matchers in COMA. The ideas behind name matchers include: tokenizing names, solving 
affix, data type, synonym, and soundex (such as shipTo and ship2), and performing string 
matching. Some auxiliary information is utilized by related matchers, such as external 
dictionary, data type compatibility table. The strategy for deciding structure similarity is 
as follows. Two nodes’ structure similarity is composed from the similarities of their 
ancestors, children, and leaves. In addition to these, COMA presents an approach to reuse 
previous matching results. In the implementation, based on a supplied existing matching 
results table, the system tries to (a) reuse the result to the entire schemas, (b) reuse the 
result to schema fragments, and (c) derive new matching results from the existing ones 
[12].
2.3.3 LSD (University of Washington) [14, 15]
The LSD (Learning Source Descriptions for Data Integration) system uses machine 
learning techniques to train some learners to capture the patterns of mappings between a 
pre-defined mediated schema and a set of training schemas, called training set, which are 
extracted from source data, and the source data is the set of schemas needed to be 
matched. A learner is an object, such as a piece of program or an equation, having the 
ability to learn and remember some rules for classifying certain patterns. After being 
trained, the learners are applied to match the source data against the mediated schema, 
and generate mappings for the leaf element between source data and mediated schema. 
The idea underlying this approach is based on that all the schemas need to be matched 
have certain connections, so that ‘after a set of data sources have been manually mapped 
to a mediated schema, the system should be able to glean significant information from 
these mappings and to successfully propose mapping for subsequent data source’ [14].
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There are two phases in the process in LSD. The first one is training. It first requires the 
user to supply a mediated schema, which describes the domain of interest, and extract a 
training set from the source. There are several base-leamers defined in LSD, each of 
which takes certain pieces of information from the schema. In the training process, they 
exploit this information from the training set and mediated schema, and discover 
classification models and matching rules. Besides base-leamers, there is another learner 
called meta-learner. According to the user specified output and the base-leamers’ 
outcomes, the meta-learner is trained to combine all the results from base-leamers and to 












Figure 7. LSD first phase -  training
The second phase in LSD is matching. Once the learner is trained, they can be used to 
perform matching on new source data. Each of the base-leamers takes the corresponding 
aspects of information from the source data, and produces one intermediate prediction. 
These predictions from all the base-leamers are then passed to the meta-leamer. The 
mete-leamer further generates the matching pairs. In the last step, users can put feedback 
at their discretion: aid the system by giving the hard-to-match elements, accept good 
mappings, reject incorrect mappings and ask the system outputs a new set of mappings.
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Meta learner prediction Matching
Figure 8 . LSD second phase -  matching
Depending on the base-leamers, different information of schema is exploited in LSD. In 
the proposed system, both schema and data instance are considered: elements’ tag names 
are taken care by name matcher; elements’ data content is dealt with in content matcher; 
the hierarchical structure is handled by a learner called XML base learner, etc. This 
system is extensible in the sense that new learners can be added into the existing ones to 
process more information in schema or treat the information in different ways. After a 
new learner is added and trained, the meta-leamer has to re-leam the combination rales 
for the new base-leamer outputs. Except for the source schemas to be matched, the inputs 
of LSD system include: mediate schema, training set drawn from source data, desired 
mappings for the training set and mediate schema, manual inputs specifying element 
name correspondences, and user feedback.
The name and structural similarities are taken care by different set of base-leamers. The 
system in [14, 15] conducts an experiment on a particular application area -  real estate. It 
does not utilize any dictionaries, but requires the user to give necessary clues to create 
correspondence for names during the training phase. It creates a table containing this 
information. In the matching phase, when new source data arrive, LSD consults the table 
to retrieve the similarities. For those names which cannot be looked up in the table 
directly, LSD does a string matching against the table, uses the nearest neighbor strategy 
to get the result. Name matcher, content matcher, country name recognizer, and Naive 
Bayes learner in LSD are in charge of name similarity issues. Among them the Naive 
Bayes learner takes certain elements’ instance as bags of tokens. Based on the assumption
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that tokens in the bags are independent, it uses maximum likelihood approach to assign 
each bag to a certain class -  that is, the element with the bag of tokens as its instance 
more likely corresponds to a certain element in the mediated schema after a likelihood 
comparison. The structural similarity is calculated by a learner called XML base learner. 
It uses the same strategy as Naive Bayes learner. First it models schema to trees to 
encode the hierarchical structure. Then the learner generates two types of tokens, node 
tokens, and edge tokens to represent the tree. Finally, it applies maximum likelihood 
approach to find the best mappings.
2.3.4 SKAT (Stanford University) [36, 37]
The SKAT (Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tool) is a rule based, semi-automatic 
framework focusing on identifying the articulation over two ontologies. Ontology, in this 
system, is defined as ‘knowledge structures which explain the nature and essential 
properties between terms present in a knowledge source’ [36]. It is similar to the schema 
we are discussing here. The articulation is the linkage between two ontologies, 
containing the terms needed to connect the sources and their correspondences. It is 
similar to the matching result.
The articulation between two ontologies is determined in a user-aided, semi-automatic 
way in this framework. There are four steps: first, the user, normally a domain expert, 
provides some initial rules which indicate the terms that should be matched and the ones 
should not, and some matching procedures that can be used to compute matches. Second, 
based on the initial rules, SKAT suggests intermediate articulation, and waiting for 
further instruction. Then, by putting feedback in the system the user can approve correct 
matches, reject incorrect ones, mark certain matches as irrelevant, or revise the initial 
rules for computing the matches. At last, SKAT takes the feedbacks, re-computes the 
articulation iteratively until the user gets satisfied result.
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Figure 9. The framework of SKAT
Based on the rules specified, different aspects of information in the schema are exploited 
during the matching process. A prototype is developed in [36] to identify the articulation 
among multiple Web sources. Web sites can be viewed as a structured graph with a root 
page and links to related pages. Pages are modeled as nodes labeled by their titles, and 
links as arcs. The nodes’ labels and the hierarchical structure are considered as factors to 
find the articulation in this system. Apart from this information, user inputs such as initial 
rules and procedures, and user feedbacks are also important to the entire process. In order 
to reduce manual effort, a semantic dictionary, WordNet is integrated in the system to 
help capture the semantic relations [37].
Different rules in SKAT are used to deal with the name and structural similarity issues. 
For name similarity, SKAT first removes stop words (like ‘the’, ‘how’) in node labels, 
then stems the words to their original forms, and matches the nodes based on the 
processed labels. Context identifier rules deal with the user pre-defined should-match and 
should-not-match clues. The term based matching rules take care of general cases. They 
use user specified mapping tables (if supplied) or external lexical resources to identify the 
potential matches. The structure similarity, captured by the structure based matching rule 
in SKAT, is determined by putting the node labels in the hierarchical structural context. 
This rule matches the nodes according to their labels first, then based on the intermediate 
mapping and the structure information, it generates further mappings. The idea for 
computing the structure similarity is that two nodes are matched if  their parent nodes and 
child nodes match. For a perfect case, all the parent and child nodes should match, hence
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this mapping between these two nodes gains more weight. For general cases, the user can 
set a threshold for determining a mapping according to the match level of children nodes.
2.3.5 Other prototypes
There are some other prototypes proposed besides the introduced ones, such as Similarity 
Flooding [34, 35] (SF for short), Identification of Syntactically Similar DTD Elements 
for Schema Matching [44] (ISSDE for short), XClust [32], etc. The processes involved in 
these prototypes are similar to above ones in the sense they all share some major steps 
like modeling, name and structural similarity computing, and result retrieving. However 
they have their own focuses and characteristics. SF proposes an algorithm to determine 
the structure similarity based on the idea that ‘whenever any two elements in models Gi 
and G2 are found to be similar, the similarity of their adjacent elements increases’ [34], 
ISSDE defines syntactically equivalent and similar measurements and does a bottom up 
comparison to detect the mappings. XClust extends the idea of XML schema matching to 
cluster XML schemas.
2.4 Some graph and tree matching algorithms
2.4.1 Related concepts in graph and tree matching
Graph is a powerful tool and data structure representation. It has been studied widely and 
applied in various areas [6]. In a graph, nodes represent abstract objects. They are 
connected by edges which describe a relationship between them. Nodes and edges may 
have labels. Besides, there may be attributes associated with them to contain additional 
information. An edge is called directed if it has a direction leading from one node (called 
the tail) to the other (called the head), it is undirected otherwise. A graph is called 
directed graph if  all the edges in it are directed. A rooted directed tree is a directed graph 
in which there is exactly one node called the root which is the only node that is not the 
head of any edge in the tree, and each of the other nodes is the head of exactly one edge. 
A node u is the parent of a node v if there is an edge whose tail and head are u and v, 
respectively.
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Once we use graphs to represent objects, the problem of finding the relations between 
two objects in different graphs becomes that of finding the relations o f the two related 
graphs. Generally, this problem refers to graph matching [3, 4, 43, 46, 50]. Graph 
matching can be classified into exact and inexact matching. An exact matching can be 
graph isomorphism if the two graphs have the same number of nodes and identical edge 
structure, or subgraph isomorphism if the smaller graph is isomorphic to a subgraph of 
the bigger one. By allowing certain degree of error in the matching, graph and subgraph 
matching become inexact matching. Since inexact matching tolerates error, they are more 
useful in dealing with real applications.
Derived from the well-known concept of string edit distance, graph edit distance is also a 
powerful alternative to identify the similarity between graphs. Graph edit distance is 
computed based on a set of edit operations, namely, insertion, deletion and substitution 
(label modification) on nodes and edges. Usually, each edit operation has a cost 
associated with it, called cost function. The edit distance of two graphs G/ and G2 is 
defined as a sequence of edit operations that transform G; into G2 with the minimum total 
cost. At the same time, this sequence of edit operations also implies a mapping from G/to 
G2 . In the simplest case, the insertion and deletion operation can each be viewed as 
creating a mapping from a node (or an edge) of one graph to a null node (or edge) in 
another graph, while the substitution operation can be regarded as node (or edge) 
mapping with tolerable errors. In [3], Bunke theoretically proved that under certain cost 
functions for edit operations, graph edit distance computation is equivalent to finding the 
largest common subgraph. Generally, the result of graph matching is a mapping (relation) 
from the node and edge set of Gj to those of G .̂ The mapping could be bijective, 
meaning that node (edge) x in G; maps to node (edge) y  in G2 if and only if y  in G2 maps 
to x in G/. They could be 1:1, l:n, or n:n mappings, which refers how many node(s) from 
Gj and from G2  can participate a mapping. Most of the existing algorithms concentrate on 
seeking bijective and 1:1 mappings.
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Next, we shall study some graph and tree matching algorithms, analyzing the problems 
they attempt to solve and the strategies they chose. Instead of discussing the details of the 
algorithms, we shall focus on the underlying ideas of each of them.
2.4.2 Weighted bipartite graph matching [30]
Weighted Bipartite Graph Matching, WBGM for short, can be described as follows. 
Given that the node set of a graph G can be partitioned into two subsets of disjoint nodes 
X  and Y such that every edge connects a node in X  to a node in Y, and each edge has a 
non-negative weight. The task is to find a subset of node-disjoint edges (called an optimal 
edge-set) that has the maximum total weight. WBGM is also referred as assignment 
problem1, a group of workers can operate a group of machines. Each worker runs a 
particular machine within a particular period and yield a certain profit. The purpose is to 





The purpose of weighted bipartite 
graph matching is to maximize
^  W j  j  in which each i  and j
i s X J e Y
can only occur at most once
Figure 10. Weighted bipartite graph matching
Several methods have been proposed to cope with this problem in polynomial time, i.e. 
solving it in anb steps, where a and b are constants, and n is the total number of nodes in 
the graph. The Hungarian method is one of them [30]. The key concepts of this method 
are node (re)labelling and augmenting path.
Given a graph G and its two disjoint node sets X  and Y, a node in X  is represented as i, a 
node in Y is represented as j ,  an edge connecting nodes i and j  is represented as et . and
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its weight is represented as w,. j . Let M  be a matching of G. A matching edge is an edge
in M  while a free edge is one not in M. A node is matched if it is incident to a matching 
edge, and is free otherwise. A path is a sequence of alternating nodes and edges. Since G 
is bipartite, every other node on a path is from the same node set, as shown in Figure 11
(a). Let Pm a path such that every other edge on it is an edge in M, and both its starting 
and end nodes are free, then is called an augmenting path of M  From Pm we can form a 
matching M ’ which consists of every edge that is on Pm and not in M. Clearly, the size of 
M ’ is one greater than that of M  and hence is a larger matching (see Figure 11 (b)).
-G -
-o
•  nodes from one set 
O nodes from another set
(a) a path
augmenting
O free node 




Figure 11. The path and path augmenting in WBGM
The idea behind the Hungarian method is to start with a matching and gradually improve 
the matching by using an augmenting path until an optimal matching is found. To achieve 
that, a node labeling method can be used which is to label the nodes according to the 
edge weights. Specifically, for each node k, let l(k) be a label assigned to k  satisfying
l{i) + l U ) > ^ Kj V i e X ,  J e Y .
The method begins with the following feasible initial labelling:
l(i) = maxyef. \wtJ}, Vi e X  and 
l(J) = 0, V/' e F
Next, a matching for G is arbitrarily chosen from a so called Equality Graph, denoted as 
Geq = ( X , Y , E eq) , where Eeq = {e(J \l(i) + l(j )  = wi J \ . Note that according to the
definition of matching, when choosing matching from an equality graph, every node 
could only be incident to one edge in the matching.
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The condition for checking whether the matching is optimal is to examine if  all the nodes 
in the smaller node set (the node set with less number of nodes) are matched. If they are, 
then the process is done. Otherwise the method will re-label the nodes, re-generate 
equality graph, and look for the augmenting path(s). Suppose X is the smaller node set, 
after setting the initial labels and choosing a matching from the equality graph which is 
based on initial labels, the algorithm enters following iteration steps:
1. If every node in X  is matched, stop. Otherwise, pick a free node u e  X . Set
5 = {u} and T = <j).
2. In the current equality graph, determine the set of nodes in Y that are connected to
a node in S  (let the set be denoted by Ns). If N s , go to step 3. Otherwise, let
a = min(eSJer{/(/) + l ( j )  -  wtJ}, where T '= Y  - T  . Then relabel the nodes:
/ ( v )  =
l(v) -  a for  v e S
l(v) + a for v e T
l(v) otherwise
After relabelling, re-generate the equality graph. Repeat Step 2.
3. Pick a node p  in T  -  N s . If p  is already matched, say to q e X  , replace S  by 
S  u  {q} and T  by T  u  { p} , then go to step 2. Otherwise, p  is free (recall that the path 
checking started from a free node u in X) and a path is found that can be augmented. 
Augment the path, Update the status of u and p  to indicate that they are matched. Go 
to step 1.
Hungarian method runs in polynomial time -  n3, where n is the number of nodes in G, 
and it guarantees to find the optimal result [30].
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2.4.3 A Node-Mapping-Based Algorithm for G raph M atching [24]
In [24], a graph matching algorithm based on node mappings between two graphs is 
proposed. The mappings refer to node-pairs formed by the nodes from the two graphs. 
The algorithm creates a nodes dissimilarity table with a quantified value to represent the 
dissimilarity between every two nodes from the graphs (see Figure 12).
V 2 ’ m ’
i disi.r dist ,r dis2,m’
2 dis2,j> dis2lr disw
n dis„,r dis„,2> d is nim'
Figure 12. Nodes dissimilarity table
The idea of this algorithm is based on the intuition that good overall mapping consists of 
good local mappings. It decomposes the matching process into K  phases. The value K  
ranges from 1 to the number of nodes in the smaller (in terms of number of nodes) graph. 
The efficiency of the algorithm and whether it can find the optimal matching relies on the 
choice of K. By using a small value for K, it is demonstrated that this algorithm can 
significantly reducing the search space while still producing very good matchings (most 
of them optimal) between two graphs [24],
The algorithm uses the graph edit distance measures to form matches starting from the 
nodes dissimilarity table. The aimed matches are the node pairs which together with 
corresponding edges result in the minimum overall dissimilarity. So, the overall 
dissimilarity consists of two parts: node dissimilarity and edge dissimilarity. Beginning 
with potential node mappings, the algorithm computes the corresponding edge 
dissimilarities and adds them together. After a certain number of iterations, the algorithm 
reports the matches which possess the smallest dissimilarity value as output.
The number K  is a key factor of this algorithm. If we set K  to 1, then it is a greedy 
algorithm. If K  equals to the number of node of the smaller graph, the algorithm would 
exhaust all the possible combinations resulting in an exponential time complexity.
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Obviously, smaller K  can speed up the execution but reduce the chance of getting optimal 
result. Conversely, bigger K  can increase the chance of optimal result but needs more 
computation time.
In the implementation, this algorithm works in an iterative fashion. The ith iteration takes 
the i best mappings in each row into consideration, and together with the already chosen 
(z-1) best mappings, it forms new mappings. Then the algorithm computes the 
corresponding edge dissimilarity, and records the overall result. After Kth iteration, the 
system reports the matches as the one with the smallest overall dissimilarity. During each 
iteration, a validation function is used to eliminate non-bijective combinations, and a 
temporary table is included to avoid duplicate computation.
Even already pruned the search space, this algorithm still has exponential computing cost. 
Its time complexity is 0 (n 2K " ) , which is still too large to apply in real life schema 
matching. However, it provides us a way to cut down the execution efforts, presenting a 
way of defining cost functions of nodes and edges edit operation. Moreover, the trick of 
using a temporary table in the implementation is inspiring.
2.4.4 An algorithm for finding the largest approximately common substructures [46]
Based on an approach of computing the edit distance between two ordered labeled trees 
[50], [46] proposes a dynamic programming algorithm for finding the largest 
approximately common substructures. Given two ordered labeled trees Ti and T2 , and an 
integer d, this algorithm computes a largest substructure Uj of Tj and a largest 
substructure U2 of T2 such that Uj is within edit distance d  of U2 . The ‘largest’ means in 
term of the nodes in the tree, there are no other substructure Vj of Tj and substructure V2 
of T2, such that V; is within the edit distance d  of V2 and the sum of the size of Vj and V2 
is greater than the sum of the size of Uj and U2 .
This algorithm performs the edit operations on nodes: re-labeling, deletion and insertion, 
as illustrated in Figure 13. The edit costs of these operations are treated as constants and 
have the same weight. In the algorithm, they are set to 1.
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T, Tj T,
r r r
h g  h h g  h
c e f  g  g Af  g /
(i) (2) (3)
(1) Relabeling -  change node label a to b. (2) Deletion -  delete node b, and make its children, f  and 
g, to be the children of its parent r. (3) Insertion -  insert b and make it a new child o f r, then select a 
consecutive sequence of children of r (f and g) making them the children of b.
After a post-order traversal, each node in the tree is assigned a postorder number as its ID. 
For a label ordered tree T, a node in it whose ID is i is represented as t[ ij. A subtree 
rooted at t[ i]  is denoted as T[i]. l[ i]  denotes the leftmost leaf of subtree T[i]; T [i..j] is an
The formal definition of mapping under ordered labeled tree 7/ and T2 is a triple (M, Tj,
Ti). Where M  is a set of pairs of node ID (i , j ) satisfying: [50]
( 1 ) l < i < | 7 U  l <  j  <\T2 \\
(2) For any pair of and (z2,y2) in M,
(a) z'j = i2 if and only if j\ = j 2 (one-to-one mapping),
(b) t}[i}] is to the left of tifo]  if  and only if t2jji]  is to the left of /^//V
(sibling order preserved),
(c) ti[ij] is an ancestor of tjfc ]  if and only if t2[ji] is an ancestor of 
(ancestor order preserved)
1 This figure is copied from [46] Fig. 1.
# 1
Figure 13. Node edit operations in trees :
ordered forest induced by the nodes t[ i]  to t [ j]  inclusive (see the example in Figure 14).
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T 7I2..8]
t{2] 43] t[ 5]
A
m
Figure 14. The induced ordered forest
The common substructure retrieved by this algorithm is a substructure of a tree by 
performing a proper set of consistent subtree cuts. A subtree cut is defined as an 
operation of cutting off a subtree rooted at a node. A tree can have many sets o f subtree 
cuts. A consistent subtree cut set, is one in which no root of a subtree in the set is an 
ancestor for the root of the other.
Based on the above definitions, the purpose of finding the maximum common 
substructure for two trees Tj and T?, within an edit distance d, is to apply consistent 
subtree cuts from T/ and T2 as few as possible (hence the remaining structure is as large 
as possible), and making the remaining structure within the edit distance of d.
Since the tree is ordered, meaning that the right-to-left order of children is fixed, this 
algorithm exhausts all the possible mappings starting from the right most node of both 
trees; computes the cost of relabelling, deletion and insertion; stores the minimum cost 
for each step, and continues towards left and up until it reaches the roots of both trees.
2.4.5 An algorithm for matching labeled unordered tree [42]
The matching in a labeled unordered tree is defined similar to the above one, except for 
the sibling-preservation rule. Enumerating all the possible situations is not practicable 
when the number of nodes of the tree is large owing to the large searching space.
1 This figure is copied from [46] Fig. 3.
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Different from using dynamic programming approach to match two trees, another 
algorithm was proposed in [42]. It translates the tree matching problem into state 
searching problem and chooses some heuristics to reduce the searching space. Following 
the rules of tree edit operations, this approximate algorithm uses distance to describe the 
relation of trees. Given two trees, if they are isomorphic, the algorithm uses the 
Hungarian method for solving Bipartite Graph Matching to compute their distance, if 
they are not, their distance is infinity. Two trees A and B are isomorphic if  they have the 
same number of nodes and levels, and regardless of the node labels, every parent-child 
pair in A has a distinct parent-child mapping in B. As a result, for two trees A and B, this 
algorithm tries to delete some nodes from them respectively, computes the distance of A 
and B, and iteratively keeps doing this procedure until certain conditions are met, then it 
reports the smallest distance as the final result.
In this algorithm, a state is obtained by deleting some nodes from tree A  and B. The 
distance of a particular state consists of two parts: re-labelling cost -  calculated by 
Hungarian method, and deleting cost. All the possibilities of node deletion combination 
comprise the total state space. Obviously, this state space is too big to be exhausted (total 
states: 214+151), so some strategies should be applied to solve this problem practically. 
Consequently, this algorithm firstly adopts the greedy method. It starts from a random 
state, moves from this state to its neighbor state that has less distance, then treats the new 
state as current state and repeats the process until reaches a state that all its neighbor 
states’ distance is greater than its. A neighbor state is obtained by re-installing a removed 
node back or deleting one more node from both or one of the trees. However, the greedy 
downhill strategy makes the execution prematurely terminated by local optimization. To 
avoid this, the algorithm secondly applies two heuristics: Iterative Improvement, and 
Simulated Annealing. The Iterative Improvement repeats above procedures several times 
(usually a small value) from different random starting states, hence it could increase the 
chance to get the global optimization. While Simulated Annealing allows the search 
process to move uphill by some chance so that it could overcome some local optimization 
and also increase the chance of reaching global optimization. These two heuristics are 
shown in following Figure 15.
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In [42], an approximation approach is proposed. The idea behind it is as follows: 
arbitrarily form a starting state by removing some nodes in the two trees, compute the 
cost of building this state and the edit distance of the nodes left in the trees based on re­
labeling only, then move to next state, called neighbor state, by re-installing a removed 
node or deleting one more node from both trees, and compute the total cost again, if the 
cost is less then the previous one, then make this state the current state and continue to 







Figure 15. Iterative Improvement (II) and Simulated Annealing (SA)
Another technique is used in this algorithm to simplify the tree, reducing. That is, for an 
ancestor-descendent path, if every node (except leaf) in the path only has one child, then 
it will be reduced to one singly node, and this node is called a node string. See Figure 16. 
The classical string matching could be applied on comparing node strings. However, if 
there is no this kind of structure in the tree, reducing process has no benefit.
e f  g
Figure 16. Node reducing 
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2.4.6 An algorithm for finding largest subtrees [22]
In [22], an approach for solving maximum common subtrees and minimum supertrees 
problem on unordered unlabeled trees is presents. Subtree and supertree are considered as 
tree embedding problems in this paper. In turn tree embedding problems fall into two 
categories: subgraph isomorphism embedding and topological embedding. The following 
are some notations and the formal definition:
• Notations:
V(T)  represents the node set in tree T , E(T)  represents the edge set in tree T , 
and r(T) represents the root of tree T . An edge is represented by the two nodes at 
its both ends, such as (a,h) where a eV(T) ,h  e V(T) . Tv denotes the subtree of T 
rooted at node v , it includes v and all its descendants nodes.
• A tree T is a subgraph isomorphism embedding of a tree T' if  there is a one-to- 
one function cp: V(T)  such that (a,b) € E(T)  if and only if
e E ( T ) .
• A tree T is a topological embedding of a tree T' if there is a one-to-one function 
<p: V(T)  -» V(T')  such that for any a,b,c e V ( T ) , the following properties hold: 
if b is a child of a in tree T , then g>(b) is a descendant of (p{a) in tree T ' ; if b 
and c are distinct children of a in tree T , then the path from <p(a) to <p{b) and 
the path from (p{a) to g>{c) in tree V  only have the node <p(a) in common.
According to the definition, the largest common subtree could be a tree of subgraph 
isomorphism embedding or topological embedding of two trees. LCSt(^,u) represents
the set of largest common subtree of Ta and TJ under subgraph isomorphism embedding, 
while LCSe(a,u) under topological embedding. The word ‘largest’ means that the 
subtree has the maximum number of nodes comparing to other subtrees.
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Let LCSj(ci,ti) or LCSe{a>u) be a set of subtrees which may contain multiple subtrees 
with the same number of nodes (more than one maximum common subtrees). For any 
subtree L e LCSe(a,u), we have either r(L) matches to a in tree T  , or r(L) matches to 
u in tree V , or both. This also holds when X 6 LC5, (a ,u) . The idea of the dynamic 
programming approach used in the algorithm, LCSe(a,u) or LCSx{a,u) is determined
from the sets computed for descendants of a and u , is based on these three situations. 
Let’s first consider topological embedding, the subgraph isomorphism embedding is 
similar. The following equations (Lemma 5.1 in the paper) reveal the basis of the idea:
For any a e  V(T)  with children bx,b2, bk and any u e V ( T ' )  with children
v„v2,. v, , one of the following three conditions must hold for every
L e LCSe(a,u) :
1. L e  LCSe(a,vp) for somep, 1 < p < l ;
2. L e LCSe(bq,u) for some q, 1 < q < k ;
3. (a) r(L) matches to a and u
(b) for each child g  of r{L) , there is a distinct child bg of a , such that g 
matches to bg
(c) for each child g  of r (L) , there is a distinct child vg of u,  such that g
matches to va6
(d) the subtree of L rooted at g  is in LCSe(bg,vg)
Then, from the above Lemma, we can define the subtree size for each of the conditions: 
M x = max {size _ o f  _ subtree _ in LCSe (a, vp ) 11 < p  < 1};
M 2 = max {size _ o f  _ subtree _  in LCSe (bq,u) \ \ < q  
M 3 = MaxWM({bx, ,bk},{vx ,vt}) +1.
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Where MaxWM  denotes the result calculated according to weight bipartite graph 
matching. The final size of subtree in LCSe(ba,vu) is max {M x, M 2 , M 3} .
The way of computing the size of subtrees illustrated above shows that the dynamic 
programming approach underlies of the algorithm. It works from the leaf nodes, 
computes each node pair (a,u) ’s maximum subtrees and the size, until it gets to the roots. 
The subtree size is determined as follows: if a or u is leaf, then the size is 1; otherwise, 
Mj, M2 and M 3 are computed. In this process, the dominated part is getting M3, it makes 
the program work recursively and takes advantage of the results from previous steps. In 
computing M3, the weighted bipartite graph matching approach is employed.
2.5 WordNet [20 ,47]
WordNet is mentioned several times in above works as an auxiliary source to capture 
semantic similarities between words. It is a lexical database containing the relations 
among English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs [20]. The basic unit in WordNet is 
synset, representing a specific meaning of a word and including this word and its 
synonyms of this specific meaning, with a very precise and concise explanation. The 
synsets are connected to each other with different types of relationships, such as 
hypernym (vehicle is the hypernym of car), hyponym (opposite of hypernym), antonym 
(good vs. bad), coordinate (nouns or verbs that have the same hypernym), etc. WordNet 
APIs for different programming languages have been developed by several groups. With 
the help of the APIs, one can develop programs to access the words’ relationships. A 
number of attempts using WordNet and its APIs to determine semantic relations have 
been done [1, 2, 25] in the area.
2.6 Summary
Efficiently and effectively matching XML schemas becomes an important and urgent 
task as the XML based information integration and exchanging applications spread over 
the Web dramatically. In an XML schema, there are many pieces of information we can
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use to perform matching. The major challenges in automatic XML schemas matching 
consist of identifying the name relations and structural relations.
For identifying the relation between names of elements and attributes, auxiliary 
information is normally required, such as dictionaries and human assistance. WordNet is 
a lexical database containing the relations between English words. With the help of its 
APIs, it has been adopted for computing the semantic relations automatically in several 
matching prototypes.
For identifying structural relations, matching schema usually employs some graph 
(especially tree) matching methods because schemas are normally modelled as graphs or 
trees. Some matching algorithms reviewed above have specific condition and cannot 
directly be cast on real life schema matching scenarios. It leaves one of the major tasks in 
this work, which is trying to apply graph or tree matching strategies to schema matching, 
making a better use of the structure information in schema, and working our better results.
In this chapter, we have gone through the properties of XML and XML schema and 
reviewed several existing schema matching prototypes. We analyzed how they solve 
name and structural relations, what information in schema they exploit, what other inputs 
they require, and what the steps are in them. In addition, we have also reviewed several 
graph and tree matching algorithms with the focus of their ideas which can be potentially 
used in solving structural relations in XML schemas.
Based on the above preparations, we have built an automatic XML Schema matching 
system, and developed a new tree matching algorithm for identifying the structural 
relations. The matching system is described in Chapter 2, and the tree matching algorithm 
is detailed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: The XML Schema Matching System
3.1 Overview of our matching system
The Schema matching system generates the element mappings and the overall similarities 
between two Schemas. We developed the system for automatic matching, so that it can be 
used in dynamic environments. Furthermore, it should work effectively and efficiently -  
generating good results in acceptable time, such that it is capable of matching real life 
Schemas containing several hundreds of elements. This system is a schema-based 
matching system. The inputs include: two XML Schemas, WordNet dictionary, and user- 
defmed compatibility tables for cardinalities and built-in data types in XML Schema. 
With the help of APIs, WordNet dictionary is used to compute the relations between 
proper English words.
Among the various pieces of information stored in the XML Schema, we choose element 
names, attribute names, their data types, elements’ cardinality (both minimum and 
maximum numbers of occurrence), and the hierarchical structure as the matching criteria. 
Names are handled by WordNet if they are English words, or by string matching 
otherwise. The cardinalities are handled by compatibility table. Data types fall into two 
categories: built-in and user-defined. The built-in data types are solved by compatibility 
table since there are fixed number of types in XML Schema specification. While the user- 
defined data types may carry meanings, so they are handled as the same way of names’. 
A tree is the proper way to represent the hierarchical structure, so we model Schemas as 
trees and developed a new tree matching algorithm for identifying the structural relations.
There are three major components in the matching system:
1. parsing two input Schemas files, and modelling them as trees;
2 . computing relations between names and user-defined data types, retrieving the 
relations between built-in data types and cardinalities from compatibility tables, 
then combining them together to generate the so called node similarities',
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3. putting the node similarities into the tree context, applying the new tree matching 
algorithm to identify the structural relations, and finally generating the results.
After being modelled as trees, the problem of matching Schemas is translated into 
matching trees, i.e., element mappings become node mappings, and Schema relations 
become tree relations. In order to determine the mappings and the tree relations, we shall 
compute the relations between every two nodes -  one for each tree, called node pair. In 
our approach, we use similarity to measure the relations. The similarity is a normalized 
value from 0 to 1 inclusively, indicating not relevant to exactly the same. The node pairs’ 
similarities are stored in an M *N  table, where M  and N  are the number of nodes of the 
two trees. Figure 17 illustrates the whole structure of the matching system. From 
receiving input Schemas to reporting the outputs, we shall compute three types of 
similarities for every node pairs: name similarity, node similarity and structural similarity, 
therefore maintain three tables. Name similarities are calculated according to the node 
labels. Based on it, node similarities are calculated by adding data types and cardinalities 
relations, where the data types’ relations are computed in two ways according to their 
categories. The structural similarities are calculated by putting the node similarities into 
the tree structure. The process is illustrated in Figure 18. For a given node pair, both 
name similarity and node similarity show the relation regarding these two nodes only, 
while, the structural similarity shows the relation between two sub-trees rooted at these 
two nodes.
This chapter describes the process of modelling Schemas as trees, computing name 
similarity and computing node similarity in detail. The new tree matching algorithm for 
solving the structural similarity is detailed in Chapter 4. Throughout this thesis, we shall 
use two simple yet typical examples shown in Figure 19 to describe our approach. The 
first one describes customer orders, and the second one is about client bank accounts. 
These two Schemas have some elements describing the similar concepts, hence should be 
matched even though their names, data types and nesting structure are not identical, while 
some other elements should not be matched.
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<xsd:attribute name="ID" type-’xsd:ID" 
use="required'7>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name-'firstName" type="xsd:string7> 
<xsd:element name=HIastNameM type-'xsd:string7> 
<xsd:element name-’streetNo" type="xsd:string'7> 
<xsd:element name-’street" type="xsd:string7> 










<xsd:element name^'name" type-"xsd:string’7> 









<xsd:element n a m e -’bankAccouiit">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element n am e-’ciient">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element nam e-'nam e">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="first" type="xsd:string"/> 







<xsd:element name="No" type="xsd:int"/> 
<xsd:element name-"street" type=,,xsd:string”/> 
<xsd:element name="city" type-'xsd:string'7> 







<xsd:element n am e-’accounts" m axO ccurs-’unbounded"> 
<xsd: complexT ype>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element nam e-'type" type-'xsd:string7> 








Example 1. customer order Example 2. client bank account
Figure 19. Two XML Schema examples
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3.2 Modelling XML Schemas as Trees
3.2.1 Modelling Schemas as labeled, unordered rooted trees
The first step in this matching system is to parse the two XML Schemas and model them 
as trees. We use a labeled, unordered rooted tree to represent the contents and structure 
of a Schema. Elements are translated into nodes. Attributes in XML usually contain data, 
so they are also translated as nodes -  the child nodes of the nodes transformed from the 
elements in which the attributes reside. The names of elements and attributes become the 
labels of nodes. In addition to names, we choose data types, minimum, and maximum 
cardinalities in elements and attributes as matching criteria. They are extracted and 
attached to corresponding nodes as their attributes. Note that the XML Schema attribute 
is different from the tree node attribute: the former one is defined within an XML 
element to contain additional information and we translate it into a node; and the latter 
one is a property attached to a tree node.
The tree structure reflects the nesting relations of elements and attributes in the Schema. 
Because an XML Schema always starts with a ‘schema’ tag, so the root of the tree is 
always ‘schema’. Although the sequence of elements in an XML Schema is usually 
crucial because it establishes the occurrence order of tags in XML documents derived 
from this Schema, we ignore it during modelling based on the observation that the 
sequence is not important in finding their correspondence. For instance, one may use 
‘firstName’ then ‘lastName’ to describe name in a Schema, another person maybe reverse 
the order as ‘lastName’ then ‘firstName’, see Figure 20. Therefore, this makes the tree 
unordered.
customerNamecustomerName
firstName lastName lastName firstName
Figure 20. Model Schema as unordered trees
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3.2.1 The information excluded from matching
The modelled tree only carries the matching criteria. However, some other information in 
the Schema which could also be useful to determine relations is not taken into 
consideration. Excluded information falls into two categories. One is related to elements 
or attributes such as default value and value range. The other is relevant to structures, 
such as element order indicators. We exclude this type of information from matching for 
the following main reasons.
From elements and attributes’ perspective, name, data type, minimum and maximum 
cardinalities are properties they must have. Therefore, it gives them a fair condition to 
compare with each other and we can easily build the uniform comparing process. On the 
other hand, other information is optional, such as default value, value range, unique, 
nullable (can be null or not), etc. Comparing these kinds of properties will complicate 
the process. Most importantly, our observation and the experiment results show that the 
chosen criteria contain absolute majority information in determining relations. Hence it is 
cost-effective to consider them only and discard the rest.
With respect to structure, the element order indictors are excluded from criteria. Order 
indictor is used to define the pattern of how elements should occur, including all, choice 
and sequence. All indicates that the elements can appear in any order, but must occur 
once and only once; choice indicates that only one of the elements can appear; and 
Sequence indicates that all elements must appear in the specified order. As explained 
earlier, the order of element is ignored during modelling because it is not relevant to 
matching. So we ignore ‘sequence’. As for ‘all’ indicator, it does not specify any order, 
but overrides the minimum and maximum cardinalities of enclosed elements. We keep 
this restriction and force the elements’ cardinalities to be one, and then ignore it. As for 
‘choice’, because we are performing schema-based matching, and cannot predicate which 
element actually appear in XML documents, so we also ignore ‘choice’.
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3.2.2 Modelling process
We use SAX (Simple API for XML [41]) parser to scan the Schema file from the 
beginning to the end, create nodes, fill in the attributes of them, and connect them 
according to the nesting relations. The root of the tree is always labelled as ‘schema’, 
corresponding to the <schema> tag of Schema. Other nodes are from <element> and 
<attribute>.
During the modelling, the following situations should be handled properly in order to 
represent the contents and structure of Schema completely and precisely: reference 
definition, recursive definition, namespace, importing, including, extension, and grouping.
Reference Definition
Reference definition is a mechanism to simplify Schema through sharing the common 
segments. The segments may reside within the same Schema file, or be imported or 
included from an external Schema file. See Figure 21. This definition has to be solved 
because it breaks the tree structure, and the shared parts possess different meanings for 
different elements which refer to it. For instance, in Figure 21, the shared segment 




ship2Add street province postcodedate date bill2Add
Figure 21. Reference definition
For solving reference definitions, we duplicate the segment under the node which refers 
to it, which means we unfold the segment, create a copy for every meaning. However, by
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doing this, we increased the computation redundancy especially for node label 
similarities, which is a heavy load job. To avoid this, during modelling, we create an 
array which contains the distinct node labels and establish connections from each node to 
this array. In subsequent processes, the node labels are handled based the array instead of 
the nodes themselves.
There are two types of references in XML Schema specification: data type reference, and 
name reference. Data type reference is created by the clause ‘ type =dataTypeName’ 
(where ‘datoTypeName’ is not a built-in data type), and the referred segment is a 
<complexType> or <simpleType>; while name reference is created by 'ref^elementName', 
and referred segment must be a <element>. All the referred types or elements must be top 
level such that they are nested in <schema> only. Therefore, our solution is that: build 
two lists called 'referred'' and 'referring', list ‘referred’ contained all the top level 
elements and types (both complex and simple), and list ‘referring’ contain the elements 
having ‘type’ or ‘re f  reference; then after scanning the Schema file, for every element in 
‘referring’, we physically duplicate the segment which they refer. Solving those segments 
which are from outside of the Schema file follows the same method after solving 
importing and including.
Recursive definition
Recursive definition happens at a leaf element where this element refers to one of its 
ancestors, as shown in Figure 22. This definition also breaks the tree structure, and it has 






Figure 22. Recursive definition
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Matching recursively defined node is equivalent to matching the inner node being 
referred. So we utilize a detecting procedure, which scans the path from a node up to the 
root of the tree to find out whether this node refers to its ancestor or not. Once a node 
which has recursive definition is found, we cut the connection and mark the node with 
recursive property to distinguish it from its referred ancestor.
Namespace
Namespace is a way to avoid name ambiguity, such as two same data type names in one 
Schema file, by assigning them to different vocabularies. This is accomplished by adding 
unique URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier, usually a HTTP address) and giving them 
aliases. The aliases serve as prefixes, such as ‘xsd:’ in the example, to associate the terms 
with certain vocabularies -  namespaces. In our implementation, namespace affects 
reference definitions in three ways: built-in data type, user-defined data type, and element 
reference. To support this feature, our program tracks every prefix and its corresponding 
URI, takes them and the term right after the prefix as one unit, then put this unit into the 
reference solving.
Importing and including
Importing and including are mechanisms of reusing elements and attributes defined in 
other Schema files. Including limits the sharing within the same namespace, and 
importing can cross different namespaces. When being imported, the imported Schema 
file’s information is provided in the <import> tag, including the file name, location and 
the imported namespace. The program also parses and models this Schema, then together 
with its namespace, brings its top level elements and types into the ‘referred’ list. If any 
of them are referred by the components in the original Schema file, they will be handled 
by the reference solving process. For including, the included file’s information is kept in 
<include> tag, and the same method is applied to solve including with the difference of 
namespace. The namespace for including is as the same as the original Schema file.
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Extension
Extension is a way that allows extending existing defined types, enabling flexible re-use 
of the defined types. The defined types is specified in ‘base =typeName’ clause, then 
based on that, new elements and attributes could be added. For this situation, we first 
need to solve the type reference, so we treat the base clause as the same as type reference. 
After getting the base type being duplicated, we process the newly added components, 
converting them to nodes and join them as siblings to the duplicated ones.
Grouping
Grouping is similar to complex type definition, providing a way of re-use defined 
components. The most often used grouping is attribute grouping, which is specified by 
<attributeGroup> tag. We use the same way as type reference to solve this situation: 
adding the <attributeGroup> definition to the ‘referred’ list, adding the reference element 
in the ‘referring’ list, then duplicate the referred group.
After being modelled, the XML Schema examples are represented as trees shown in 
Figure 23. Due to the limited space, only the labels are displayed. Besides the label, a 
node also has attributes associated with it. For instance, in Tree 1, node ‘phone’ has 
attributes as follows: data type -  string; minimum occurrence -  1 (default value if not 





first last No street city province
order
itemscustomer
ID firstName lastName streetNo street city phone name qty
(a) Tree 1, representing schema 1 (b) Tree 2, representing schema 2
Figure 23. Modelled trees for the example
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3. 3 Determining name similarity
Name similarity is a score that reflects the relation between the meanings of two names. 
After being normalized, this similarity ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating that the two 
names are irrelevant and 1 indicating that the two names have the same meaning. In this 
matching system, name similarity approach is employed in computing name similarity 
table based on nodes’ labels (from element name and attribute name) and part of node 
similarity table based on user-defined data types. The steps of computing name similarity 
include:
(1) Break a name into a sequence of tokens if necessary -  tokenization;
(2) Compute the similarities of tokens by WordNet and its API;
(3) Determine the relations of tokens by a string matching algorithm if they can not 
be solved by WordNet;
(4) Calculate the similarity between two token lists.
3.3.1 Tokenization
It is necessary to split up a node label or a data types into tokens before computing the 
name similarity with another one if it is a compound word, which is made up of a 
sequence of tokens in order to better describe a meaning, e.g. clientAccount. This 
operation is called tokenization. A token could be an English word, or maybe outside of 
English vocabulary such as an informal abbreviation. Although there are no strict rules of 
combining tokens together, conventionally, we have some clues to separate them from 
each other including as case switching, hyphen, under line, number, etc. For instance: 
‘clientName’ to ‘client’ and name; ‘ship2Add’ to ‘ship’, ‘2’, and ‘add’; ‘POBillTo’ to 
‘PO’, ‘Bill’ and ‘to’. After tokenization, a label or a user-defined data type is converted 
into a list of tokens, and the similarity is calculated based on the list.
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33.2 Computing name similarity using WordNet
WordNet [47], developed by Princeton University, is a lexical database for English 
language. It builds connections between four types of POS (Part of Speech), i.e., noun, 
verb, adjective, and adverb. The smallest unit in WordNet is synset, which represents a 
specific meaning of a word. It includes the word, its explanation, and the synonyms of 
this meaning. A specific meaning of one word under one type of POS is called a sense. 
Each sense of a word is in a different synset. For one word, one type of POS, if  there are 
more than one sense, WordNet organizes them in the order from most frequently used to 
least frequently used.
There are different kinds of relations between words, such as hypernym (vehicle is the 
hypernym of car), hyponym (opposite of hypernym), antonym (good vs. bad), coordinate 
(nouns or verbs that have the same hypernym), etc, and these relations are connected on 
synsets. WordNet APIs for different programming languages have been developed by 
several groups. With the help of the APIs, one can develop programs to access the 
relationships of words stored in the database. A number of attempts using WordNet and 
its APIs to determine semantic relations have been done [1, 2, 25] in the literature.
Based on WordNet and its API, we adopt synonym and hypernym relations to capture the 
similarities of words. The idea behind is that from one word, we search another one 
according to synonym and hypernym relations. Once a path that connects the two words 
is found, we determine their similarity according to two factors: the length of the path and 
the order of the sense involved in this path. For example, two words ‘book' and 'paper', 
the noun 'book' has total ten senses, the noun 'paper' has seven. First, we try whether 
they are synonyms by searching every sense. Seeing that they are not synonyms for each 
other; then we try to decide whether they have hypernym relations for every sense. We 
find that 'product, production' is a hypernym of the second sense of 'book', and 'product, 
production' is also a hypernym of the seventh sense of 'paper'. Therefore, a path is found. 
Its length is two {'book' to 'product, production' to 'paper'), and the orders of involved 
senses are two out of ten and seven out of seven. Given two words, since there may be
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more than one connection, we shall compute the similarity for each path and report the 
one with the highest value.
Searching the connection between two words in WordNet is an expensive operation due 
to the huge searching space. We impose two restrictions in order to reduce the 
computational cost. The first one is that only synonym and hypernym relations are 
considered, since exhausting all the relations is too costly. This restriction is also adopted 
in some related works [1,2]. Another restriction is to limit the path searching process to a 
certain number of length. If a path has not been connected within a length limit, we stop 
further searching and report no path found.
In our implementation, we use the following formula to calculate the similarity between 
two words:
semSim = senseWeightsou ■ senseWeighttar / pathLength
Where sou, tar denote the source and target words being compared. senseWeight denotes 
a weight calculated according to the order of this sense and the count of total senses. It is 
computed by:
senseWeight = ^{senseCount -  senseNo +1) / senseCount 
The idea of this formula is that the most frequent sense is more important than the less 
frequent one. However, we do not want the weight to be decreased too soon when the 
sense is getting less frequent. Hence we apply the square root on it. The above formulas 
are used both on synonym and hypernym relations searching. For synonyms, we set the 
pathLength as 1 since they are directly connected. The approach we use WordNet to 
determine the relation between two words is symmetrical, which means for the given two 
words, no matter we treat which one as sou (or tar), we will get the same result.
Back to the example of "book'’ and ‘paper", we already found a path with length of 2, and 
sense for this connection is 2 out of 10, and 7 out of 7. Therefore, two senseWeights are:
senseWeightsou = 7 - 7  + l ) /7  = 0.378
senseWeighttar = A/(1 0 -2  + l)/10  = 0.949
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Then the similarity is:
semSim = 0.378x0.949/2 = 0.179 
Furthermore, after searching other possible connections for other senses and other POSs, 
we found this connection is the one with highest value. So, the similarity between 'book’ 
and ‘paper’ is 0.179.
We performed a comparison with the set of word pairs in [25]. Table 1 is the same as the 
table 1 in [25] except the last column which represents our data. In this table, the column 
‘Noun Pair’ is the set of words for testing. The first column is the similarities manually 
assigned and is treated as standard results. The last column is the similarity computed by 
our method, and other columns are results from different approaches. The bottom row is 
the correlation [25] between each approach and the standard one. Among the total eight 
approaches, in terms of correlation, ours exceeds four approaches and falls behind three 
of them. Considering that the method we use is simpler than some approaches [25], our 
similarity measure is acceptable.
3.3.3 String matching
Words outside English vocabulary are often used to in Schemas definition, such as 
abbreviations (“qty”) and acronyms (‘purchase order’ as PO). In this case WordNet is no 
longer applicable, and string matching method is needed in order to perform the matching 
task completely and automatically. We use an edit-distance string matching algorithm 
[17]. By doing this, the measurement reflects the relations between the patterns of the two 
strings, rather than the meaning of the words.
3.3.4 Computing similarity between token lists
After computing similarities between tokens, we determine the similarities between every 
two token lists. Each token in one list has a similarity measurement with every token in 
another list. By intuition, once one token is consumed in a token-to-token pair 
comparison, it cannot be used again in another one. Then it is reasonable to assume that 
the list similarity is formed by the token pair combinations that yield the biggest total
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token-to-token similarities. So we apply the Hungarian method [30] to solve the weighted 
bipartite graph matching. By this 1:1 matching method, the number of reported mappings 
is equal to the number of tokens in the shorter list, and the final similarity summation is 
computed according to these mappings. Note that the similarity between token lists is 
also normalized from 0 to 1. As a result, we shall compute the average based on the 
summation of similarity. We could choose an optimistic way: dividing the summation by 
the number of tokens in the shorter list; or could choose a pessimistic way: dividing the 
summation by the number of tokens in the longer list. In our implementation, we adopt a 











Chodorow Lin Resnik Ours
„a.- 3.92 ■ 16 30 16 f 3.166 1 6.3 1 i.ort
gem -jewel 3.84 16 30 16 1 3.466 1 12.886 0.775
journey —voyage 3.84 16 29 4 0 169 2.773 0.699 6.057 1.000
boy -  lad 3.76 16 29 5 0.231 2.773 0.824 7.769 0.707
coast- shore 3.7 16 29 4 0.647 2.7-3 0.971 8.974 s.000
asylum -  madhouse 3.61 16 29 4 0.662 2.773 0.978 11.277 0.707
mcciciar wizard 3.5 14 30 16 1 3.466 I 9.708 0.500
midday -  noon 3.42 16 30 16 1 3.466 1 10.584 1.000
furnace -  stove ^ 3.11 !4 23 .•5 0.06 i .386 0.2'8 2.426 0.10E
food -  fruit 3.08 12 23 0 0.088 1.386 0.119 0.699 0.125
bird -  cock 3.05 12 29 6 0 159 2.773 0.693 5.98 0.447
bird -  crane 2.97 14 27 5 0.139 2.079 0.658 5.98 0.167
tool irmiemcnt 7.95 i.6 29 4 0.546 2.773 0.955 5 998 1.000
brother -  monk 2.82 14 29 4 0.294 2.773 0.897 10.489 0.447
lad — broiru i m i ■4 26 3 9.07. .856 0.2 73 2.-55 0.19:
crane -  implement 1.68 0 26 3 0.086 1.856 0.394 3.443 0.177
!>h rnc> c: > 1.16 i2 n '.) 0.075 0 827 0 0 o.i?:
monk -  oracle 1.1 12 23 0 0.058 1.386 0.233 2.455 0.143
■.em.ic-N \\ooelivt. 2! • : ■ ! I..63 0.067 0.649 0.111
food -  rooster 0.89 6 17 0.063 0.827 0 086 0.699 0.077
t ■ jst -  Y.l 1.87 -r .26 2 -? 1.856 9.5*9 578 0.250
forest -  graveyard 0.84 6 21 0 0.05 1.163 0.067 0.699 0.079
'"’i.i.; ucT. V 2 25 : i .67 J 124 . .! 83 0.200
monk -  slave 0.55 6 26 3 0.063 1.856 0.247 2.455 0.250
coast -  forest 6 2t 0 * .55 : 0. .2 V 85 0.118
lad -  wizard 0.42 4 26 3 0.068 1.856 0.265 2.455 0.250
che-u s-t T 0,13 • 0 • 20 3 C = .068 0 2 2 888 0.083
glass -  magician 0.11 2 23 0 0.056 1.386 0.123 1.183 0.125
rooster -  voyage 0.08 2 • U 3 C i J - T 0 0 0.000
noon -  string 0.08 6 K 0 ■ .1.52 0.981 0 :) 0.000
Correlation 1 ’l.STS 3.732 IW89 3.695 ■3.87.1 0.775 9.786
Table 1. Comparison of semantic similarity measures using the Miller and Charles data
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3,4 Determining node similarity
Once the name relations are obtained, the node similarity is easy to compute: For each 
part of information, name, data type, minimum and maximum cardinalities, we assign a 
weight, and add their similarities together. The similarities of user-defined data types are 
computed recursively using the above method, and the similarities of built-in data type 
and cardinalities are extracted from compatibility tables as described below.
3.4.1 Similarity of built-in data type
In XML Schema specification [7], there are forty-four built-in data types, including 
nineteen primitive ones and twenty-five derived ones which are shown in Appendix A. It 
is not necessary to build such a big compatibility table and manually assign a relation 
measure for every two data types. Our strategy is to create seven data type categories, i.e., 
binary, boolean, dataTime, float, idRef integer, and string that cover the forty-four data 
types. The compatibility table is built for the seven categories. After this, when 
comparing two data types, first we check which category these types belong to, then 
extract the similarity measure from the category compatibility table. The assignment of 
category for each built-in data type is also shown in Appendix A. In our implementation, 
we set the similarity measure between categories as follows in Table 2.
binary boolean dataTime float idRef integer string
binary 1
boolean 0.2 1
dataTime 0.3 0 1
float 0.8 0.1 0.2 1
idRef 0 0 0 0 1
integer 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0 1
string 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.7 1
Table 2. Data type category compatibility table
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3.4.2 Similarity of cardinalities
XML Schema allows the specification of minimum and maximum occurrences, i.e., 
cardinality, for elements. The range of cardinality is from 0 to unbounded. It is 
impossible and unnecessary to compare all the cardinalities in this range. As a result, we 
apply a threshold. When cardinalities are equal to or bigger than it, we treat the 
cardinality as this threshold. In our implementation, we set the threshold as 5, and the 
compatibility table is as Table 3.
cardinality 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1
1 0 1
2 0 0.7 1
3 0 0.5 0.8 1
4 0 0.4 0.7 0.85 1
5 0 0.3 0.5 0.75 0.9 1
Table 3. Cardinality compatibility table
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Chapter 4: The New Tree Matching Algorithm
4.1 Overview
The new tree matching algorithm proposed in this work is based on the observation of the 
properties of XML documents and Schemas. Even though the openness of XML standard 
gives the great flexibility in creating XML documents, in general people who build them 
want them to be meaningful and understandable to other people. As a result, s im ilar 
concepts described by XML documents are made up of similar elements, and these 
elements are constructed in similar ways. Identifying these similarities is the fundament 
for all the XML schema matching systems [39].
The aim is to design an efficient tree matching algorithm that is able to match large 
Schemas with hundreds of elements. The development of this algorithm is also inspired 
by previous tree and graph matching research works. For example, we match two trees 
recursively by a dynamic programming method [22, 46], and we adopt some heuristic to 
reduce the large searching space [42].
The underlying idea of this algorithm is as follows: An XML document employs 
elements and organizes them as a labelled unordered and rooted tree to describe a concept. 
In this tree structure, leaf nodes, which correspond to leaf elements and attributes of the 
XML document, are atomic units describing the finest piece of information. From leaf 
nodes up to the root, every subtree represents a portion of the concept. When the subtree 
gets bigger, it contains more information, and eventually represents the entire concept 
when it coincides with the entire tree. Therefore, given two Schemas, one can search 
from leaves towards the roots, find the subtrees that include as many nodes as possible 
yet retain certain level of similarities. For simplicity, if there is no ambiguity, we shall 
use tree to denote the labelled unordered and rooted tree in the following description.
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4.2 Definitions and preliminaries
4.2.1 Substructure
In our work, the structural relations are determined by identifying the approximate 
common substructures of two trees. In our approach, a substructure is derived from a 
subtree by deleting some nodes. The deleting operation, as shown in Figure 24, is the 
same as the deleting operation in tree edit operations. It removes the node, and makes its 
children, if there is any, to be the children of its parent.
r
a f  g c 
f  g
Remove node b ,  and make its children,/ 
and g ,  to be the children of its parent r
Figure 24. Deleting operation
We shall use two example Schemas to describe following definitions. Suppose that these 
Schemas, as shown in Figure 25, are from two businesses, a car rental company, and an 
insurance company. They organized the same concept differently according to their point 
of views -  cars rented from a car rental company and drivers insured by an insurance 



















Schema 1, from car rental company Schema 2, from insurance company
Figure 25. Example Schemas from two businesses
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A possible substructure in above example Schema 1 is shown in Figure 26. This 











deleting node d r i v e r ,  and 
connecting d r i v e r ' s  children 
to its parent c a r
Figure 26. A possible substructure of example Schema 1
Since the substructure we defined is obtained from a subtree by deleting some nodes, it is 
different from a subtree in that a subtree is a part of a whole tree [22]. In a subtree, the 
enclosed nodes and their structure remain the same as the original tree. Although using 
the identical term, our substructure is different from the one defined in [46]. In [46] a 
substructure is generated by cutting subtrees from a subtree instead of deleting a node. As 
a result, if a subtree root is deleted, all its descendents are also deleted without parent- 
child relation modifications such as in deleting edit operation. The differences of subtree 











defined in [46], 
Obtained by 
cutting subtree 





deleting node i  
from subtree B
Figure 27. Differences between subtree and substructure
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4.2.2 Common substructure
Given two trees Tj and I), a common substructure between them represents two identical 
substructures in each of them, denoted as subStri and subStr2 . Formally, subStrj in Tj and 
subStr2 in T2 are common substructure if the following conditions hold:
(1) For every node u in subStr^ there exists a node p  with identical label and attributes 
in subStr2 . We denote them as ( u ,p \ u  = p , u e  subStr[, p  e subStr2);
For any ( u ,p \ u  = p ,ue. subStrx, p  e subStr2) and (v, q | v = q, v € subStrx, q e subStr2)
(2) u=v if and only if p=q;
(3) u is v’s parent if  and only if p is q’s parent.
For the given example Schemas, a possible common substructure is shown in Figure 28. 
It represents two exactly the same substructures existing in the two Schemas. However, 
two substructures shown in Figure 29 are not common substructure because some nodes 













One substructure in Schema 1 One substructure in Schema 2
Figure 29. Two substructures are not common substructure
4.2.3 Approximate common substructures
If we relax the condition that the corresponding nodes are identical for being a common 
substructure, we can derive Approximate Common Substructures (hereafter ACS) from
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two subtrees. Moreover, more than one ACS could be derived from two subtrees, such as 
shown in Figure 30. In order to determine the quality of an ACS, we introduce two 
measurements, i.e., structural similarity and matching percentage. Structural similarity of 
an ACS reflects the similarity of the two corresponding substructures and is computed 
according to the nodes that constitute the ACS. Matching percentage of an ACS reflects 


















Two subtrees Different derived ACSs from the given two subtrees
Figure 30. Two subtrees can derive multiple ACSs
A good ACS has both high structural similarity and high matching percentage. We shall 
set a condition that takes both structural similarity and matching percentage into account. 
Those ACSs that meet this condition are called optimal ACSs. Note that being an ACS 
only relaxes condition 1 of common substructure. The other two still hold. As a result, an 
optimal ACS for two trees consists of similar nodes in the same hierarchical structures. 
Similar nodes mean that the similarity between corresponding nodes exceeds a threshold 
value, denoted as u & p  . The same structures mean that corresponding nodes have 
accordant ancestor-descendent relations. For the example Schemas, suppose the node 
similarity threshold is 0.45, and for the two substructures shown in Figure 29, the 
similarity values between every two nodes are:
driver firstName lastName license
driver 1 0.09 0.09 0.06
first 0.04 0.75 0.35 0.14
last 0.04 0.35 0.75 0.13
license 0.06 0.11 0.11 1
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Therefore, we can find an ACS (as shown in Figure 31) in which the corresponding nodes 
exceed the similarity threshold and they have the same structure. Later on, we shall 




Figure 31. An ACSs
Unless two trees are identical or very close, it is unlikely to find one optimal ACS that 
coincides the entire tree. Generally speaking, several optimal ACSs could be found and 
each of them represents a portion of the information described in both trees. Such as 
shown in Figure 32 for the two example Schemas, We may find two ACSs that both of 
them satisfy the condition of being optimal, and each optimal ACS represents a part of 










Figure 32. Two possible optimal ACSs
Another restriction when determining optimal ACS is 1:1 mapping. That is, if one node u 
has been enclosed in one optimal ACS and u corresponds to p  in this ACS, then other 
ACSs that match u to nodes other than p  cannot be treated as optimal even though they 
are satisfy the optimal condition. However these ACSs can also be treated as optimal and 
will be used to filter other ACSs that violate the 1:1 restriction. Therefore we may find 
more than one set of ACS and each set contains optimal ACSs that satisfy 1:1 mapping. 
See Figure 33.
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(2) Another possible ACS set, only one optimal ACS 
Figure 33. Two possible ACS sets for the example Schemas
4.2.4 The optimal ACSs in one set are disjoint or inclusive
Given two optimal ACSs in one ACS set of two trees, they are either disjoint (no 
overlapping), or one of them is completely enclosed in another one. This is as justified 
below:
For two given trees, suppose we have two ACSs that are neither disjoint, nor 
inclusive one w.r.t. another. That is, the two ACSs have some overlap nodes, 
and each ACS has some distinct nodes. Shown as Figure 34 (1), ACS1 is 
rooted at r l, ACS2 is rooted at r2, and one of their overlapped nodes is v. By 
the definition, an ACS represents similar nodes included in both trees, and 
obeys the ancestor-descendant order in both trees. Since v is one of 
descendants of both r l  and r2 , and according to the property of trees, rl and 
r2 must have ancestor-descendant relation. Say r2 is r i ’s ancestor. Therefore, 
all the nodes in ACS1 are descendants of r2. Recall that an ACS is created by 
searching and adding similar and ancestor-order preserving nodes. Now that 
the ACS1 is both in favor of similarity and size to ACS2 because it is a optimal
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ACS, so it should be merged in ACS2 to form a bigger ACS, Figure 34 (2), 
and ACS1 becomes a part of ACS2. This is a contradiction to the supposed 
condition. Therefore the statement is hold.
A C S 2
r2 r2




Figure 34. Two optimal ACSs in one set are disjoint or inclusive
4.2.5 The advantage over traditional tree mapping
Once the optimal ACSs are determined, mappings between two trees are simply the union 
of the corresponding node pairs in the optimal ACSs. Suppose there are n optimal ACSs 
between tree 7/ and 7 .̂ Let opACSi denote an optimal ACS. Then the mappings between 
the two trees M ^e is defined as M tree = mopACSl u  • • ■ u  mopACSi u  • ■ ■ u  mopACSn , where
m0pACSi is the set of corresponding node pairs (u, p) in opACSi, such that 
u « p ,u  e T ^ p  e T 2, and for any node pair (u, p)  and (v, q) in mopAcsi the following 
conditions are satisfied:
(1) u=v if and only if  p=q;
(2) u is v’s parent if  and only if p  is q's parent.
The following figure illustrates the mapping derived from two possible optimal ACSs for 
the example Schemas. Let s i  represent Schema 1, s2 represent Schema 2, si. car 
represent element car in Schema 1, etc.
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(a) Two possible ACSs -  ACS1 and ACS2
M schema=  HI ACS 1 U  TOACS2
={(sl.car, s.car), (si.make, s2.make), (si.year, s2.year), (si.color, s2.color),
(si.driver, s2.driver), (sl.first, s2.firstName), (si.last, s2.lastName),
(si.license, s2.1icense)}
(b) Mappings from mAcst and mAcs2
Figure 35. ACS and mappings
In graph theory, the mapping for two labelled unordered rooted trees is defined as a triple 
(.M, Ti, Tj) that satisfies following conditions [42], where 7) and T2 are two trees, M  is a 
set of pair of node (i ,j), and i and j  are sequence numbers representing nodes in T\ and T2 
respectively:
(1) i< ;< |r j , i<y< | : r2|;
(2) For any pair of and (i2 , j 2) in M,
(a) z, =  i2 if and only if j\ = j 2 (one-to-one mapping),
(b) ii is an ancestor of 12 if and only if j j  is an ancestor of j '2 (ancestor 
order preserving)
Comparing the two definitions, our mapping for Schemas does not follow the rule (2-b) 
in the above definition. That is, the classical tree node mappings always observe the 
ancestor order, while the mappings for Schemas may break this order. This is reasonable 
from the practical perspective. Let’s consider the car-driver example again as Figure 35, 
Intuitively, the best mappings for these two Schemas are shown in this figure. Regarding 
the hierarchical structure, si.car is si.driver's parent, and s2 .car is s2 .driver's child, so 
the mappings {si. car, s2 .car) and {si. driver, s2 . driver) no longer preserve the ancestor 
order.
However, within one subset of Mtree, i.e., m opAcsu the ancestor order is preserved. In fact, 
it is the major criterion for us to determine an ACS. During the process of searching for
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ACSs, those nodes that tend to break the ancestor order preserving rule are deleted or 
broken up to form another common substructure. Therefore, for the car-driver example, if 
we can locate the two ACSs as Figure 35, then we are able to get the best mapping result.
In our work, we focus on global and local 1:1 mappings. Global 1:1 means an element 
can participate at most one mapping, and local 1:1 means within one mapping, an 
element can be matched to one and exact one element from another Schema [39]. The 
mapping set Mschema is made up of node pairs. This enforces the local 1:1 mapping. The 
global 1:1 mapping is achieved by the fact that ACSs are disjoint or inclusive. Therefore, 
taking the union of rriAcsh where 1 < i < n , does not result in a node appearing in multiple 
mappings.
4.2.6 Structure similarity and matching percentage
Given two trees, there may be more than one set of ACSs. Hence we can generate 
different mappings. The mappings produced by one set of ACSs are called collectively a 
mapping plan. Figure 36 illustrates the multiple sets of ACSs on the example Schemas. In 
Figure 36.1 shows two ACSs that is the best mapping result, and 2 shows another 
possible ACS that is not optimal.
The structural similarity, denoted as strSim(u, p) where u is in 7/ and p  in T2 , is computed 
based on the subtrees rooted at u and p. Even though more than one ACS can be derived 
from two subtrees, we are only interested in the ACS that yields the maximum similarity 
value. As a result, once the structural similarity is obtained by choosing the maximum, 
the ACS we want from these two subtrees is also specified. The matching percentage, 
denoted as mPer(u, p), for this ACS is computed by counting the number of nodes 
covered in this ACS divided by the total number of nodes in the two trees. Afterwards, 
we shall set a condition that takes both structural similarity and matching percentage into 
account to determine optimal ACSs.
As described earlier, an optimal ACS reaches the trade-off of higher similarity and bigger 
number of nodes. Suppose we already have an optimal ACS, and are searching other
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nodes to see whether they can be added into this ACS. If we find that node i is similar to j ,  
and they do not break the ancestor-descendent order of this ACS, we add this node pair to 
this ACS and continue searching. On the other hand, if the node pair (i,f) is not similar, 
or adding them to this ACS resulting in some node removal operations, the program shall 
decide whether to discard this node pair or to add them in, meaning that accept the 
decrease in similarity and the Increase in number of node.
Currently, we leave the decision on optimal mapping plan to end users due to the lack of 
constant criterion to decide mathematically. The matching percentage of a mapping plan 
is easy to judge, since it is equivalent to the sum of the mapping percentages of its 
constitute optimal ACSs. Because the optimal ACSs in one set are disjoint, and the 
matching percentage of every ACS in each set is based on the number of nodes in two 
trees, the added percentage will always be less than 1. Unlike matching percentage, the 
structural similarities in one ACS set cannot be compared with other sets directly because 
they are not based on the same standard. Through experiments, we discovered that if we 
set the threshold of determining the optimal ACS properly, there is only one mapping 

















(2) Another possible ACS set, only one ACS
Figure 36. The possible ACSs for the example Schemas
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4.3 The Algorithm
There are three major steps in the algorithm, i.e., computing structural similarity, 
identifying ACSs, and reporting results which include mappings and the Schema 
similarity. The first step is applied on each node pair of the two trees. Then, identifying 
the ACSs is achieved by using a combination of thresholds of structural similarity and 
matching percentage. During the first step, a list is maintained for each potential ACS 
recording the nodes enclosed. Once the optimal ACSs are determined, mappings are 
retrieved from corresponding lists. The Schema similarity is simply the structural 
similarity of the roots of the two trees.
4.3.1 Computing structural similarity
Given a node pair (u, p),  where u e T x and p e T 2 respectively, their structural similarity, 
strSim(u, p), is defined as follows:
strSim(u, p )  = aNodeSimiu, p) + ( l -  a)subTreeSim
Where NodeSim(u, p) is the node similarity of u and p. subTreeSim represents the relation 
computed based on all the nodes under u and p. It consists of these nodes’ basic and 
structural information, and is the major concern of the algorithm, a  is a factor ranging 
from 0 to 1 inclusively, which reflects the weight of the two parts. In this formula, 
computing subTreeSim requires further computing structural similarities of u and p 's  
descendents. As a result, it reveals a recursive process. All together, strSim(u, p) is a 
normalized score between 0 and 1, meaning not related to closely related. The idea of this 
formula is illustrated in Figure 37.
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NodeSim
subTreeSim
Figure 37. Computing structural similarity
There are three distinct cases when applying this formula: both u and p  are leaves; one of 
them is a leaf, another one is an inner node (number of descendants is greater than 0); and 
both of them are inner nodes.





Figure 38. Case 1
In this case, we define subTreeSim = NodeSim(u, p), therefore we have: 
strSim(u, p )  = aNodeSim(u, p ) + (1 -  a)subTreeSim
= aNodeSim(u,p) + (1 -  a)NodeSim(u,p)
— NodeSim(u, p )   ............     (1)
This rule shows that leaves’ structural similarity only relies on their basic information. 
However, it is too early to conclude that those leaf pairs with high similarity are matched, 
because we are looking for the ACS instead of individual node pairs. For the extreme 
case that an ACS is as simple as just one node when the two trees have few nodes in 
common, this algorithm is also able to determine it if its similarity exceeds certain 
threshold.
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Figure 39. Case 2
strSim{u,p) = aNodeSim(u, p )  + (1 -  a)subTreeSim
= aNodeSim(u, p) + ( l -  a)   ^ .......... (2)
y 1 + \descendants\
In this rule, 0.3 is a user defined constant, representing a structural measure for the 
simplest situation in this case, that is, the non-leaf node only has one child, as shown in 
Figure 40.
Figure 40. The simplest situation in Case 2
Intuitively, in this case, if  the non-leaf node has more descendents, then the two nodes 
have less close relation in structure. We set the closest relation these nodes could have 
regarding the structure of their descendents as 0.3. Based on it, a negative effect will 
reduce this measure according to the number of descendents of the non-leaf node. In 
above formula, \descendants\ denotes the number of descendants of the non-leaf node. It 
is the penalty factor that is used to reduce the structure measure. However, we adopt the 
square root of 1+ {descendants] to make the reduction speed to be gentle.
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Case 3 Both u and p  are inner nodes (Figure 41)
Case 1 and Case 2 are base cases because computing strSim(u, p) does not require 
computing strSim of u and p 's  descendents recursively. While, Case 3 is the general case 
and recursive procedures are involved in it.
Figure 41. Case 3
The strSim(u, p) for this case is defined as follows: 
strSim(u, p) = aNodeSim(u, p ) + ( 1 -  a)subTreeSim 
= aNodeSim{u, p )  + (1 -  a)
■yjl + \removedChild\ ■ |c h ild ^  | P * Wmax |
= aNodeSimiu, p )  + (1 -  a )   (3)
1 + \removedChild\ ■ |c h ild ^  |
In this equation, we use child(u) represents child set of node u, \childu\ represents the 
number of children for node u, and \childmin\ and \childmax\ denote the number of children 
for the node has fewer children and for the node has more children between u and p  
respectively. HM  denotes using Hungarian method to compute the maximum summation 
of structural similarity for u and p 's  child pairs. Note that the removal operations could be 
taken on u and p 's  children, so child(u) may differ from u's original child set and vary in 
each iteration, e.g. if we removed one of u's child, say v, then child(v) will be appended 
in child(u). \removedChild\ denotes the total number of removed children of u and p.
The basic idea for this formula is that the structural similarity of two non-leaf nodes is 
determined by their node similarity and their children’s structural similarity. As a result, a
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recursive process is performed from these two nodes downwards until reaches base cases. 
Suppose we have obtained all structural similarities of every child pair for the two nodes, 
then we apply the Hungarian method to determine those pairs that yield the maximum 
summation of structural similarity.
For strSim(u, p), it is not enough if we just compare their original children’s structural 
similarity. Considering the example in Figure 42, which are part of previous customer 
order and client bank account example, Schema (1) puts every information under 
‘customer’ immediately, while (2) organizes similar information of ‘client’ into two 
groups. Obviously, comparing children of ‘customer’ and ‘client’ only cannot get the 
precise outputs. The strategy of solving this problem is child removing. That is, we 
randomly remove some child nodes, generate the new child list, compute the maximum 
total structural similarity for new children, then try other possible removal operations and 
compare their results, until get a best one after several iterations.
For example, for the Schemas in Figure 42, if we remove children ‘name’ and ‘address’ 
in second tree, we will be able to get a very good result.
Similar to [42], we consider a set of retained children of u and p  as a state and transform 
the problem of computing structural similarity strSim(u, p) to a state space searching 
problem. In this state space, a move refers to the operation of removing a child or adding 
a removed child back. A state is denoted as St. St and Sj are called neighbors for each 
other if they are reachable from each other by one, or both of the following two moves: (1) 
remove one child from u or add a removed child back to u; (2) remove one child from p  




ID firstName lastName streetNo street city phone
first last No street city province 
(2) Client(1) Customer
Figure 42. Removing children to compute structural similarity
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We adopted the Iterative Improvement heuristic to reduce the searching space and hence 
make our algorithm an approximate algorithm. This heuristic includes several iterations. 
Each iteration consists of following procedures: starting from a random state; computing 
strSim(u, p) for this state; randomly choosing a neighbor state; computing strSim(u, p) 
again; then comparing the two values; after that, from the state which has the bigger 
value, continuing searching its neighbor again, until reaching a state that all its neighbors’ 
strSim(u, p) are less. The idea of this heuristic is using greedy method, searching the state 
with higher strSim(u, p) -  uphill searching. Since the greedy method will be trapped by 
local optimal, Iterative improvement performs several iterations to increase the chance of 
reaching the global optimal. As shown in Figure 43, the iteration from state si stops at a 
local maximum strSimj, and the iteration from state S2 is able to reach the global optimal 
strSim2 . The number of iteration is problem specific -  depending on the state space, 
expected result, and performance requirement. Bigger number of iteration will increase 
the chance of getting optimal, but require more execution time. Usually, it is not too big, 
and in our experiments, it is less than 5 in most cases.




Figure 43. Iterative Improvement
The removing operation has negative effect on structural similarity because it changes the 
original structure. Similar to case 2, we choose the number o f removed children
\removedChild\ as the penalty factor, and use ->/l+1 removedChild | to make the reduce
speed to be gentle. Recall that the number of mappings generated by the Hungarian 
method for Weighted Bipartite Graph matching is at most equal to the number of nodes
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in the smaller node set, and owing to the purpose of normalization, the structural
similarity among the chosen child pairs i s  ’,£ch'JdSuVe£h,l̂ p } ^ l ’j j } '    ^  ̂  . Besides,
[ c h i l d  miB\
the side effect of the non-matched nodes in the bigger node set should also be considered.
[child A
This is achieved by multiple the factor j----------\ . In conclusion, for case 3, we have:
[childm ax|
strSim(u, p) = aBasicSim(u, p) + (1 -  a) ^ StrSm^ ) ........... (3)
yl + [removedChild[ ■ [childmax |
Note that the above formula shows the structural similarity only for one state, i.e., one 
possible ACS. We shall compare the structural similarity for all states we can reach (not 
pruned) and pick the one yields the maximum value, denoted as strSimmwL. This ACS is 
the one we are interested.
The removal operationt is limited to u and p 's  children only in our implementation in 
order to prune the searching space and solve real life Schema matching problems quickly, 
though technically, the removal operation can be taken from u and p 's  children 
downwards to leaves.. That means if we removed one of u's child, v, and brought v’s 
children to u, then in the following iterations, these newly added children will not be 
removed. Simply speaking, u's children will compare with p 's  grandchildren at most and 
vise verse. This choice is reasonable for the following three main reasons: (1) comparing 
two nodes at different levels (in terms of u and p) requires node removing operations. If 
the level difference is big, then the removing negative effect could overwhelm the higher 
similarity gained, such as shown in Figure 44. (2) This algorithm eventually computes the 
structural similarity for every node pair (i, j), where i e Tx and j  <eT2. So if two nodes 
with big level difference (in term of u and p) are alike, they can be identified in other 
processes. (3) We observed that for similar Schemas (or similarity portions of Schemas), 
their structural difference should not be too big in levels and number of children, so good 
mappings between them could be found by a few of node removal operations. 
Considering the example shown in Figure 42, we can find the good mappings through 2 
removal operations.
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The simplest case for comparing u's child to 
p 's  grand grandchild t, it requires two node 
removing operations, so the reduce factor is:
■V1 + 2 «1.732, that means only 58.8% 
similarity between v and t is kept
Figure 44. Reduce factor for node removing operation
All together, the above three formulas suggest that we can use a dynamic programming 
approach to compute the structural similarity. For a node pair, the algorithm recursively 
computes their child pairs’ structural similarity. Once the similarity for a node pair is 
obtained, it is recorded in a table. Then, this value can be retrieved quickly if it is 
required for computing any other node pairs in later processes.
Besides the structural similarity, we maintain another table for every node pair, which 
records their contributing pairs. Contributing pairs for one node pair refer to those node 
pairs that yield its structural similarity. These two tables are called similarity table and 
contributing pair table respectively. The information stored in them will be used in 
thereafter ACS identifying and mapping retrieval procedures.
The algorithm for computing the structural similarity is summarized as follows:
Input: two subtrees rooted at u and p  
Output: similarity table, contributing pair table 
The algorithm:
Form node pair (u, p);
If Case 1, compute strStr(u, p) by formula (1), record strStr(u, p), record 
null as contributing pair;
If Case 2, compute strStr(u, p) by formula (2), record strStr(u, p), record 
null as contributing pair;
If Case 3, set iteration number;
1. Randomly form starting state and compute strStr(u, p) by formula (3);
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2. Set starting state as current state;
3. Randomly chose a neighbor state, compute strStr ’(u, p);
4. If strSim ’(u, p) > strSim(u, p), then update current state, repeat 3; 
Otherwise repeat 3 until exhaust all current state’s neighbors;
5. Found a local optimal; keep this value for later comparison;
6. Iteration count + 1, continue next iteration, go to 1;
7. Iteration count reaches iteration number, stop running, keep the 
maximum value and corresponding contributing pairs.
4.3.2 Identifying ACSs
Once the structural similarities and the contributing pairs are obtained, the ACSs are 
ready to be identified. We use each node pair for the two trees to represent a potential 
ACS which includes these two nodes, their contributing pairs, and the contributing pairs’ 
contributing pairs recursively. The optimal ACSs are identified from these candidates by 
applying a combination of thresholds of structural similarity and matching percentage.
Matching percentage for an ACS candidate, denoted as mPer(u, p), is simply computed 
as the total number of nodes enclosed in this ACS candidate divided by the average 
number of nodes for the two trees. If we use ACS(u, p) to denote the ACS candidate 
rooted at u andp, \ACS(u, p)\ to denote the number of matched node pairs -  contributing 
pairs, and \T\ to denote the number of nodes in tree T, then we have:
mPer(u,P) = ' ACS(U' P)l A J ACS^P->\
( i r . l  +  i n D / z  ( I T 1  +  I T D
Both strSim(u, p) and mPerf(u, p) should be considered in determining the optimal ACSs 
which reach the balance of high structural similarity and matching percentage. Like 
strSim(u, p), mPer(u, p) also ranges from 0 to 1. If we project these two values for every 
node pair into a two-dimension-plane, we will get a scatter chart similar to the one in 
Figure 45. In this chart, the horizontal axis represents the structural similarity, the vertical
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axis is the matching percentage, and each point denotes the result of an ACS candidate. 
Point A (1, 1) represents a perfect matching -  both the structural similarity and matching 
percentage reach the maximum value. It means T/ and T2 have the same number of nodes; 
every node in Tj is matched to an individual node in and their similarity is 1. This 
situation happens when matching two exactly the same Schemas, such as matching one 
Schema to itself. Obviously, the points near A reflect the good ACS candidates. Points 
near D (0, 0), in this chart, represent the poorest situation -  low similarity and low 
matching percentage, and points near B(0, 1) and C (1, 0) represent the situations that 





Figure 45. Project structural similarity and matching percentage
Various strategies can be employed in determining good ACSs from above chart, such as 
separate threshold for each of the two values, or certain combinations based on them. In 
our implementation, we use the Euclidian distance from each node to the perfect 
matching point A as the measure, and set a threshold to filter ACS candidates. The idea of 
this approach is show in Figure 46: the arc represents those points whose distance to 
point A is equal to the threshold, therefore the points covered by the sector will be 
considered as candidates to generate the ACSs.
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Figure 46. Distance to perfect matching point as threshold
There are two restrictions during identifying ACSs: Since we are seeking global and local 
1:1 mappings, those nodes that have been matched cannot be matched any more. Another 
restriction is that some ACS candidates might be included in another ACS, i.e., a smaller 
ACS is a part of a bigger ACS. The program should be able to recognize them. However, 
the candidates violate these two restrictions should be treated differently: one ACS 
candidate included in another ACS is fully covered and will appear as a part of this ACS, 
therefore, we can discard this candidate directly. E.g. in Figure 46 point z represents an 
ACS candidate, and it is included in a bigger ACS represented by x. In this case we don’t 
need to deal with z separately since it is a part of x. For an ACS candidate in which one of 
its roots is already matched in another ACS, e.g. y, (suppose one of its root has been 
matched in x), it cannot be treated as a optimal ACS. But after one iteration of searching 
for ACSs, we could start another iteration to determine another set of optimal ACSs, and 
y  can be considered again. For a complete example, we start the first iteration. From point 
x -  the one closest to A; scan this ACS’s contributing pairs and continue drilling down 
recursively until no more contributing pairs; Then we search the candidate ACSs again, 
remove those which have been fully covered, and keep and mark those which violate the 
1:1 mapping. If none of above candidate is found, we deal with it like x. Then repeat 
these processes until all candidates in the sector area are handled. After this, there are
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only marked candidates left in this sector. Next, we start the second iteration, unmark 
these candidates and do the above process again to find another set of ACS. These 
iterations stop when no more candidates left in the sector area. As a result of this 
procedure, our program may generate more than one set of ACS and hence more than one 
set of matching plan. The number of them is mainly related to the value of distance 
threshold.
As shown in Figure 46, the distance threshold ranges from 0 to 1.414 ( 4 2 ). The best 
value is problem specific, depending on the number of nodes in the two trees and how 
close the two trees are. Usually, it is easy to determine after few tests. In our experiments, 
this value of this threshold is from 0.88 to 1.01, and for most of the matching tasks, the 
maximum number of matching plan is 3.
4.3.3 Reporting results -  mappings and Schema similarity
Retrieving mappings is relatively straightforward once the way of determining ACSs is 
clear. Moreover, this process is associated with identifying ACSs. That is, the roots of the 
optimal ACSs, all its contributing pairs, and recursively the contributing pairs of 
contributing pairs are mappings we are looking for. After being found, a mapping is 
reported as two strings in XPath format, i.e. a string of names from the root element 
(always ‘schema’) to this matched element, and the names are delimited by slash, e.g. 
schema/car/driver/first and schema/driver/firstName. Note that the root element of an 
XML Schema is always ‘schema’, so we do not treat the root to root as a mapping
The similarity of the two Schemas is simply the structural similarity o f the two roots of 
the trees. This is because when we consider the ACS rooted at the two roots, ACS(ri, r^), 
we are actually deal with the two whole trees. Therefore strSimfh, r?) reflects the two 
entire Schemas’ similarity.
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4.4 Time Complexity
We use \Ti\ to denote the number of nodes in Tree Tj, and IT2I the number of nodes in tree 
T2 . Suppose their branch factors for the two trees are bF'actor/ and bFactor2 respectively. 
A branch factor of a tree is the maximum number of children for a node in this tree.
For the process of identifying ACSs and retrieving mappings, the time complexity is 
0 ( |  Tx | x | T2 1)2 . It is because there are | Tx | x | T2 1 ACS candidates in total, so the 
iteration number is | Tx | x | T2 \. In each iteration, an ACS candidate is scanned at most 
once. Therefore the total time complexity is 0(| Tx | x | T2 1)2.
Computing the structural similarity for each ACS candidate is a heavy load job, and is 
related to the structure of tree. Clearly, the time complexity for Case 1 and 2 is constant, 
and Case 3 is the dominant part. In our implementation, we limit the removing operation 
in the child level only, so for two inner nodes, their states is bounded by 
2“ ‘ x 2bFaclori = 2 bFactorx+bFactori. Because the time complexity of Hungarian Method for 
Weighted Bipartite Graph Matching is (m+n) [30], where m and n are the number of 
nodes in the two sets of the bipartite graph, so for a particular state, the execution time is 
2 2 3bound by ( bFactor , + bFactor 2 ) . It only happens when all of the children are 
removed and the number of children for each of them is equal to the branch factor. In 
conclusion, the total execution time for computing structural similarity is bound by 
2bFactori+bFactor2 x (bFactorx + bFactor-,2 f . Even though this value is extremely high, our
algorithm is still practicable because of the following two main reasons: (1) we adopt 
iteration improvement heuristic, and we limit the number of iteration to a small value. As 
a result, the state searching space is dramatically reduced; (2) above analysis is based on 
all the worst possibilities happen all together. However it is not the fact, for example, not 
every node has branch factor as its number of child, such as leaves.
Through extensive experiments, the results show that our algorithm works well for the 
Schemas having hundreds of elements. A detail analysis is shown in next chapter.
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Chapter 5: System Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation Overview
In order to thoroughly evaluate this XML Schema matching system, we collected a lot of 
XML Schemas from different sources [23, 48] and have performed extensive experiments. 
In addition, to better assess our tree matching algorithm, we implemented an edit distance 
tree matching algorithm for labeled unordered trees [42] to compare with. We choose this 
algorithm because our algorithm also intends to match the unordered trees translated from 
XML Schemas. Both algorithms adopt heuristics to reduce searching spaces, and the edit 
distance tree matching algorithm can also generate two kinds of outputs, i.e., the node 
mappings and a distance between two trees. Although the tree distance and the tree 
similarity from our algorithm cannot be translated to each other directly due to the 
different underlying computation mechanism, it is another means to reflect the relation 
between two trees. Besides, both algorithms are carried out based on the node similarity 
obtained from previous steps, thus it gives them a fair condition in terms of comparing 
their structural relation outcomes.
The evaluation criteria we chose include execution time and the matching outcomes. 
Execution time consists of two main parts, i.e., preparation time and matching time. 
Preparation time is the time spent on modelling Schemas as trees, computing the node 
similarities, and other preparation tasks. Matching time is the time spent on applying the 
matching algorithm to capture the structural similarities. Execution time relies on the size 
of inputs, which is measured by the numbers of elements of the Schemas in our case. 
Therefore we shall show the relations between the execution time and the number of 
elements.
For matching outcomes, we use precision and recall to measure them from our algorithm 
and the edit distance tree matching algorithm. There are two kinds o f outcomes from both 
algorithm, i.e., the mappings between elements and the relation between Schemas. For 
element mappings, we match five purchase order Schemas, mark each individual
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mapping based on our understanding, then compute precision and recall. For Schema 
relations, Due to the lack of objective standard for correct matchings, we compare our 
algorithm with edit distance tree matching algorithm in the following way. We use both 
algorithms match one Schema with others, sort them from most related to least related, 
then we only pick the first few of them, and manually judge the correctness by reading 
the Schema files.
5.2 Experiment Data -  Four Schema Groups
The experiments are performed upon the XML Schemas we collected from various 
sources. These Schemas are organized in four groups.
The first group comprises five purchase order Schemas which are used in the evaluation 
of COMA [12]. They are originally from www.biztalk.org and are hence in the format of 
Microsoft’s schema format -  XDR (XML Data-Reduced) [21]. We converted them to 
XML Schema format so that our matching system is able to deal with.
The second group includes 86 Schemas, and most of them are collected from the registry 
at www.xml.org. These Schemas are proposed by different companies and organizations. 
Generally, they are designed to describe the concepts and standards for particular areas 
with the purpose of information integration and exchanging. In addition to them, we 
made up some Schemas during our research to test certain scenarios, such as the two 
Schemas which describe car and driver information in Section 4.2.2.
The third group consists of 95 Schemas which are collected from a single source -  HITIS 
(Hospitality Industry Technology Integration Standard [23]). These Schemas are 
designed to be the standards of interfaces between hospitality related information systems, 
such as hotel searching, room reservation, etc.
The last group includes 419 Schemas extract from the type declaration segments in 
WSDL (Web Service Description Languages) files. A WSDL is an XML document 
describing a Web service, which can be regarded as a collection of functions. It is
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published over the internet through WSDL, and can be used by other programs. One of 
its important entries is operation, which defines the functions provided by this Web 
service. The functions’ input and output messages are specified in the type segment with 
XML Schema format. As a result, finding the relations between the input and output 
messages is important in Web services integration.
5.3 Experiment Designs
The experiments on different Schema groups are designed to testify different purposes. 
All the Schema files in group one describe purchase orders and are closely related. The 
experiments on this group are designed to mark the mappings generated by the two 
matching algorithms. Also, we compare the results with COMA because its evaluation 
experiments are also performed on these five Schemas.
The Schema files in group two are collected from various sources and have relatively 
large range of node numbers in the trees that modelled from Schemas. As a result, we 
focus on the execution time for the experiments on this group. However, due to the high 
computational cost of the edit distance tree matching algorithm, those Schemas which 
exceed a certain number (150 in our experiments) of nodes only participate in the tests by 
the new tree matching algorithm.
Those Schemas in group three are from a single industry, and those in group four have 
similar pattern to describe Web service functions’ message, so they are suitable to testify 
the similarity and distance outcomes. Furthermore, most of them are relatively small, 
hence are easy to read and judge manually.
All of the experiments and Schema files are available on the internet and can be accessed 
at our project Web site -  http://l37.207.234.183/schemaMatching.
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5.4 Evaluation of mappings
5.4.1 Results
The experiments on this group of data are intended to assess the element mappings. We 
compare the results from our algorithm with the ones from edit distance tree matching 
algorithm, and choose precision and recall approach to analyse them. Also, we compare 
the result with COMA [12] because its evaluation was performed on these five purchase 
order schemas as well.
Since each matching is conducted on two Schemas, there are ten possible combination in 
total. For each of them, the program models the two Schemas as trees, computes the node 
similarities, and then applies both algorithms. The mapping results are reported in XPath 
format, therefore the elements in them are easy to locate. The easy-to-read tree structures 
for each Schema are attached in Appendix B. For the complete mapping results, please 
refer to Appendix C. In the following tables and chart, we use method 1 to represent our 
matching algorithm, use method 2 to represent the edit distance tree matching algorithm. 
Also we use sequence numbers to denote the Schema files, they are:






Table 4. Sequence number denotes pure iase order Schema file
The following two tables are the summary of the matching results by the two algorithms, 
and Figure 47 compares these precision and recall all together.
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4 & 5 Avg
19 35 46 30 22 15 16 30 22 16
1.00
Precision 0.95 0.85 0.94 0.86 0.92 0.79 1.00 0.88 0.92 0.73 0.88
Recall 0.79 0.88 0.98 0.88 0.81 0.83 0.80 0.94 0.85 0.94 0.87




















4 & 5 Avg
A 12 3 33 23 5 5 3 5 14 7 -
B 12 37 14 11 22 13 17 27 12 10 -
C 10 12 34 36 4 7 3 10 20 24 -
Precision 0.55 0.76 0.29 0.23 0.85 0.65 0.85 0.73 0.38 0.29 0.56
Recall 0.50 0.93 0.30 0.32 0.81 0.72 0.85 0.84 0.46 0.59 0.63
Table 6. Matching result by edit distance tree matching algorithm
U  Precision by method 1 ■  Recall by method 1 
EH Precision by method 2 ■  Recall by method 2
Figure 47. Precision and recall comparison
5.4.2 Analysis
The above tables and chart show that our algorithm outperforms the edit distance tree 
matching algorithm consistently in terms of element mapping. Both algorithms adopt 
node removal operation and use iterative improvement heuristic to search the
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approximate result. The major difference between these two algorithms is that we deal 
with two nodes (one for each tree) each time, recursively match two trees from leaves to 
roots, and the node removal operation is limited to the child level of current nodes only. 
The edit distance tree matching algorithm always takes two trees, tries to remove some 
nodes in the range of entire trees each time, compares and keeps the state with smallest 
distance. Reviewing these five purchase order Schemas supports our Schema properties 
observation again -  similar concepts described by XML are made up of similar elements, 
and these elements are constructed in similar ways. Simply speaking, good mappings 
between two similar Schemas could be found by a few node removal operations. Our 
algorithm takes advantage of this condition and limits the range of node removal. 
Therefore it removes less nodes, but achieve better result. On the other hand, for the edit 
distance tree matching algorithm, when the input size is large, the wide range of node 
removal increases the searching space and decreases the chance of getting good mappings.
Another disadvantage of the edit distance tree matching algorithm is that it preserves the 
ancestor order in the entire tree structure. As described earlier, this is not the case for 
XML Schema matching. Therefore, this algorithm fails to find the best mapping for the 
car -  driver scenario (Figure 48). The mapping results from both the algorithm are shown 



















Schema 1. carDriver.xsd Schema 2. driverOar.xsd
Figure 48. Car -  driver scenario
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| Mappings for carDriver.xsd and driverCar.xsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm Number of mapping plans: 2
Mapping plan # 1 Mappings: 8 |
Element from carDriver.xsd Elements from driverCar.xsd
1 schema scnema
[ 2 schema/car/color schema/driver/car/color
| 3 schema/car/sriver/first
| 4 schema/car/driver/last schema/driver/lastName
| 5 | schema/car^dver/Ucense scoema/dnver/Kcense
6 | schema/car/make schema/driver/car/make
7 | scheraa/car/model • schama/dftver/tjat/mbdel '
8 schema/car/year schema/driver/car/year
SS?
/ k 1- ie
1 schema/car schema/driver/car






8 1 schcma/ear/mode! schema/driver/car/model
9 schema/car/year schema/driver/car/year
Table 7. Car -  driver scenario, mappings by the new tree matching algorithm









Table 8. Car -  driver scenario, mappings by edit distance tree matching algorithm
COMA maintains a library of different matchers (matching methods) and can flexibly 
combine them to work out the result. It introduced a manual reuse strategy which can 
improve the results but needs human assistance. COMA’s evaluation was also performed 
on the same five purchase order schemas (in XDR format). The following figure is 
directly copied from [12] Figure 12. It shows the average result of the ten matching tasks 
by various matcher combinations.
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Matcher combinations
m avg Precision ■ avg fiecal s  avg OvaraS
Figure 49. COMA evaluation
Besides precision and recall, COMA adopts another measurement -  overall. It reflects the 
post-matching efforts of removing incorrect mappings and adding missed ones, and is
calculated as follows: overall = recall x (2 -  ). So, for our matching algorithm,
precision
overall = 0.87 x (2 ---- — ) * 0.75 .
0.88
In Figure 49, we focus on two matcher combinations: ‘All’ -  the best no-reuse 
combination, and ‘All+SchemaM’ -  the best reuse involved combination. Together with 
the result of our matching system, the precision, recall and overall measure are compared 
in follow table.
C O M A - AH' COMA -  'All+SchemaM' Our algorithm
Precision about 0.95 about 0.93 0.88
Recall about 0.78 about 0.89 0.87
Overall 0.73 0.82 0.75
Table 9. Compare with COMA
From this table, we can conclude that in terms of overall, our matching system 
outperforms COMA ‘All’ combination, and falls behind ‘All+SchemaM’ combination on
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matching the given five purchase order schemas. Considering the ‘All+Schema’ needs 
human assistance, and ours runs automatically, our matching system works well.
5.5 Evaluation of execution time
5.5.1 Result
Schema group two consists of 86 Schemas. We match every two Schemas in this group, 
so there are 3655 matching tasks in total. The experiment on this group is designed to 
assess the execution time, including the preparing time, and matching times by the two 
matching algorithms respectively. The number of nodes is one of the key factors in 
analysis, because the execution time is extensively related to input size. In the following 
analysis, we still use method 1 to represent the new tree matching algorithm, and method 
2 to represent edit distance tree matching algorithm. Due to the high computation cost of 
the method 2, we bypass this method for Schemas that exceed certain number of nodes 
(150 in our experiment). Therefore, the count of matching tasks that the two algorithms 
participate is different. We shall use ‘method count 1 ’ and ‘method count 2’ to represent 
them in the following table.
Execution time is hardware and software dependent. This experiment is performed on a 
computer with single Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz CPU and 1G memory. The operating 
system is Red Hat Linux release 9, and we developed the programs using Java -  J2SDK 
1.4.2.
Table 10 shows the summary information of the execution times and other factors. We 
divide the input size, represented by the multiplication of node count of the two trees, 
into several intervals, then count the number of matching tasks, and calculate the average 
execution times for each interval. As we can see, for method 2, there are only six 
matching tasks when input size is from 16k to 20k, and there is no task when input size is 
over 20k. Figure 50 shows the comparison information of this experiment.
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0 -  lk 36 23 415 8.265 0.008 0.365 1342 1308
Ik-2k 72 36 1441 26.006 0.079 2.281 599 552
2k-4k 81 55 2868 49.891 1.095 14.583 610 496
4k-6k 90 70 4886 84.438 3.113 38.817 341 296
6k-8k 101 87 6925 114.300 3.995 67.328 216 155
8k-10k 124 93 9063 134.329 10.414 92.336 161 94
10k-12k 121 110 10976 170.850 30.050 107.865 89 49
12k-14k 142 110 12982 185.661 25.239 120.905 75 30
14k-16k 135 128 15030 211.647 19.209 163.368 44 16
16k-20k 150 138 17850 207.866 47.046 243.960 70 6
20k + 193 154 28329 242.100 153.334 - 108 0
Table 10. Summary information of experiment on Schema group two
m Avg Preparing Time H Avg Matching Time 1 ■ Avg Matching Time 2
250
Input size (M*N)
Figure 50. Comparison of execution time
5.5.2 Analysis
Figure 50 illustrates the increasing trend for all of the three execution times while the 
input size gets large. Besides, we can conclude that the preparing part is a heavy job, and 
the new tree matching algorithm is faster than the edit distance tree matching algorithm.
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There are some tasks in preparing part, including modelling, computing node similarity, 
and preparing related data structures for later matching. Clearly, the majority cost is spent 
on computing node similarity, and more specifically, on computing name similarities. 
Computing name similarities by WordNet is a very expensive task: given two words, the 
program exhausts their relations stored in WordNet, and tries to find the highest ranked 
connection. Even through we restrict the relation to synonymy and hypemym only, the 
searching space is still huge. However, we could adopt some alternatives to reduce the 
dependence of WordNet, such as reuse pre-calculated result and build user-specified 
similarity tables.
The new tree matching algorithm is faster than the edit distance tree matching algorithm. 
Due to the same reason describe in previous section, the new tree matching algorithm 
limits node removal operations in a small ranges, therefore it reduces the searching space 
and gains in execution times.
In conclusion, comparing with the edit distance tree matching algorithm, the new tree 
matching algorithm generates better results in shorter time for most of the matching tasks, 
especially when input size is large. Therefore it is more applicable in real life Schema 
matching problems.
5.6 Evaluation of schema relations
It is a non-trivial task to determine whether the reported Schema relations are right or not. 
Manually reading the Schema files and assigning relation measures between every two of 
them is tedious and difficult owing to the lack of criteria for manual judgment. Especially, 
when Schemas are poor relevant, there is almost no clue to conclude anything manually. 
However, it is easier to tell relative comparisons among some files that are related to each 
other to some extent, that is, if we compare several Schemas with a particular one, and 
based on this one, sort the relation for these Schemas from closely related to poor related, 
then we may draw conclusion whether the order of relation is meaningful.
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5.6.1 Experiment results
We adopt Top-k precision method to assess the Schema relations reported by both 
algorithms. Top-k precision, often used in ranking searching results [16], is defined as:
\ReportCorrectk |
P Top-k
where ReportCorrectk is the set of correct results in the top-k return ones. The idea of it is 
that: for one Schema file, compute the relations with others, sort other files from closely 
related to poor related, pick the first k  related files, then rank the result by telling whether 
these files should be top-k close files to this one. According to this definition, if a file is 
not top-k related file, then another one must be. As a result, in order to determine the 
correctness of top-k files, we have to go through every file in the return list. Clearly, this 
is not a practical option owing to the difficulties for human judgment when the number of 
files is big. Instead, in our evaluation, we take advantage of the results from both of the 
algorithms. That is, we take the union of top-k returned lists from the two algorithms, 
then from this set, we determine which file(s) should not be in top-k. Obviously, then size 
of this set is from k  to 2k. When the size is k, it means two algorithms return identical 
top-k file list, then both of them have 100% top-k precision. On the other hand, if the size 
is 2 k, it means the two algorithms do not agree with each other at all, then the human 
judgment will be involved to decide top-k files and calculate the top-k precision for them.
The motivation of using the above approach is to focus our attention on the files that are 
related (to some extent), so that it is easy for human judgment. Through experiments, the 
practice tells us if Schema files are poor related, we can hardly rank the reported results, 
even relatively. Using the algorithms compare one Schema with others can be viewed as 
process of searching related ones. So we only consider the top-k files returned by the two 
algorithms based on the facts that both of the algorithms have the abilities of finding 
relations. By doing this, we dramatically reduce the range of considered files and ease the 
human determining process.
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The experiment for assessing the Schema relations is performed on file group three and 
four, and is designed as follows: in each group, we randomly pick a file; compare it with 
every file in this group using both of the algorithms; then we sort the returned files from 
closely related to poor related respectively -  for our matching algorithm, it is in 
descending order, and for the edit distance tree matching algorithm, it is in ascending 
order; next, we take the union of top-k files from the two lists, subsequently, based on the 
union set, we manually determine which file(s) should not be ranked in top-k, and finally 
compute the top-k precision for each algorithm. In order to get better overall 
measurement, we shall compute top-3 and top-5 precisions, repeat above process, and 
take averages. The following Table 11 and Table 12 summarize the evaluation results 
which are based on 10 random Schemas in group 3 and 20 in group 4. The experiment 
detail is listed in Appendix D.
Schema group 3 Schema group 4
Top-3 precision 0.97 0.92
Top-5 precision 0.94 0.88
Table 11. Top-k precision for the new tree matching algorithm
Schema group 3 Schema group 4
Top-3 precision 0.93 0.78
Top-5 precision 0.90 0.72
Table 12. Top-k precision for the edit distance tree matching algorithm
The following figure illustrates the comparison of the top-3 and top-5 precision for both 
algorithms.
Top-k Precision
M ethod 1 on M ethod 1 on M ethod 2 on M ethod 2 on 
S c h e m a  S c h e m a  S c h e m a  S chem a
group  3 group  4 g ro u p  3 group 4
B Top-3 Precision 
■  Top-5 Precision
Figure 51. Comparison of top-3 and top-5 precision
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For a particular Schema file group, the top-3 and top-5 precision of both algorithms are 
shown in Figure 52 and Figure 53.
Top-k precision on Schema group 3
method 1 
method 2
0 .8 0 -------------------------------------------
0 .7 5 -------------------------------------------
0.70 J----------------------------------------------------,---------------------------------
top-3 top-5
Figure 52. Top-k precision on Schema group 3











Figure 53. Top-k precision on Schema group 4
5.6.2 Analysis
Above results show the following facts: (1) using either algorithm to matching a Schema 
group, top-3 precision is better than top-5 precision; (2) both algorithms get better 
precision on Schema group 3; and (3) our algorithm gets better overall results comparing 
with the edit distance tree matching algorithm.
Comparing one Schema with others and sorting them from close relevant to not relevant 
can be viewed as a process of searching related Schemas. Given a file in one group, if the 
number of actual relevant files is fewer than 3 (5, respectively), then some of the files in
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the top-3 (top-5, respectively) list are not meaningful. From top-3 to top-5, more files are 
included and the possibility of meaningless files considered also increases, therefore, top- 
5 file lists have worse precisions. The reason of better top-3 and top-5 precisions for 
group 3 is that all the Schemas in this group are collected from one domain. Most files 
have similar pieces of information, even a few of them are identical. Owing to the same 
reason, our algorithm performs better than the edit distance tree matching algorithm. So 
our algorithm achieves better top-3 and top-5 precisions.
The above results also demonstrate that both algorithms can search related Schemas from 
a large range of files -  95 in group 3 and 419 in group 4. This feature could be used in 
determining XML-based applications that are potentially able to integrate and exchange 
information. For instance, Schema group 4 is extracted from WSDLs. After a searching 
process, the close related Schemas reveal the Web services could possibly be integrated.
5.7 Implementation of the matching system
This matching system is developed using Java, and employs a number of techniques. 
Figure 54 illustrates different packages and tools used in the system. The Java class 
source code is compiled by and executed on J2SE (Java 2 platform, Standard Edition) 
[27]. We use SAX XML parser in Sun JAXP (Java API for XML Processing) [27] 
package to parse Schemas, and use WordNet API, JWNL (Java WordNet Library) to 
access WordNet’s dictionaries. In order to manage the collected Schemas, we maintain an 
XML file for each Schema group to record the files’ information, such as name, location, 
the number of nodes after being modelled, etc. These XML files are dealt with by JAXB 
(Java Architecture for XML Binding) [27]. The experiments generate huge amount of 
result data, therefore, we employ Oracle database to help us manage and store these data. 
In addition, after creating proper indices, we benefit from Oracle database for quick 
searching and retrieval operations. JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) [28] is used to 
build the connection to database. There are two types of user interfaces, i.e., command 
line and web-based. Command line interfaces are used to debug the system and conduct
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experiments, while the Web-based one1 is used to show the experiment results in a user- 
friendly way so that the evaluation work is easier. With the help o f Java WSDP (Web 
Service Developer Pack) [27], we develop JSPs (Java Server Page) running on Tomcat 
Web server, and build Servlets to communicate the JSP and Java classes. In order to 
provide more detailed information about the classes, and their attributes and functions, 





















Figure 54. Tools and packages used in the system
The classes are organized in several packages according their functionalities. They are: 
common, oraDB, result Analysis, and schemaMatching. Package common contains some 
attributes and functions that are used by the other classes in this project, such as global 
constants. Package oraDB groups all the classes which deal with Oracle database. 
Package resultAnalysis contains classes that are used to analyze the result data. Package 
schemaMatching is a big one, and it contains all the classes for Schema matching. This 
package divides the classes into nine sub-packages. They are: basicSim, which deals with 
nodes’ basic information and computes node similarity; editMatching, which implements 
the edit distance tree matching algorithm; experiment, which is for performing 
experiments; localTreeMatching, which implements our tree matching algorithm; 
matching, which acts as a controller to manage the classes work together; modelling,
1 Our project Web site address is http://137.207.234.183/schemaMatching
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which is used to model the Schemas as trees; name, which is used to compute name 
similarity; util, which contains some common information used in various classes; and 
wbgm, which implements the Hungary method.
Various tools are used to help our development. For IDE (integrated development 
environment), we use Eclipse [18] to edit, compile, and debug the Java classes, and use 
NetBeans [38] to edit Servlets, IPS files and HTML files. Rational Rose [40] is a 
powerful tool in software engineering. We choose it to analyze and design our system 
including the packages and classes. Also, for complex algorithms, Rose can help analyze 
the detailed steps and work flows of them. ERwin [19] is a data modelling tool. We use it 
to model the data for storing the experiment results, and create the scripts for building the 
database objects. XMLSpy [50] is a tool to deal with XML documents, schemas. We 
choose it to edit XML documents and Schemas which are used to store the information of 
our Schema collections. In order to manage the source code, we adopt CVS (Concurrent 
Versions System) [10]. CVS keeps the tracks of our development as well as a means to 
backup our work.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusion
There are three major contributions in this work:
1. an automatic XML Schema matching system which can be used in XML-based 
information exchanging and integration system;
2. a new tree matching algorithm, which achieves a trade-off of matching optimality 
and time complexity;
3. extensive experiments on matching real life Schema files and comparative 
analysis.
In addition, we developed a package to compute the semantic relations with the help of 
WordNet and its API. We also implemented a classical tree matching algorithm for 
labelled unordered rooted trees, and did comparative experiments with the new tree 
matching algorithm.
This matching system takes two XML Schemas as input, automatically generates two 
types of outputs: element mappings and Schema similarity. The global and local 1:1 
element mappings indicate the corresponding elements between the two Schemas which 
could be used to direct XML-based information exchanging and integration. Schema 
similarity describes the relation between the Schemas rather than the inside elements. 
This measure could be used in searching and clustering XML Schemas.
There are three components in the matching system: parsing and modelling XML 
Schemas as trees; computing semantic similarities with the help o f WordNet, then further 
computing node similarities; and applying the new tree matching algorithm to identify the 
structural similarity and generate the final results.
Comparing with the edit distance tree matching algorithm, the new tree matching 
algorithm is more applicable in real life Schema matching problems. It is designed for 
matching the trees modelled from Schemas and it uses heuristic to reduce the searching
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space. We observed that similar Schemas are made up of similar elements, and these 
elements are organized in similar ways. That is, for similar Schemas, or similar portions 
between Schemas, the good mappings can be found through a few of element removal 
operations. The new tree matching algorithm takes advantage of this property by limiting 
the range of removal operations, and achieves the trade-off of matching optimality and 
time complexity. On the other hand, the edit distance tree matching algorithm removes a 
node in the range of whole tree. When the input size is large, it is difficult for this 
algorithm to reach the global optimization. The experiment result shows that the new tree 
matching algorithm generates better results in shorter time for most of the matching tasks 
especially when input size is large.
Compared with one of the existing XML schema prototypes -  COMA, the performance 
of our matching system is also satisfying. COMA maintains various types of matching 
methods including a user-assistant reuse mechanism, and can flexibly combine them to 
generate the result. Based on the same five purchase order schemas, our experiments 
results show that in term of overall measurement, our matching system exceeds the best 
matcher combination without manual reuse, but falls behind the best matcher 
combination that includes manual reuse. Under the condition of no human interference, 
our matching system works better than COMA in matching the five purchase order 
schemas.
The experiment results also show that the new tree matching algorithm can match large 
trees with hundreds of nodes effectively and efficiently. In a matching task, most 
executing time is spent on computing node similarities.
6.2 Future Work
As one of the key processes in XML-based information exchanging and integration 
applications, we expect the Schema matching operation more efficient. Since the statistic 
shows that computing the semantic relation by WordNet is the main barrier, our next 
focus is to improve it. A possible strategy for this is to adopt some alternatives that can
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reduce the dependence of WordNet. We could develop some means to reuse pre­
calculated result, and build user-specified similarity tables from which the similarities can 
be quickly extracted.
We shall also extend this work to some XML-based information exchanging and 
integration system, such as Web service integration, XML Schema repositories, etc. For 
different applications, some modifications should be done to meet their special 
requirements. Furthermore, some standard interfaces should be developed to provide the 
easy ways of taking advantage of this work.
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B. The tree structure of the five purchase order Schemas
Schema 1 -  Apertum.xsd (172 nodes)
schem a * root * * 1 * 1 index: 0  
— A PER TU M _PO _l * elem ent * * 1 * 1  index: 1
 PO H ead * elem ent * * 1 * 1 index: 2
 O rderDetails * e lem ent * * 1 * 1 index: 3
--------------SupplierO rderR eference * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 4
--------------SupplierO rderD ate * elem ent * date  * 0  * 1 index: 5
--------------BuyerO rderReference * e lem ent * string * 0 * 1  index: 6
  — B uyerO rderD ate * e lem ent * date  * 0 * 1 index: 7
--------------TextH eader * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 8
--------------TextFooter * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 9
 Currency * elem ent * * 1 * 1  index: 10
--------------CurrencyCode * e lem ent * string * 1 * 1 index: 11
 Term sO fPaym ent * elem en t * * 0  * 1 index: 12
--------------Description * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 13
--------------N etD ays * elem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 14
--------------D iscountl * e lem ent * * 0 * 1  index: 15
------------------Percentage * e lem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 16
----------------- D aysD ue * elem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 17
--------------D iscount2 * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 18
------------------Percentage * e lem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 19
----------------- D aysD ue * e lem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 20
 TermsOflDelivery * elem en t * * 0 * 1  index: 21
--------------D elivType * elem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 22 — T ransportType * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 23
 Buyer * elem ent * * 1 * 1 index: 24
 SupplierReferenceN o * elem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 25
 B uyerReferenceN o * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 26
 V A T _RegistrationN o * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 27
 Address * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 28
--------------N am el * elem ent * string * 0  * I index: 29
--------------Nam e2 * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 30
--------------Street * elem ent * s tring  * 0 * 1 index: 31
--------------PostC ode * elem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 32
--------------City * elem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 33
  — State * elem ent * string * 0  * I index: 34
--------------C ountryCode * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index; 35
--------------C ountry * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 36
 Contact * elem ent * * 0 * 1 index: 37
--------------Title * elem ent * string * 0 * 1  index: 38
--------------F irstN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 39
 — —L astN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 40
--------------JobTitle * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 41
--------------Phone * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 42
--------------Fax * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 43
--------------EMail * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 44
 Supplier * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 45
 SupplierReferenceN o * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 46
 BuyerR eferenceN o * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 47
 V A T _RegistrationN o * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 48 —  Address * elem ent * * 0 * 1 index: 49
------------- N am el * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 50
------------- N am e2 * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 51
------------- Street * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 52
------------- PostC ode * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 53
------------- City * elem ent * string * 0  * I index: 54
------------- State * elem ent * string * 0  * I index: 55
------------- CountryCode * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 56
------------- Country * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index; 57
 Contact * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 58
 Title * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 59
——--------FirstN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 60
 LastN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 61
------------- JobTitle * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 62
.—   P hone * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 63
------------- Fax * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 64
------------- EM ail * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 65
 DeliverTo * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 66
 SupplierReferenceN o * elem ent * s tring  * 0 * 1 index: 67
 B uyerR eferenceN o * elem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 68
 V A T _RegistrationN o * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 69
— — Address * e lem ent * * 0 * 1  index: 70
 —N am el * elem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 71
—— —— N am e2 * elem ent * string  * 0  * I index: 72
-------------Street * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 73
-------------P ostC ode * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 74
-------------C ity * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 75
-------------State * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 76
-------------CountryCode * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 77
-------------C ountry * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 78
 Contact * elem ent * * 0  * 1 Index: 79
------------ Title * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 80
------------ F irstN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 81
------------ LastN am e * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 82
------------ JobTitle * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 83
------------ Phone * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 84
--------------Fax * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 85
-------------- E M ail * e lem ent * string  * 0  * I index: 86
 InvoiceT o * elem ent * * 0 * 1  index: 87
 SupplierR eferenceN o * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 88
 B uyerR eferenceN o * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 89
 VAT__RegistrationNo * elem en t * string  * 0  * 1 index: 90
 A ddress * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 91
--------------N a m e l * elem ent * s trinschem ag * 0  * 1 index: 92
-------------- Nam e2 * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index; 93
-------------- S treet * elem ent *  string * 0  * 1 index: 94
--------------P ostC ode * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 95
  — C ity * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 96
-------------- S ta te * elem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 97
-------------- C ountryC ode * elem ent * string * 0  * I index: 98
-------------- C ountry * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 99
 C ontact * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 100
-------------- T itle * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 101
-------------- F irstN am e * elem ent * su in g  * 0  * 1 index: 102
--------------L astN am e * e lem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 103
 — JobT itle  * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 104
--------------P hone * elem ent * string *  0  * 1 index: 105
-------------- Fax  * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 106
--------------EM ail * elem ent * s trischem ang * 0 * 1 index. 107
 PO L ine * elem ent * * 1 * 99 9  index: 108
 L ineN o * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 109
 P roduct * elem ent * * 1 * 1  index: 110
--------------SupplierPartID  * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 111
-------------- SupplierPartD esc * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 112
-------------- B uyerPartID  * e lem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 113
-------------- B uyerPartD esc * elem en t * string * 0 * 1 index: 114
-------------- E A N  * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 115
 p rice  * e lem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 116
--------------U nitPrice * e lem ent * doub le * 0  * 1 index: 117
-------------- PricePerU nitO fM easure * e lem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 118
-------------- P riceQ uotient * e lem ent * double * 1 * 1 index: 119
 Q uantity  * elem ent * * 1 * 1 index: 120
-------------- Quantity  A m ount * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 121
-------------- PackC ode * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 122
-------------- PackSize * e lem ent * doub le * 0  * 1 index: 123
-------------- U nitO fM easure * e lem ent * string * 0 * 1 index: 124
 R equestedD eliveryD ate * e lem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 125
-------------- D ate Y ear * e lem ent * in t * 0  * I index: 126
-------------- D ateW eek * e lem ent * in t * 0  * 1 index: 127
-------------- D a te  * elem ent * d a te  * 0  * 1 index: 128
 D iscoun t * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 129
-------------- Percentage * elem ent * doub le * 0 * I index: 130
 A m ount * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 131
-------------- V A T _R ate * elem en t * doub le * 0 * 1 index: 132
-------------- V A T _A m ount * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 133
-------------- A m ount_E xclV A T  * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 134
-------------- A raount_InclV A T  * e lem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 135
 O rderTotal * elem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 136
 —N um berO {Lines * elem en t * doub le * 0 * 1 index: 137
 T otalA m ount * e lem ent * * 0  * 1 index: 138
-------------- V A T _R ate l * elem en t * doub le * 0  * 1 index: 139
-------------- V A T JR ate2  * e lem ent * double * 0  * 1 index: 140
-------------- V A T _Rate3 * elem en t * doub le * 0 * 1 index: 141
-------------- V A T _A m ountl * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 142
-------------- V A T _A m ount2  * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 143
-------------- V A T _A m ount3 * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 144
  V A T _A m ountT otal *  e lem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 145
-------------- A m ount_E xclV A T  * elem en t * double * 0  * 1 index: 146
—— *------A m ount_InclV A T  * elem en t * double * 0 * 1 index: 147
— A ddress * elem ent * * 1 * 1 index: 148
 N a m e l * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 149
 N am e2 * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 150
 S treet * elem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 151
 PostC ode * elem ent * string  * 0 * 1  index: 152
 C ity * elem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 153
 S tate * elem ent * s tring  * 0  * 1 index: 154
 C ountryC ode * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 155
 C ountry * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index; 156
— A m ount_E xclV A T  * e lem ent * double * 1 * 1 index: 157 
— A m ount_InclV A T  * e lem ent * double * 1 * 1 index: 158 
— B uyerR eferenceN o * e lem ent * string  * 1 * 1 index; 159 
— C ontact * elem ent * * 1 * I index: 160
 T itle  * e lem ent * string * 0  * 1 index: 161
 -F irstN am e * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 162
 L astN am e * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 163
 JobT itle  * elem ent * string  * 0  * i index: 164
 P hone * elem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 165
 F ax  * elem en t * string * 0  * 1 index: 166
 E M ail * e lem ent * string  * 0  * 1 index: 167
— D aysD ue * e lem ent * doub le * 1 * 1 index: 168 
— P ercentage * elem ent * doub le * 1 * 1 index: 169 
— SupplierR eferenceN o * e lem ent * string * I * 1 index: 170 
— VAT__RegistrationNo * elem en t * string * 1 * 1 index: 171
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Schema 2 -  CidxPoSchema.xsd (41 nodes)
schema * root **1*1  index: 0 
—PO * element **1*1  index: 1
 POHeader * element ** 1 * 1  index: 2
 poDate * attribute * dateTime *1*1 index: 3
 poNumber * attribute * string *1*1  index: 4
 Contact * element ** 1 * 1  index: 5
 contactName * attribute * string *1*1  index: 6
 contactFunctionCode * attribute * string *1*1 index: 7
 contactEmail * attribute * string *1*1  index: 8
 contactPhone * attribute * string *1*1  index: 9
 POShipTo * element ** 1 * 1  index: 10
 entityidentifier * attribute * string *1*1  index: 11
 city * attribute * string *1*1 index: 12
 attn * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 13
 country * attribute * string *1*1  index: 14
 stateProvince * attribute * string *1*1 index: 15
 street4 * attribute * string *1*1  index: 16
 street3 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 17
 street2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 18
 streetl * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 19
 postalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 20
 POBillTo * element ** 1 * 1  index: 21
 entityidentifier * attribute * string *1*1 index: 22
 city * attribute * string *1*1 index: 23
 attn * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 24
 country * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 25
 stateProvince * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 26
 street4 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 27
 street3 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 28
 street2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 29
 streetl * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 30
 postalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 31
 POLines * element ** 1 * 1  index: 32
 Item * element * * 1 * 999 index: 33
-----------uom * attribute * NMTOKEN * 1 * 1 index: 34
-----------unitPrice * attribute * float * 1 * 1 index: 35
-----------qty * attribute * double * 1 * 1 index: 36
-----------partno * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 37
-----------line * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 38
 startAt * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 39
 count * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 40
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Schema 3 -  Excel.xsd (69 nodes)
schema * root **1*1  index: 0 
—Address * element **1*1  index: 1
 streetl * attribute * string *1*1 index: 2
 street2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 3
 street3 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 4
 street4 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 5
 city * attribute * string *1*1 index: 6
 stateProvince * attribute * string *1*1  index: 7
 postalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 8
 country * attribute * string *1*1 index: 9
—Contact * element * *1*1 index: 10
 contactName * attribute * string *1*1 index: 11
 companyName * attribute * string *1*1 index: 12
 e-mail * attribute * string *1*1 index: 13
 telephone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 14
—PurchaseOrder * element **1*1  index: IS
 Header * element * * 1 * 1 index: 16
 Contact * element **1*1  index: 17
-----------contactName * attribute * string *1*1  index: 18
-----------companyName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 19
-----------e-mail * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 20
-----------telephone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 21
 orderNum * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 22
 orderDate * attribute * date * 1 * 1 index: 23
 ourAccountCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 24
 yourAccountCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 25
 Items * element * * 1 * 1 index: 26
 Item * element * * 1 * 999 index: 27
-----------itemNumber * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 28
-----------yourPartNumber * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 29
-----------partNumber * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 30
-----------partDescription * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 31
-----------quantity * attribute * double * 1 * 1 index: 32
-----------unitOfMeasure * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 33
-----------unitPrice * attribute * double * 1 * 1 index: 34
-----------salesValue * attribute * double * 1 * 1 index: 35
 itemCount * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 36
 Footer * element * * 1 * 1 index: 37
 totalValue * attribute * double * 1 * 1 index: 38
 InvoiceTo * element **1*1  index: 39
 Contact * element **1*1  index: 40
-----------contactName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 41
-----------companyName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 42
-----------e-mail * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 43
-----------telephone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 44
 Address * element **1*1  index: 45
-----------streetl * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 46
-----------street2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 47
-----------street? * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 48
-----------street4 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 49
-----------city * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 50
-----------stateProvince * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 51
-----------postalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 52
-----------country * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 53
 DeliverTo * element **1*1  index: 54
 Contact * element **1*1  index: 55
-----------contactName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 56
-----------companyName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 57
-----------e-mail * attribute * string * I * 1 index: 58
-----------telephone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 59
 Address * element * * 1 * 1 index: 60
-----------streetl * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 61
-----------street2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 62
-----------street3 * attribute * string *1*1 index: 63
-----------street4 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 64
-----------city * attribute * string * 1*1  index: 65
-----------stateProvince * attribute * string *1*1  index: 66
-----------postalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 67
-----------country * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 68
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Schema 4 -  Noris.xsd (84 nodes)
schema * root * * 1 * I index: 0 
—Address * element **1*1  index: 1
 street * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 2
 city * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 3
 state * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 4
 postalCode * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 5
 country * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 6
—Amount * element **1*1  index: 7
 VATRate * element * float *0*1 index: 8
 amountExclVAT * element * float *1*1  index: 9
 VATAmount * element * float *0*1 index: 10
 amountlnclVAT * element * float *1*1 index: 11
—Organization * element **1*1  index: 12
 referenceNo * element * string *1*1 index: 13
 name * element * string *1*1  index: 14
 registrationNo * element * string *1*1  index: IS
 VATRegistrationNo * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 16
 url * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 17
—PurchaseOrder * element * * 1 * 1 index: 18
 customerOrderRef * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 19
 InvoiceTo * element * * 1 * 1 index: 20
 Organization * element ** 1 * 1  index: 21
---------- referenceNo * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 22
-----------name * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 23
-----------registrationNo * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 24
-----------VATRegistrationNo * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 25
-----------url * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 26
 Address * element ** 1 * 1  index: 27
-----------street * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 28
-----------city * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 29
-----------state * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 30
-----------postalCode * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 31
-----------country * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 32
 DeliverTo * element * * 1 * 1 index: 33
 Organization * element ** 1 * 1  index: 34
-----------referenceNo * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 35
-----------name * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 36
-----------registrationNo * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 37
-----------VATRegistrationNo * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 38
-----------url * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 39
 Address * element * * 1 * 1  index: 40
-----------street * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 41
-----------city * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 42
-----------state * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 43
-----------postalCode * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 44
-----------country * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 45
 comments * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 46
 ContactPerson * element * * 0 * 1 index: 47
 referenceNo * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 48
 firstName * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 49
 lastName * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 50
 title * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 51
 suffix * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 52
 position * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 53
 tel * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 54
 fax * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 55
 email * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 56
 orderDate * element * date * 1 * 1 index: 57
 shipmentDate * element * date * 1 * 1 index: 58
 Amount * element * * 1 * 999 index: 59
 VATRate * element * float * 0 * 1 index: 60
 amountExclVAT * element * float *1*1  index: 61
 VATAmount * element * float * 0 * 1 index: 62
 amountlnclVAT * element * float *1*1 index: 63
 totalAmount * element * float *1*1  index: 64
 roundingAmount * element * float *1*1  index: 65
 currencyCode * element * string *1*1 index: 66
 Line * element * * 1 * 999 index: 67
 lineNo * element * double * 1 * 1 index: 68
 productRef * element * string * 1 * 1 index: 69
 productName * element * string * 0 * 1 index: 70
 quantity * element * float * 1 * 1 index: 71
 unitOfMeasureRef * element * string *1*1 index: 72
 unitPrice * element * float *1*1  index: 73
 Amount * element * * 1 * 1  index: 74
-----------VATRate * element * float *0*1  index: 75
-----------amountExclVAT * element * float *1*1 index: 76
-----------VATAmount * element * float *0*1 index: 77
-----------amountlnclVAT * element * float *1*1 index: 78
 shipmentDate * element * date *0*1  index: 79
 priceLevelRef * element * string *0*1 index: 80
 projectRef * element * string * 0 * 1  index: 81
 projectTaskRef * element * string *0*1 index: 82
—referenceNo * element * string *1*1  index: 83 
—shipmentDate * element * date *1*1  index: 84
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Schema 5 -  Paragoaxsd (87 nodes)
schema * root **1*1  index: 0 
—Contact * element ** 1 * 1  index: 1
 Department * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 2
 Name * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 3
 Phone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 4
 Fax * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 5
 EMail * attribute * string *1*1 index: 6
—PaxagonOrder * element **1*1  index: 7
 OrderHeader * element * * 1 * 1 index: 8
 Comment * element * string *0*1 index: 9
 ComputerlD * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 10
 OrderNo * attribute * string *1*1 index: 11
 OrderDesc * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 12
 DateCreated * attribute * date * 1 * 1 index: 13
 Orderlnq * attribute * NMTOKEN *1*1  index: 14
 OrdModels * element **1*1  index: 15
 Model * element * * 1 * 999 index: 16
-----------ColSizes * element * * 1 * 1  index: 17
------------- ColSize * element * * 1 * 999 index: 18
---------------- LotSize * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 19
---------------- ColNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 20
---------------- Sizeldx * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 21
---------------- Qty * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 22
---------------- EAN * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 23
 UPC * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 24
---------------- ItemNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 25
---------------- SizeDesc * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 26
---------------- NetPrchPrice * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 27
---------------- PosNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 28
------------- ColModLines * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 29
------------- StartAt * attribute * string * 1 * I index: 30
-----------ModNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 31
-----------LotSize * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 32
 ModType * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 33
-----------OrdLineTyp * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 34
---------- CatalogNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 35
-----------TotalPrchPrice * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 36
-----------EarlDelDate * attribute * date * 1 * 1 index: 37
-----------LatDelDate * attribute * date * 1 * 1 index: 38
-----------LineNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 39
-----------ModQty * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 40
-----------BrandNo * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 41
 ModLines * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 42
 StartAt * attribute * int * 1 * 1 index: 43
 TotalOrderlines * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 44
 Supplier * element * * 1 * 1 index: 45
 SupID * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 46
 SupName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 47
 City * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 48
 Address * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 49
 Address2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 50
 PostalCode * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 51
 Country * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 52
 County * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 53
 BillTo * element **1*1  index: 54
 Contact * element **0*1  index: 55
-----------Department * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 56
-----------Name * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 57
-----------Phone * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 58
-----------Fax * attribute * string *1*1  index: 59
-----------EMail * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 60
 CustomerlD * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 61
 CompanyName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 62
 Address * attribute * string *1*1  index: 63
 Address2 * attribute * string * 1*1  index: 64
 City * attribute * string *1*1 index: 65
 PostalCode * attribute * string *1*1  index: 66
 County * attribute * string *1*1 index: 67
 Country * attribute * string *1*1  index: 68
 ShipTo * element * * 1 * 1  index: 69
 Contact * element ** 1 * 1  index: 70
-----------Department * attribute * string *1*1 index: 71
-----------Name * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 72
-----------Phone * attribute * string *1*1  index: 73
-----------Fax * attribute * string *1*1  index: 74
-----------EMail * attribute * string *1*1  index: 75
 BranchID * attribute * string * 1*1  index: 76
 CompanyName * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 77
 Address * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 78
 Address2 * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 79
 City * attribute * string * 1 * 1 index: 80
 PostalCode * attribute * string *1*1 index: 81
 County * attribute * string *1*1  index: 82
 Country * attribute * string *1*1  index: 83
 Currencylnfo * element ** 0 * 1  index: 84
 CurrencylD * attribute * string *1*1  index: 85
 ExchangeRate * attribute * string *1*1 index: 86
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C. Mappings between the five purchase order Schemas
Mappings for Apertumxsd and CidxPoSchenuLxsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 20
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from CidxPoSchema.xsd 4 / x
1 H l\ V;. -I 1 : t ■ I . ■„ : 11. 'I sclieina/PQ/POStipTo ~ , . H i s s
2 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/City schema/PO/POShipT o/city 4
'Mi*. schema/APER rul'ri_POi/DdiverTo/A dd'Css/Coumry , sohetna/tp/POShipTo/country ‘ • .
4 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeIiverTo/Address/Namel schema/PO/POShipTo/streetl 4
5 scnemaMPHRTUM_PG_!/Dekvcr!o/Address/Nanie2 sdteflta/K>/POStt'pTo/seeet2 4 '
6 schema/APLRrUMJPO J/DeiiverTo/Address/PostCodc schema/PO/POShipl o/postaiCode a/
f® 3 •.cherna- -.PI K! ,  M K) JXI-vr n ''t'die-. Sick - schema^O/POShipTo/stateProvince V
8 schema/APERTUMPOl/DeliverTo/Address/Street schema/PO/POShipTo/street4 V
9 schein a/APE R TU M_PO_ 1 /Invo iceTo schema-'PO/POBillTo V
10 schema/APERTUM_PO_ i/lnvoiceTo/Address/City schema/PO/POBill lo/city V
11 schema/APERrUM_PO_l/IiivotceTo/Address/Coumry schema/PO/POBill To/country V
12 schema/APERTLJ M_PO_ 1 /!n\ oi ceT o/Address AJ ame' schema/PO/POBillTo/streell
sch'.ii::: API K l'i > 1 ' »  AdJres>./\aTc2 schema'PO/POBi 111 o/streef2
14 schema/APERTLJM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Addres s/PostCode schema/PO/POBilITo/postaiCode V
15 schema AIT R l'i 'M PM 1 hu.ueelii'AJdiLss State schema'PO/POBillTo/stateProvince 'V
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/ Address/Street schema/PO/POBillTo/streel:4 4
17 echctia API 14Tt 'M Pi > 1 Order lof.il/Numbeit hi inc. schenia/PO/POHeader/poNumber >
18 schema/APERTUMPOl /POLine schema/PO/POLines 4
19 .-chomuAPI R1 I'M [>r> I PDI nte'l ine\o schema/PO/POUnes/ftcm/l ine 4
20 schema/APERrUM_PO_l/POLine/Pnce/UmtPnce schema/PO/POLmes/ltem/ umtPrice 4
Missed Mappings
sehenia/APERTUM_PO_1/POLine/Quaritif.y/QuantilyAmount • schema/PO/POLines/liem/City




A - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
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Mappings for Apertumxsd  and CidxPoSchema.xsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 22
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from CidxPoSchema.xsd y / x
schema/Add ress/Conntry schema/PQ/POBillTo/eouniry X
2 schema/Address/Name 1 schema/PO/POBiUT o/s‘.reei 1 X
3 1' scfteuK^Ad4tW t̂aame2 sehema/PO/POBsl1Tc/streijt2 <
A schema/Addrcss/State schema/PO/POBillTo/stateProvince X
5 "schdma/,&ddt68s/$ti3eet . ■ sehema'PO/POShipTo/streetj X
6 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/City schem a/PO/POShipTo/city 4
7 scl’.cma/APERTtJMJ10_l/DeliverTo/Address./Nafflc2 schcma/PO/POShipTo/street2 V
8 schem a/APERTU M_PO_ 1/Del iverTo/Address/PostCode schem a/PO/POBillTo/postaiCode 4
9 s-r-.n.i API-U 1 "A l !'(). ■ iiclr.-ini \,.dn ‘-tree! schema/PO/POBillTo/street4 V
10 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Contact schema/PO/Contact/contactFunctionCode X
11 iclicna \n-R T I.\l _IM . huiiu- .>'\ddrev, i n> scVra'pi M'! 1 o el'.s
12 schem a/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Address/Country schema/PO/POShipTo/country 4
i3 sehema/APERTUM PO 1/invoiceTo/Address/NameI schema/PO/POShtpT o/streetl 4
14 schema/APER i'UM_PO_l /InvoiceT o/Address/PostCode sch.ema/PO/POSbipTo/postalCoce 4
15 schema/APERIUM PO l/lnvoiceTo/Address/Slate schema/PO/POShipTo/slateProvinee 4
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_.l/Invoicel o/Address/Street schema/PO/POStupTo/street4 4
17 schema'APERTUM PO 1/lnvoiceTo/Contact/Title schoma/PO/Contact/contactName *
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/OrderTotal schema/PO/POLines/count X
19 schema'APERTUMPOl/POHead/OrderDetaiisAextileader schema/PO/POLmes/Uenvime * .
20 schema/APERTUM P0_l/P01,ine sehema/PO/POHeader X
}W S schema/Contacr/EMail schema/PO/Contaet/contactEmai! 4
22 schema/Contact/Phone schema/PO/Contact/contactPhone 4
Missed Mappings
I solxmaAP: K.D.u M .iMel.ser.o schema/PO/POShtpTo
2 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/Country schema/PO/POShrpTo/country
3 -ctccu. \PI-'R rl'M I'O l.'Dcuse. 1 Addrcss'Vuuc 1 schema/PO/POSbipTo/streetl ■
4 schema/APERTUMPOl/DeliverTo/Address/State schcma/PO/POShipTo/stateProvnce
5 schema/A PERT! JM_PO_ 1 / In voiceTo schema/PO/POBiHTo
6 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /invorceT o/Address/Name2 schema/PO/POBiilTo/street2
7 -chcr. r'AI’ h i ' ,  t-t i , l  Ml me schcma/PO/POLines
8 schem a/APHRTL'M_PO_l/POLine/LineNo schema/PO/POLmes/item/lme
9 : ilv n .f t; Id 1. V :<> 1 Pi:l I ,. I .- IC C  11 "tP' c. schema'PO/POLsnes/ltem/unitPnce
10 schcma/APERTJM ?0_l/POLine/Quantit\/Quanttt>Amount schema/PO/POLines/ltem/aty
-el tnu' R i !' V .‘I)_ 1 '1'! ■' .i'i nti;\ :r..n!: \ ea.-r.x schema/PO/POLmes/ltein/uom
12 schema/Contact/LastName schema/PO/Contact/contactName
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 12
B - correct, reported mappings 12
C - incorrect, reported mappings 10
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Mappings for Apertumxsd  and ExceLxsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 42
Elements from Apcrtum Elements from Excel r//x
§: schema schema - '
2 schema/Address/City schema/Address/city
1# schai n a-'A ddress/Cous! try sc&eraa'Address/oouotry y
4 schema/Address/Namel schema/Address/streetl V
Wi schema/Addrcss/Nfame2 schema/Address/street2 V
6 schema/Address/PostCode schema/Address/postalCode V
| | schcma/Address/Statc scliema/Address/stalsProvince V
8 schem a/Address/Street schema/Address/street3 V
®!i schenia/APERTUM_PO_l/DeltverTo schema/PtirchaseOrder/DeiiverTo
10 schema/A PERI UM_PO_l/DehverTo/Address/Crty schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/ Address/city V
II schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/ Address/Country schema/PurchaseOrdcr/PcliverTo/ Address/country l i t
12 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /Deli verT o/Address/N ame 1 sehema/PurchaseOrder/Deiiver Fo/Address/strecti l/
1 | schema' APERTUM_PO_i /Deliver ro/Address/'Name2 8chema/PurchascOrder/DeliverTo/Address/streel2 l-ls
14 schema/ APERTUM_PO_1/DeliverTo/ Address/PostCode schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode a/
IS schema/APERTUM PO I /DeliverTo/Address/State '.JienuTurcha'V Klei DUnei lo Vld'ess ‘-t.di.PiiA iiicc SIS
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DehverTo/Address/Strect schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street3 V
IS schema/APERTUM PO 1/DeliverTO/Contaci schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contact <
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /DeliverT o/Contact/LastName schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Contact/contactName 1y
i i schema'APl'RlI'M IH) i.'IVlnci In/( omaeLl'lume schcma/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contacv'telephone ■fiti
20 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DcliverTo/Contact/Tillc schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contact/companyName X
II 'lehcm.i'MM Rf i Al  I’O I/iiitoicelo schema/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvoiceTo 18
22 schema/APERT UM_PO_l /InvoiceTo/Address/City schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/city V
| | schema/APERTUM_PO_I/lnvoiceTo/Address/Country schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country
.£!. ,iy.
Wit
24 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Invoicero/Address/Namel schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/slreetl V
23; scheina'’APnRTUM_PO_l/)nvoiceTo/Address/Name2 sehema/PurchaseOrder/!nvoiceTo/Address/street2 Jig;
26 schema/APERTUM_ PO_l /lnvoicelo/Address/PostCode schema/PurchaseOrder/l:ivoiccTo/Addrcss''postalCode V
II schcma/APER'rUM_PO_i/InvOiceTo/Address/State schem a/PurchaseOrder/lnvoice'lo/Address/statcProvince
28 schema/ APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Address/Street schem a/PurchascOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/street3 V
i i schcma/APERTUM_PO_l /Invoice f o/Contact schcnia/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Coiilacl W i
30 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Contact/LastName schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/contactName V
i i schenta/APERTU MJPO 1 /InvoiceTo/Contact/Phonc sChcma/PurcbaseOrder/htvmec l'o/Contact/telephone ■S
32 schcma/APERTUM_PO_l /InvoiceTo/Contact/T die schema/PurchaseOrder/Invoice'Io/Contact/companyName x
II sdieina'APpR'FUM PO i A)rderTotal/Fota!Aniount'Ainounl_ InclVAT schem a/PurehaseOrder/Uems/stem/UemNumber Sx!
34 schema/ APERTUM_PO_l /OrderT otal/Total Amount/V AT_AmountT otal schem a/PurchaseOrdec/Items/ltem/yourParlNi.mber X
We schema/APERTUM _PO_l/Supplier/Contact scheraa/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact M
36 schema/APERTUMPOl/Supnlier/Contact/LastNamc schcma/PurchaseOrdcr/Headcr/Conlact/contactName V
i -.■iieni./ \Pi t 1 ■' v  i 1 ■'jiv.A, C omic.d'eo.ii. v -u. Pi..Cl. e- >-o •. -d_ T . . .cl ■ -.I'.-..
38 schcina/A?FRTUM_PO_l/Siipp!ier/Contact/Tilla schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/compar.yName X
31scbema/Contact schema/Contact IS
40 schema/Contact/LastName schema/Contact/contactName V
II schema/ContacWPhone ‘ scheme/Conlitct/telcphone W
42 schema/Contact/Title schema/Contact/companyN ame X
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Missed Mappings
{ V  ■ ..'i schema/PnrchasfcOr-derQehverTo/Addrcss
2 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Address schema/PurchaseOrdcr/invoice To/Address
3 schedai/M,ERT0MjP.O_l/PC. .1. 1. c..MtPrtee schema/FurchaseOrder/Hems/TtemAinitPnce
4 schenii!/APERTUM_PO_l/POL!r;c/Quant!t}/Un;tOfMeasure schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/Item/unitOfMeasure
schema/APERTIjM; PO_ 1 /POLffieA^Vaantity/QuantityAmount schcmayPurchaseOrdcr/]tfmsAtem/quant!ty
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 5
B - correct, reported mappings 35
C - incorrect, reported mappings 6
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Mappings for Aperiuntxsd and Excelxsd  By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 49
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from Excel.xsd V/x
ft scbema/Ad dress/C ity 'il’im.L \.i.hC'- . it' V
2 schema/Address/Namel scbcma/Puicha.seOrder/ltems/itcin./partNuiTibe’. X
S ’setena/AddrcssfStreet » , pchemt|!A.dtfress/sEtteet3 .V
A schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address/Country schema/Address/country V
;5 schenja/^BRTOMJ’0_i/%ty'et/Ad4ress/Ct}UBttyCo(le schema/Parc1taseOrder/Header/<mrAccct:ntCode X
6 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address/Name 1 schema/Address/streetl V
f i •.■•lion a- \P. [ t f l ’M PO 1 litnci-Adoro^'Po-sU uoe schema/ Address/postalCode pi
S schema/APERTUMPOl/Buyer/Address/Street schema/Address/street4 V
schema/ APERTUM_POJ/DeliverTo schema/'PurchaseOrder/DeltverTo V
10 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address schema/PurchaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Address >/
11 schema/APERTUM_J50.1/De)iverTo/Address/City schemaPurchaseOrdcr/DeliverTo/Address/city >/
12 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeIiverTo/Address/Country schema/PurcliaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/country V
ia schema/APERTUMJJ0 _ l /DehvetT o/Address/Name 1 schema/PurchascOrder/DelivcrTo/Address/strcell
14 schema/APERTUM PO_l /Del l ver F o/Address/N ame2 schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/street2 V
IS schema/APERTUM_PO 1/DeliverTo/Addrcss/PostCode ' c K j h . i P i i i  Ji.i-.ct hdci'Dcli'ci In Addie-..To.-lalt ndi s®
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DebverTo/Address/State schema/PurcnaseOrdcr/DeliverTo/Address/statePro vince v
I f schema' APERTUMJPCM/DeliverTo/ Address/Street schem a/PurehascOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street3 I f 1-
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_ 1 /Deliver! o/Contact schema/ PurchaseOrder/Dehver Po/Contact V
k schema/APERTUM_PQ_l/DeliyerTo/Coniact/JobTitle ischcma/PurchaseOrder/DeliveiTo/Contact/contaetName X
20 schema/APERTUM _PO_l/DelrverTo/Contact/Phone schema/PurchaseOrder/DcliverTo/Contact/telephone V
21 ■.vhcma' \P1'R I UM Pt M  1 >cli\ or ■ i> I or.rtoi ‘ I die sLheiii.i'Piiichii'M iider'Deliici In t'omactxnnipai'sX.mii.
22 schcma/APERTU M_PO_l /InvoiceT o schem a/PurchaseOrder/lnvoice'l o V
M tchcniiiAl'l It 11 \1 i’t) l/lncoi^eli: \ddici-. schema/PurchascOrder/rnvoiceTo/Address IS?
24 schema/A PERTUM_POJ 71 nvoiceTo/Address/City schema/Purch&seOrdcr/InvoiceTo/Address/city v
ft schema/APERTUM_ro_l.TnvoiceTo/Addres s/Country schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/ Address/country 'V
26 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /InvoiceT o/Address/Name 1 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/streetl y
| | Lschema'APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Address/Name2 schem a/PurchaseOrder/hm>iceTo/Addrcss/street2 ;
28 schema/APERTtJM_PQ_l/lnvoicei'o/Address/PostCode schema/ParchaseOider/InvoiceTo/Address/postalCode V
ItM'hena' vl’l R11 'M PO 1 'III' nice l'o Mldies-. Svi.c schema/PurchascOrder/lrtvoice'lo/Address/stateProvincc s i
30 schem a/APERTlJ M_PO_l /InvoiceT o/Address/Street schem a/PurchaseQrder/InvoiceTo/Address/street3 V
ftBchema/APCRrUhf_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Cor.tact schetna/PuichaseOrder/invoiceTo/Contacl mi
32pchema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiccTo/Contact/FirstName schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/contactName V
| 'ihtri. API .4 I'M. . f i  r!i voici U: t .i.n-vi,Pho.it schema/PurchaseOrricr/lnvoiceTo/Comact/telephone \
34 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Contact/Title schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/companyName X
11schcma'APERTUM_PO_l /OrderTotal/NumberOfLines . schema/PurchaseOrder/jtems/Item/unitOfMeasare
36schema/'MJF,RTUM_PO_l/OrderTotal/TotalAinount/VAT_AmouutTolal scherr.a/PurchaseOrder/I:cms/Item/itemNumbei X
ft -i tirn  M'.Tt ll 'Nl.PD ■lieaii1 hdc.Jc'-ns 1 c'li'u'ia schcma/PurchaseOrder/Footer
38sc!iema/A.PERTUM_PO_l/?OLine/RequcstedDeliver>Date scheina/PurchaseOrdcr/Hcader/orderDate X
19-i.' c r \ ! -i.ii' i m .i'xi'.'P .v.1/ - ' ■ ■ ■ . . 111111C od. scherr.a/PurchaseOfdei/Heaacr/jourAccouiitCode -
40schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplier/Address/State schema/Address/stateProvmce V
H8chemd/APHtTUtiftlPft>_l /Sttpplfet/Address/Streef schema/Address/street2 sIS
42 schema/APERTUM_PO_ 1/Supplier/Contact schema/Contact V
Hv n . v  M . 1'* i"; ''•■■iii i c i to' act  r ~ i N >. schetna/Cointact/contacgsIame
44schema/APERl UM_?0_! /Scpplier/'Contact'Phone schema/Contact/telephone V
M schema/APERTUM_PO_l./Supplier/Contae[/ride schema/Contaci/compariyNamc
46 schema/Contact schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact V
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sehcras/Conlaet/F’mNsme
scnema/Contact/LastN ame schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/sor.tactName <
schcma/Contact/Phone ,j^-’ lU i " ' 'jcr ,,ii ' . -
Missed Mappings




A - correct, unreported mappings 3
B - correct, reported mappings 37
C - incorrect, reported mappings 12
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Mappings for Apertumxsd and Noris.xsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 53
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from Noris.xsd tJ / x
i t setietba schema
2 schema/Address schema/Address
i f schemisAdGresstCity schema/Address/city V
4 schema/Address/Country schema/Address/country
i'1’m- schema/Addiess/PostOode schema/Addrcss/postalCode
6 schema/Address/State schema/Address/state 1V
i t schemaAddress/Street schema/Address/street V
8 schema/Amount_Incl VAT schema/Organization/V ATRegistrationNo X
0 '.liora M’l l UUM .!’!'■ Del.’ .. i .i schema/PurchaseOrder/Deliverl'o •••/•• ■
10 schema/APERTUM_PO_i/Dcliver'lo/Address/City schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/city V
is schema/APERTliM_PO_l/Dc!tverT o/.Address/Coutilry schenia'PurchaseOrder/DeiiverTo/Address/country 0 ?
12 schcma/APERTUM_PO_l /Deliver! o/Address/Name 1 scherr.a/PurchaseOrdei/Deiiver! o/Organization/name V
f l '..hemi M’! Kl i ’M ! Heli'erlo'■'cures' !\v»lCi>ie .schema/PurchaseOrder/Dcliverfo/Address/postaiCode
14 schema/APERTUM_PO I/DeliverTo/Address/State schem a/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/state V
i 'clu.m.1 VI .Ml ..1 l’i .  I l)eli»v.i'i' Aud'cs' '■'leet schem a/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/street W i
16 schcma/APERTUMPOl/DeliverTo/BuyerReferenceNo schema/PurchaseOidcr/DeliverTo/Orgamzation/referenceNo v
i t schema/APERTUM_PO_l /Deliver 1 o/VAT_RegistratmnNo 'clicma.l’uri.li.i'.e' hdei Deliver I'M Jig-.niAitnm ieei'lr.uu'ii\o
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo schema/PurchaseOraer/lnvoiceTo i■y
§ selienu'.M’l R1UV1 I’M 1 InvokM o '\Jdiev-T iu schema/PurehaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Addrcss/city
20 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Invoicero/Address/Country schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/coimtry V
n 'clkinn \P1 Rll'M_l’M. 1 Imoie.-lo Addiess .\-uilI e..homH-i‘uii!’.-isoU!derlim'ice 1 ( '  ( irc.-i.m/.iiu>n>i:uiiic SI?
22 sehema/APER'IUM_PO_l/lnvoiccTo/ Address/PostCode schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiccTo/Address/postalCode V
| | schema/APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Address/State schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/state s i !
24 schema/APERTlJM_PO_l /Invoice T o/Address/Street schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/street V
2 f schema/APERTUM PO_1/lnvoiceTo/BuyerRefereneeNo scbcma/PurchaseOrder/lnvoieeTo/Orgrtnizaiton/referenccNo J ® !
26 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Invoice To/VAT RegistrationNo schema/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvoiceTo/Organization/registrationNo a /
M M.iun.i \  '1 It 11 V I .  .M'. 'Ciiol1 schemay'PurchaseOrder/Amount "0,
28 schema/APERTUM_PO l/OrderTotal/TotalAmount/Amount_ExclVAT scnema/PurchaseOrder/Amount/amountExclVAT iV
H M'huii.i \Pi .Ml M 'O 1 ;.’rdc'lo:al ‘o r  -\i mini; A.ii.'ur.: _inelV A1 schema/PurchaseOrder/Amount/amoimtlncIVAT I S
30 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/OrderTotai/TotalAmount/VAT_Amount'I otal schema/PurchaseOrder/Amount/VAT Amount V
II 'che'u.i..\l>l IM'l M I’M 1 Mulcilotal 1 oml \mouni \  MRal e l schem a/PuichaseOrder/Amount/VATRate 'M
32 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLine schema/PurchaseOrder/Line V
11 schema/APERTUM_PO_LPOLine/AmGiinl schema/P urchaseOrder/Line/Amount \
34 schema/A? ERTUM_PO_I/POLine/Amount/Amoi.nl_ExclVAT schem a/PurchaseOrder/Lme/Amount/amountr.xclVAr V
| | 'C.iei l . '.-'1 R r>'\ I” 1 : 1 V iK'Vi.uiir.: ' t i . i JY. i . schem a/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amciunt/amounllnclV AT
36 schema/APBRl UM_ PO_l /POLine/Amount/V AT _Amount schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/VATAniount V
II -.cl'om.T'.p! V  ( Vi . 1' " T nc.,'.r.’i ."ii. V ,. schema/ PurchaseOrdef/Line/Amount/VATRate W ■
38 schema/ APERTUM_PG_l/POLinc/LineNo schema/PurchaseOrder/Lmc/iir.eNo V
t ? schema/APERTUM PO 1/POLme/Price/UniiPrice schema/PurchaseOrder/L.ine/imiiPriCc fft'l
40 scherna'APF.R TU M_POJ /POLme/Quaniity/PackCode schema/PurchaseOraer/Line/productName X
v l . v a  '■! . < \  ’ Mi  -ill i > .T ;i„ t\ . i t . . ' . 1" ’ . schcnta/'ParchaseOrder/Line/quantiiy S
42 schem a/APERTUM_PO_l/POl.me/Qu an tity/Un'iOlV.cas are scherr.a/PurchascOrder/Line/unitOfMeasureRcl' V
M v m 'i, '.'  I; i 'I *M . 4jnj.ii’- L e-. scliems/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson V
44 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplier/Contact/EMail schema/PurchaseOrder/ConiactPerson/err.a;! y
IS schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplicr/Contact/Tax schetna/PurchnseOrder/ComactPerson/iax
46 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplier/Contact/FirstName schema/PurciaseOrdcr/ContaclPfcrscr/firsiNatne ■v
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Sci'.cr.̂ v'-V-I) erRcLi^iceNb    --------------- .
schema/SupplierReferenceNo




V.  c c ,  .  , . " i ‘ - i  V  V .  ■ C
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 1
B - correct, reported mappings 46
C - incorrect, reported mappings 3
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Mappings for Apertumxsd and Noris.xsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 52
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from Noris.xsd V/X
II schema/Address schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Orgamzatioa/tlrl X
2 schema/Amount_ExclVAT scheir.a/PcrchaseOrder/Amonnt/amountExciVAT X
l! schew^AntpttnypclV'AT , schmna/PurchascOrdcr/Amount/am Btintlncl VAT X
4 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address schema/Address X
II ■i i . Ta. . ' ' - , r .  v  r sci»nia/A4dr«/Pity , / X
6 schcma/APERTUM_PO_l/Buycr/Ad dress/Country schema/Address/country
II .cheii!.1'''. 1 .< i 1 Nl ’!) 1 ; ii'.i'\d d re .',.‘ii‘-.i i Je schem a/Aadress/posialCode X'
8 schem a/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address/State schema/Address/state X
f l schema' APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address/Slreel schema/Addrcss/street X
10 schema/APERTUM_PO_i/Buyer/Contact/Fax schema/PurchaseOrder/ContaclPerson/fax V
8 schema/APERTtIM_PO_i/Buyer/Contact/FirstName schema/PurchaseOnder/ConlactPersondirstName
12 schema/APERTUM_ POl/Buyer/Contact/JobTitle schema/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/position
| | schema/APERTUMJ\)_i/Buver/Contact/Last'Name schema/PurchascOrdcr/ContactPerson/'lastlsamc W i
14 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Contact/Title schem a/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/title V
15 schema'APERTliM_PO l/Buyer/SupplierRefeienceNo schema/refercnceNo
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/VAT_RegtstrationNo schem a/Organ ization/registrali onN o
i schema/APERTUM POJ/DetiverTo/Address schenta/PurchascOrder/DelivcrTo/ Address iMI
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Dcliver To/Address/City schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/city V
II schcma/APERTUMPOi/DeliverTo/Address/Country schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/country \ f
20 schema/APERTUMPOl /DehverT o/Address/PostCode schema/PurehaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode V
II sJiema API K11 \ l  PO 1 '1 ieluci i ..■■\dd:e '̂Si,1u: schem a/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Addres s/state
22 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/Street schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/strect V
ISschema/APERTUM_PO_l /Deli verT o/BuyerReferenceNo schema/PurchaseOrder/commetrts X
24 schema/APERTlJ M_PO_l/Del iverTo/VAT_RegistrationNo schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Orgamzation/registrationNo X
?l .schema/.APERTUM_PO_i/lnvoiceTo/Address schcma/Organization/url .
26 schema/APERTUM_PO_i/InvoiccTo/BuyerReterenceNo schema/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/referenceNo x
II schenic/A:>LRTSJM_PO_i/Invoice! o/Contact/iobTiile schcma/PurchaseOrder/Line/productNamc X
28 schema/ APERTUM _PO_ 1/lnvoiceT o/Contact/T itle schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Orgamzation/name X
I t schema/APERTUM^PO_l/lnvoiceTo/V ATJlegistrationNo schema'PurchaseGrder/lBvotceTo/OrgashzaUon/VATRegistralionNo
30 schem a/APERTUM_PO_l/OrderTotal/Total Amount schema/PurchaseOrder/I.,mc/Amount X
II 'iihenr. API RM M PO 1 indr-'Iii..'.] 1 i>i.i Amoum \mouniJ \ l schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/amountfcxclVAr I'X.
32 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/OrderTotai/Tola:Amoum/VAT_Amountl schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/VA T Amount X
IS sthuna \P1-R l'i \1. ,3o_ ! ( i-derl.'l il'!o .ilAm.'iiin \  ’n.jl schema'PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/amountlnclVAT V
34 schema/APERTUM_PO_ 1 /OrderT otal/Total Amounl/VAT_Rate 1 schema/PurchaseOrder/Lme/ Amount/V ATRate X
s wiiem.) V'I.lil I . MFO .-T. .Ilc.dCi .-n.i.c,': u* sehema/PurchaseOrder/currencyCode V
36 schcma/APERTUM_PO_l/POHead/OrderDcta)ls schema/PurchaseOrder/orderDate X
i schema'APERTUM_PO_l /POLinc/Product schcma/PurchaseOrdcr/Line/shipmetuDate
38 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplier/Address schema/PurchascOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address X
3®•.cl cm-i' i ' \  l!. ’ ! I-: :i, schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/cdy •*
40 schema/ APER FUM _PO_l /Supplier/Address/Country scr.ema/PurchascOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country X
l | •>:i c ' K ' l  V ,:o  i . ' t jol i . - 'Vi'- cue schema/PurchaseOrder/invoiceTo/Address/postaiCode
42 schcmc/APERTUMPOl/Suppiier/Address/State sciiema/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvoiceTo/Address/state X
H schetna/ARERTUM_PO_l/Siipplter/Addjpss/Strpei schema/PurcbaseOrder/InvoiceTe/Address/street /
44 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplier/BuyerReferenceNo schem a/Orgamzation/rcferenceNo
i f &chana/APERTUMJPO_ySfippfe/Cojilacf/TitIe scbema/Orgam'zation/name
46 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Suppher/SupplierReferenceNo schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Organization/referenceNo X
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II schema/Organuation/VATKegistraiionWo
48 schema/Bu>erRefejeRceNo schema/PurchaseOrder/Lne/hneNo X
MschemaComact/KMail schema/Purehaseflrder/ComactPerson/emaii
50 schema/Contact/Titie schema/PurchaseOrdcr/Deln crT o/Organ izat.or./name X
11schcma/SappherRcterenceNo s O K ' T c t  Pll d ' C - i / D .  J e l ^ X i - N C I  l l i , !  l-can./’l'lull’ d u t ' - L i .  S . .








7 schema M’l 811 \1 P( > ,1'Dclnu 1 o schema/PurchaseOrder/DchverTo
8 schcma/APERTUM_ PO_l/DehverTo/Address/Namel schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Qrganization/name
f t scK v..:'V _ j; ’ ! V !!) 1 Ucli'erio. Buyc: t c  .vitevl'' schema/PurchaseOrdcr/DehverTo/Organizaiion/referenceNo
10 schema/ APERTUM_PO_ 1 /Del iverT o/VAT_RegistrationNo schema^PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Organization/registrationNo
■ i ■•chciii. M’l.lc 1; M ’’Cl .'I.ho-lc' o schettWPurchaseOrdcr/invo iceTo
12 schema/APERTUMJPOi/invoiceTo/Address/City schema/PurchaseQrder/FnvoiceTo/Address/city
P NCOcm.iAPI P Il'M Pll ■ linoii,elo'\c"die^ t m nlr> schema/PurchaseOrder/hmuceTo/ Address/country
14 schema/APERTU M JPO_l /InvoiceTo/Address/N ame 1 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Orgamzation/name




© 'Chem.i \P|'R 11 ;M J ’f 5 1 Didei f olalTol.’.l \mnunt Amount PsdV \ ! schema/PurehaseOrder/Amount/amountExclVAT
20 schcma/APERTUMJPO_!/OrderTotal/TotaiAmount/Amount_InclVAT schemii/PurchaseOrder/Amount/amountlnclVAT
s sj'cm.i M’IKIi  \1 I’D 1 (i.dei loial'liilalAinmim \  \ l  ''mmiai lolai schema/PurchaseOrder/Amount/VATAmount
22 schema/APERTUM_PO_ 1 /OrderTotal/TotalAmount/V ATRate I schcma/PurchaseOrder/AmounEVATRale
i schcma/APERTUM_PO_I/POLine schema/PurchaseOrder/Line
24 schema/APERTU M_PO_l /POLine/Amount schema/P urchaseOrdcr/Line/Amount
H ■etiema U’i KH’M Pi ' 1 Nmouiil, \na,nu !'\ci\ \ l scheina/PuichascOrdcr/Line/Amount'amountLxc! VAT
26 schema/APERTUMPOi/POLine/Amount/AmountlnclV AT schema'PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/amountlnciVAT
t i id'cm.. \PI KU M ,J(! 1 P' !1 me'A.roan1''- \[  Amoum schema/Purch&seOrder/Lme/Amount/V AT Amount
28 scliema'APERTUM_PO_l/POLine/Amount/VAT_Rate schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/V ATRate
IS •.u’.cu,.-- VI ’RF. M,  ,t< -K: . rcl u- i N. schcnwPureh&seOrder/Litte/'hneNo
30 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLine/Pnce/UmtPrice schema/purchaseOrder/Line/unitPrice
i t schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLme/Quanti1y'/QaantityAmoiint schema/PurchaseOrder/Lme/cpiantity
32 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLme/Quantity/UnitOfMeasurc schema/PurchascOrder/l.inc'unitOtMeasurcRef
i f schema/APERTUM_PO_1/Supplier/Contaci schcma/PurchsseOdcr/ComactPsrsori
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 33
B - correct, reported mappings 14
C - incorrect, reported mappings 34
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Mappings for Apertuntxsd and Paragon.xsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mapping plan # 1 Mappings: 35
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd V/x
schema/A.PERTUM_PO_l/8  uyer/BuycrReibrenceNo schema/ParagonOrder/Orderlleader/OrderNo /
bi schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/SupplierReferenceNo schema/?aragonOrder/QrderHeader/Cosr,n-.ent X
3 seitema/AFERTU M JPO_l/Dei i verT o seltesha/ParagonOrder/ShipT o 9 1 '
4 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/City scbema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Citv V
5 m^ . i - .'L .il.V i’i . .  m ^ . . . i . --tom' ,.c -.1'. i-1' r,: *
6 schema/AiP£RTUM_PO_l /Deli-, erT o/Addi ess/Country Code schcma/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Address X
7 8 A|!! Ri ! ;M I-:; , iVIim-.-Ph \J(1ic>».'Nj:i,i.. 'chciiv P->M:.onO, ecr snip>■, (.mnp.ciy same
8 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DehvcrTo/Address/Namc2 schema/ParagonOrder/Sh!pTo/Address2 V
-cni.m.L vPI-R'l *»' _!"*;_I I'eh'trlo-AiJdie^ t’.'nl i.dc schetRa;ParagonOrder/Sh ip!o/PoslalCode V
10 schema/APERTlJM_PO_l/DehverTo/Contact schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact V
.1 schema \i I K! i 'M i’d  1 CdicAiACoiil.k, I M.nl schema/ParagonOrder/Shipro/Contact/EMail sS ?
12 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Contact/Fax schema/Paragon Order/ShipTo/Contact/P ax V
13 sUeu'-i \ i ’i R1. 'j'-l i ' i  1 .A v \c  lii t outre: I'Iumk schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Coniact/Phoiie i
14 schema/APERTUM_PO_I /DdivcrTcPContacl/Title schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/Name V
15 schema/APER'rifM_PO_l/Iiivoicero schema/ParagonOrder/BitlTo !;SfS
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Address/City scnema/ParagonOrder/B 11 ITo/City V
17 sdicma'\P1 R ll M l’(J i 'Invoice 1 n'Addres-. i minify schcma/ParagonOrder/Bi 1 IT o/Cou ntry
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoice’Io/Address/CountryCode schema/ParagonOrder/RillTo/Address x
ISISwheiii.i-APl RTlAi  PO i ImmceTn' \ddicv. Name! schema/ParagonQrdcr/BiUTo/CompanvNamc
20 sehenia/APERTUM_PO_l/invoiceTo/Address/Name2 schema/ParagonOrder/BdlTo/Address2 V
2 ! sUicmuAPLR 11 A j I ’U 1 Invoice In1 Wlicss l\ntCVdi •.diciii.iP.'ijgi-nOiiicr Bill 1 o'Pusl j|( iale
22 schema/APERTUMPOl/invoiceTo/BuyerReferenceNo schema/ParagonOrdcr/BiUTo/CustomcrlD
23 M.liei:i:i M’i RU-M !’</ Miivoicele'Cm'iad sehema/ParagonOrdcr/Bilflo/Conlact
24 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Contact/EMail schema/ParagonOrder/Bdiro/Contact/EMad V
25 scluxi.iAPI Rll M P i ; l'Invoice'! o/C ninad E.i\ schema/ParagonOrder/BiilTo/Coniact/Fax V
26 scheina/APERTUM_PO_,l /Invoice! o/Contact/Phone schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Contact/Phone V
i l l 3 schema M’l ' Rl l W I’ll  1 imoiv.elo'CVntc'.i.L fide schema/PaiagonOrdcr/RiUTo/Contact/Name V
28 schema/APERl IJM_PO_l /Order! otal/N umberOlLmes schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/rotalOrderhnes V
f t ! schema/APERTUM PO_ 1 /Supplier schema/ParagonOrder'Suppher
30 schema/APERTUM PO_i/Suppher/Address/City schema/ParagonOrder/Supplier/City V
31 schema. 'rl RU-M Pw 1 Siipniici'-uii'ie-s v'.nn'iiv schcma/ParagonOrder/Supplier/Country V
32 schema/API- RTUM_PO_i /Suppher/Address/CountryCode schema/ParagonOrder/SuDplier/Address X
33 scheru \iM-R1 iA i t’O 1 Mipplv; AoAcs-V-iikci schema/FmgonGrder/Supplier/SupName ' V
34 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Supplicr/Address/Name2 schema/ParagonOrder/Suppher/Address2 V
35 [schema/APERTUM JTXJJ/Supplier/Addvess/PostCode schema/ParagonOrder/Suppiier/PostalCode V
Missed Mappings
%■' A I schema/APBRTOM_POJ/POHead/€iio^icy schenia/ParagonOrder/CufFencylnfb
2 schcma/APERT,JM_PO_l/POi3ead/CurTcncy/CurrencyCode schcma/ParagonOrdcr/Cuncncylnfo/Currcnc} ID
ij'c: I. i :11 ; : V : i .k / .a W sc.hema/Paragon()rder/OcdModeis/'Modei/?JneNcJ
4 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLine/PriceAJnitPrice schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/TotalPrchPrice
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Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 4
B - correct, reported mappings 30
C - incorrect, reported mappings 5
Note: Total 2 mapping plans, choose plan 1
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Mappings for Apertumxsd and Paragotuxsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 47
Elements from Apertum.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd 3 /x
schema/Address schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/ Address *
2 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/Address schema/ParagonOrder/Suppher/Address X
sciicma/APljRTtlM PO_ 1 /Buyer/Contact schema'ParagonOrder/BiHTo/Covitaet X
4 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /Buyer/Contact/EMail schcmc/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Conlact/F.Mai: X
if c i’.i .-. 1. '■ ,M c ■' . il. ■ v: schema/ParagonOmef/BiliTo/Co'i tact/tax
6 schema/APERTUM_PO_l /Buyer/Contact/Phone schcma/ParagonOraer/BiiiTo/Contaet''phone
i | -cK ra ,\i! '.4 > m_. V Ihr'ir': ir  . \ i  i schema/P arEgonOrdeiVBillTa/Comact'Naine , X
8 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/Buyer/SupplierReferenceNo schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/Comment X
» se.ien k . 1 0  1C -lie i"'.i. o \ud.c^ schema/BaragonOFder/ShspTo/Addsess V
10 schema/APER FUM_PO_l /InvoiceTo/Address/City schema/P aragonOrder/ShipTo/City X
t i schema/APERTlfM PO i /Invoice! o/Address/Countrv schcma/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Country JV
12 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Address/CountryCodc schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/PostalCode X
schema'APERl'UM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo/Add!‘ess/Namel schema/PatagonOrder/Supplier/SupName X
14 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Address/Name2 schema/ParagonOraer/ShipTo/Address2 X
IS schema M’LRl . Al  i ■ i: ■,-<.= cc 1 o' 'cd ._ s s ‘" \ k K  .Me sehema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/PostalGocse i / i : /
16 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Address/State schema/P aragonOrder/Ship'Io/Country X
f i ■.ch-Tn.l Al'i K .’I ■ ■ 1 ‘A > I > |i ls ( H i .c  1 f.C .'.ivc*. ph.-.ic schema/Contact/Phone
18 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Contact/Title schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/CompanyName X
schema/APERTUM_PO_l/OrderTotal. schema'ParagonOrder/OrdModels/TotalOrderlines
20 schema/APERTUM_PO__l/POHead/Currency schema/P aragonOrder/Currencylnfo a/
21 schcma/,4 PRRTUM. PO_l /POHcad/Currcncy/Currcncy Code schema/ParagonOrdcr/Currcncy In fo/CurrcncylD
22 schema/ APERTUM_PO_l/POHead/TermsOfDciivery/TransportType schema/ParagonOrdcr/OrdModels/Model/ModType X
23 schema/A PE RTU M_PO_ I /POl ,ine/t ineNo schcma/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Modcl/l.ineNo
24 schema/APBRTUM_PO_l/POLme/Price/UmtPrice schema/P aragonOrder/OrdModels/Modei/TotalPrchPrice V
23 schema \ Pl k 11 ill PC ! Pi >1 me Piodict IJi.i>er'\\u.}cie schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/OrderDesc
26 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLine/Producl/BuyerPartlD schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/CustomerlD X
i ! -Cier.i:. M'I !4V. i M C I  nc'Prodi.a,. \ \ schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/CoIStzes/CoSSize/EAN X
28 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POLinc/Product/SuppherPartDcsc schema/ParagonOrder/B i UTo/County X
M schema/APERTUM_PO_l/POf.me/Product/SupplierPartID schcm;t/ParagonOrder/Supplicr/Sup[D
30 sche?ra/APERTUM_PO_l/POLme/Quant:ty/PackSizc schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/LotSize X
I f schema/APBRTUMJPO_l/POUne/RequcsledDehveryDate/Date schema/ParagonOrder/Orderlleader/DateCreated X
32 schcma/APER'IUM_PO_l/Suppiier/Addrcss/City schem a/Par agonOrder/Supplier/City V
M schema/AP13RTUM_PO_ 1/Suppiier/Ad-dress/Countty schema/ParagonOrder/Supplier/Country •Vf
34 sehcma/Al’ERrUM_PO_l/Supplier/Address/Name2 schema/P aragonOrder/Suppher/Addrcss2 V
M schema/APERTUM _PO l/Supplier/Address/PostCode Schema/ParagonOrder/Snppher/PastalCode k / l f e
36 schema/APER1 UM_PO_I/Supplier/BuyerReferenceNo schema/ParagonOrder/Orderileader/OrderNo X
1i scbemaAPER'fUM_PO_t/Supplier/Contact/EMail schema/Contact/EMail X
38 schema/'APERTUM_PO_l/Suppher/Con‘Lact/Fax schema/Contact/Fax X
M i c. k it  v  ■'(. : tii-n.iei.; .m'aci ! nsthai.'- schcma/ParagonClfder/BillTo/CompanyName X
40 schema/A?ORTUM_PO_I/Supi>her/Contact/LaslNa:r.e schcma/ParagonOrdcr/OrdMocels/Modej/BrandNo X
ft sc.lei R !. A; 1 S mpl ci i i macr" i: c schema/Contact/Name >
42 schema/BuyerReferenceNo schem a/ParagooOrder/OrdModels/Model/CataiogNo X
43 schema/Contact schem a/ParagonOrder/Sl-ipTo/Conmct X
44 schema/Contact/EMail schcma/ParagonOrder/Ship'Io/Conlact/EMai! X
IS schema/'C ootacl/Fax schcma/ParagonOrder/ShspTo/Cop.tact/l’ax X
46 schema/Contact/Phone schema/P aragonOrder/SiupTo/Contact/Phone X
If schema'Contacf/T itle scfcema/ParagonOrdcr/ShipT ofContact/Name „ --x.
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Missed Mappings
h -el- i -A . .. '1 r -  .
2 -.c'lciua R 'iV'PCM/DehverTo/Address/City schem a/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/City
3 O em -A . 1 K. V i ;Jicv t n.uiit schema/ParagonOrder/ShtpTo/Country
4 schcma/APERTUM_PO_l/DehverTo/Address/Namel schema/ParagonOrder/ShipT o/Compan\ N ame
(E sch6tria/AMRTOM_H>_f/DeljyetTWAddress/NjMne2 Schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTe/ Address2
6 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Address/PostCode schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/PostalCode
M c i.ii.. d!i k i ’ .\' "\ i ” .i o Contact scbema/ParagcmOrder/ShipTa/Contaet
8 schema/APERTUM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Contact/EMail sche;r.a/ParagcnOrder/ShipTo/Co:itact/EMaJ
I f w i.i.i.'t l'l 1 1 , ■ iU:„" 't he v... "’am. • • ’■ i ■ r ■> i i  1 r t. ct -
10 schema/APER1 UM_PO_l/DeliverTo/Contact/Phone schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/Phone
11 scl:..i a V i t . l M  '■> i 1 j .  ■vC.'lo'C ■ r .i"’1 schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/NaJiie
12 schema/APERTlJM_PO_l/lnvoiceTo schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo
I I schem: A1’! RU' M P<) : buuceLi vduie-s.1 in schema/'ParagonOrdei‘/3illTo/City
14 schema/APER HJ M_PO_ 1 /lnvoiceT o/Address/Name 1 schem a/ParagonOrder/BillTo/CoinpanvName
f i Schema \P1-R.l Nl i ’i ' 1 Income 1 Vl . l . c schema/Pa?agonOrder/Biin'o/Address2
16 schema/APERTTJM_PO_l/InvoiceTo/Contact schema/ParagonOraer/BilI i’o/Contact
n schema' \PI k 1 A1 PI i i 'Invoice I n t o  i lc t  1 \l.i 1 ■.cIiluij ’i u j .'V :idc B.l'L-t onl.icl.r\l.. ’
18 schema/APERTUM__POJ/lnvoiceTo/Contacl/Fax schem a/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Contact/Fax
Si -.ihcnu M’I Kl l Al  Pit 1 l.ic,-ice 1 o-foiuaci Phone ■-ch'.in.i'P. muonf irder/BiHTo/Contaet/Phone
20 schema/APERTUM_PO_1/InvoiceTo/Contact/Title schema/ParagonOrder/BdlTo/Contact/Name
! | Schema MT R ll M I't) 1 ( >rdei i'oud Mumbcrfifi.inc- schcma/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/TotalOrderlines
22 schema/APER Nj M P O I  /Supplier schema/ParagonOrder/Suppher
f t schem 3/APER.TUM_PO_l/Suppher/Address/Namcl schema/ParagonOrder/Supplier/SupName
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 23
B - correct, reported mappings 11
C - incorrect, reported mappings 36
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Mappings for CidxPoSchemtLxsd and ExceLxsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mapping plan # 1 Mappings: 25
Elements from CidxPoSchcma.xsd Elements from ExceLxsd -v/ /  X
i sehema/PO/Contact/contacrFnactionCodc schetna/PurehaseOrder/Hoader/ourAccountCode
2 schema/PO/POBillT o schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo 4
3 schema/PO/POB:in'o/cit> Sclie«a/1̂ cbaseQrter/lfi.TOtceTo/Addr®s/eity 4
4 schema/PO/POBillTo/country schema/PurchaseOrder/invoiceTo/Aadress/countr)' V
5 n.-.i., ■ i'- ’ P' . 1 ’ > c schemaiPurchaseOrder/invrriceTe/Addrcss/fiostafCode 4
6 schema/PO/POBiiiTo/stateProvince schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/stateProvmce 4
7 ichi-m.1 t’ti'PiiiJnlto iiucti schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/street I V
8 schema/PO/POBiilT o/street2 schema/PurchaseOrder/Ir,vo!ceTo/Addrcss/strcet2 4
9 ic n i.in .ii I’i tlol. h- t̂iccf schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvolceTo/Addrcss/strccO
10 schema/PO/POBiin o/street4 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiccTo/Address/streef4 4
n schema/PO/PQHeadcr/poNumber schema/PuTchaseOrder/Fooier/toMValue
12 schema/PO/POLines/count schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/itemCount V
Cjfl schema/PO/POLines/ltcm schema/l’urchascOrder/'lems.'ltem V
14 schema/PO/POLmcs/Ilem/partno schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/ltem/nartNumher /v
15 scbema/PO/POLmes/Ttem/qty schema'PurchaseOrder/Items/Item/quanttty
16 schema/PO/POLmes/ltem/umtPrice schem a/PurchaseOrder/ltems/Item/umtPrice 4
17 schema/PO/POShipTo schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo 4
18 schema/PO/POShipT o/city schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/city 4
19 iclicnu I’d  POSlnpln/aiuiUry schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/ Address/country 4 .
20 schema/PO/POShipTo/postalCode schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode -4
21 -chi.ni.1 Pi > PtiShiplV M.ncPiuMiKe schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/stateProvmce 4
22 schema/PO/POShipTo/streetl schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/streetl 4
23 schema I’i ) Pi 'Ship 1 iAiieoi2 ijiem.i,Purchase! Jidc.'1 Jehu: I 'Xo’dreis si.ii.el2 -
24 schema/PO/POShip ro/street3 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/streetT 4




3 scherTi.).!'!) t 'oiiiacL'eoniai.I'.'iiiiiie schema/PurdiascOrder/Hcadcr/Coti fact/telephone
4 schema/PO/PQHeader/poDate schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/orderDate
5 schema/PO/PO! leader/poNumber scliema/PurchaseOrder/lleader/ordcrNum
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 5
B - correct, reported mappings 22
C - incorrect, reported mappings 2
Note: total 2 Mapping plans, choose plan 1
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Mappings for CidxPoSchema.xsd and ExceLxsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 26
Elements from CidxPoSchema.xsd Elements from Excel.xsd 4 /x
t sChem^PO/Contact * schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contact X
2 scbema/PO/Contact/contactName schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contact/contactName X
Lw- ■s-r.rsH
schema/PCVConlact'contactPhone schema/PurchaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Conlaet/telephone X
4 schema/PO/POBillTo schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo 4
- sehema/FO/POBlUTo/eity ' s c hems/Pu rehaseOrde r/lnvoieeT 0/ A ddrsss/c iiy 4
6 schem a/PO/POBdlT o/country schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/country 4
7 m.1'ciu:i Pi VPOUnl i n'pos .llCv.k schema/PurchascOrder/InvoiccTo/Address/postaiCodc . 4 .
8 schema/PO/POBulTo/stateProvmce schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/staleProvnce 4
schema/PO/POBillTo/stree‘tl schema/PurchaseOrder/UwoiceTo/Addrcss/streel 1 4
10 schcm a/PO/POB i UT o/street2 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/street2 4
1 'ichenmd't i'Pt 'Bill 1 o ■ruoi 3 sebema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Addres.s/streel3. 4
12 schema/PO/POBillT o/street4 schema/Pu-chaseOrder/InvoiccTo/Address/street4 4
i '.'.K'l..'1: i P u_ci scItema/PurchaseOrdcr/J leader 4
14 schema/PO/POHeader/poDate schema/PurchaseOrder/Hcader/orderDate 4
15 sehema/PO/POLines/count schem a/PurchaseOrder/ltems/itemCounl 4 .
16 schcma/PO/POLines/Item schema/PurcnascOrder/ltems/Item 4
17 ’ schema/PO/POLines/Itcm/partno schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/ftcm/partDescription x
18 schema/PO/POLines/Item/unitPrice schema/PurchaseOrder/ltems/Item/unitPrice 4
19 schema/PO/POShipTo/city schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/crty 4 ■
20 schem a/PO/POShipTo/country schem a/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/country 4
2 i schem a/PO/POShipTo/postaiCode schercKi/PurchaseOrder/DclivcrTo/Address/postalCode 4 '
22 schema/PO/POShipTo/stateProvince schema/PurchaseOrder/DehvcrTo/Address/stateProvincc 4
23 schema'PO/POShipTo/streetl schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/streetl 4
24 schema/PO/POShipTo/street2 schema/P urchaseOrdcr/DehverTo/Address/street2 4
25 ^hena- P< i-l’l 'Ship 1 r.M iiil schema/PufchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street3 4
26 schema/PO/POShipTo/street4 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street4 4
Missed Mappings
i schema/PO/POLines/ltem/partno schema/PurchaseOrder/ltcms/Uem/partNumber
2 schema/PO/Contact/contactName schem a/PurchaseOrder/Headcr/Contact/contactName
-x M-hc. i- !'• 5 < ‘ i Lei iviuvd ni:' schema/PufchaseOfdcr/Header/Conlact/e-mail
4 schema/PO/Contact/contactPhone schema/PurchaseOrder/Eeader/Coniact/tc'.ephone
5 -.cv.u '.T') Pf iL.aJci 'nisN.mhci schcma'PurchaseOrder/Hcsder/orderNum
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 5
B - correct, reported mappings 22
C - incorrect, reported mappings 4
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Mappings for CidxPoSchema.xsd and Noris.xsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mapping plan # 2 Mappings: 19
Elements from CidxPoSchema.xsd Elements from Noris.xsd V / x
1 seheraa/PO/Contacl/contactFnnctionCode schema/PurchaseOrder/eurreEcyCode X
2 schema/PO/POBillTo schema/Pui c> ascCraer/i nv oxeT o 4
3 .V c- ' sc)jetaa^orcbt!^Ofcler/tavoieeTo/Address/ctty
4 schema/PO/PCBii' To/country schenra/PurchaseOrder/IrvoiceTo/Adcress/country 4
' . „"i •' :vy /.1 1 i i _*.■>. i >». ' . ‘.“.v  '."-J’s o .  i . i !-i .!»■■ ’>■ \ >. ■
6 schema/PO/POB illTo/stateProv mce schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/state 4
7 icl'e im !i : >t: lillii-i-'ii-elt sehetrta/Furchasetlrder/Invoicc fo/Address/slrcet V
8 schema/PO/POHeader/poDate schema/PurchaseOrder/slv.pmentDate X
9 schcma/PO/POHeader/poNumber schema/PurchaseOrder/roundingAmotint ■
10 schema/PO/POLines/count schema/PurchaseOrder/totalAmount X
U schema/PO/POLines/Item/lme s chema/PurchaseOrde r/L in e/IineN o 4'£
12 schema/PO/POLines/Item/qty schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/quantity
13 schema/PO/POLines/Item/nnitPrice schema/PurchaseOrder/Linc/unitPricc 4
14 scnema/PO/POShipTo schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo 4
15 schema/PO/POShipTo/city schema/PurchaseOrder/DehvcrTo/A.ddress/city 4-
16 schema/PO/POShipT o/country schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Adaress/country 4
l i i l schema/PO/POShipTo/postaiCode schema/PurclraseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode 4







A - correct, unreported mappings 3
B - correct, reported mappings 15
C - incorrect, reported mappings 4
Note: Total 3 mapping plans, choose plan 2
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Mappings for CidxPoSchema.xsd and Noris.x$d By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 20
Elements from CidxPoSchema.xsd Elements from Noris.xsd l / / X
s V i . ' 1 1 'J .  1‘‘ 1 > T . - C A M  Pl-.c ! -  1V ..1 schema/PurchaseOrdetfConlactPersofi/ePiai! V
2 schema/PO/Contsct/cor.tactFunctiorCoae schem a/?urchascOrder/I>elivcrTo/ Add; css/postalCode X
■ 3 schcma'P(>/Corvtacfcontac.tNar.ie schema/PurchascOrder/Contactperson/Rtle
4 schema/PO/POBillTo schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoicef o V
5 schema/?0/PQBiBTo/oiiy schonia/ParcltaseOrder/invoiceTo/Address/citN’ V
6 schema/PO/POBiHTo/country schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/country 1
7- schema/PO/POBiflTo/postalCode schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/postalCode y
8 schema/PO/POBillTo/stateProvince schema/FurchaseOrecr/lnvoiceTo/Address/stale V
9 s e n m - j l "  l.Tt d i l l .  1 . r M r c - 13 sehcma/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Addrcss/street
10 schema/PO/POHeader/poNumber schema/Amount X
i p # i d ’O  l 'i  ■* iocs vount schcma/PurchaseOrder/totalAmount
12 schema/PO/PGLincs/Item/Iine scheina/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/position X
13 'J\>r.uPO I’i d .. c- b in  .-n.P cc schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/unitPrice V
14 schema/PO/POLines/start At schem a/PurchaseOrder/ContaetPerson/firstName X
Stll s c h k r i d ' t  i I t  '’' h i p  i oVn\ schema/PUrchiiseOrder/DehverTo/AddresSs/city
16 schema/PO/POShipTo/country schema/Address/country V
17 - .k l ik i iK i'l t  )T< > > h ip 'l o  p o k U il l 'o d o schcma/Address/postalC ode Iy
18 schema/PO/POShipTo/statcProvince schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/state V
19 schema/PO/POShip'I o/streel 1 sehema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street V






5 sehema/PO/POI .ines/ltcnv'qty sehema/PurchaseOrdcr/Lmc/quantiiy
A - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
M appings fo r CidxPoSchema.xsd an d  Paragotuxsd By method: T h e  new tree  m atch ing  a lgorithm
Mappings: 17
E lem ents from  CidxPoSchem a.xsd E lem ents from  P aragon .xsd ■V/x
1 schema schema
2 schema/PO/Contact schema/Contact
a '  ..■ r  i >1 .i'll ■ i... st^iepa/ContteWBJvIm} ' i
4 schem<-7?0/Contact/co:itactName schema/Contact/N ame V
5 ■>c’ .  i .  ’V ,»" >"i' :>c c i . - '  ■ " '-I- v 1 ]-. v
6 schema/PO/POBillTo schema/ParagonOrder/BillT o
1y
7 v j l - c n . i  pi )'PO |j i'A ./cm scl’cr.ii'.'.'.i:;-ii:(> .i!u  '.nill.vC l\ V
8 schema/PO/POBillTo/country schcm a/P aragonOrder/BillTo/Country V
W M ^  V -i.v P . ’ T;')B■ 1‘. r .i. s. V.aK o-A schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/PostalCode y
10 schema/PO/POBillTo/street2 schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Address2 V
i l l schema/PO/PflLmes/couni schcm a/PuragonOrder/OrdM odeis/TotalOrdeil snes V
12 schema/PO/POLines/startAt schema/P aragonOrder/OrdM odels/StartAt V
13 . c l 'e n 'J  Pi ! p t lS l 'id n 'C .i-  .1—. I . . . m u i :  h i U - . ' . f i p  • o V
14 scnema/PO/POShip Io/city schem a/P aragonOrder/SlnpTo/City V
15 schem a/PO/POSJiipf D/country schem a/ParagonO rder/SIuplo/Country V
16 schem a/PO/POShipTo/postalCode schem a/ParagonO rder/Shipl'o/PostalCode V
17 sehema/PO/POShipTo/strcet2 schema/Paragon()ider/ShtpTo/Address2 V
Missed Mappings
1 s c h e m . ] ') ’! 1 i 'I 'I  m i l s  lic.n ! m e schema/ParagonOrder/OrdM odeis/M odel/LmeNo
2 schema/PO/POLines/Item/qty schema/ParagonOrder/OrdM odels/M odel/M odQty
5 s ^ I ' l i i u  P< > l’< JlNadci p.ilt.'li. schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/DatcCreated
4 schema/PO/POHeader/poNumber schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/OrderNo
S um m ary
A  - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
M appings fo r CidxPoSchema.xsd an d  Paragotuxsd By method: T he ed it d istance tree  m atch ing  algorithm
Mappings: 20
E lem ents from  CidxPoSchem a.xsd E lem ents from  P aragon .xsd 4 /X
1 schema' PO/C or.tact scheraa/Contact 4
2 schema/PO/Contact/contactEmail schema/Contact/EMail 4
schema/'PO/Coniact/conmctNainc schemd/Contact/Name
4 schema/PO/Contact/contactPhone schema/Contact/Phone 4
schema/PCVftuBiilTo schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo
6 schem a/PO/POSill To/c.ly schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/City V
7 .-, !■ i ' \ ;  i '( i  V..‘ o V if  s schem \ .  .m  t irJe 'BsllTo/Country
S schema/PG/POBillTo/postaiCode schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/PostalCode 4
9 seiktiM i’C P G B .llL 'S i-.'c tl schenia/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Address2 .
10 schema/PO/POHeader schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader
1V
l l f § - ih c iirv P i ' I’GI ines, cm:.U 'e n e m a 11 ViiurmOrdc '• h o 'd u iL f  1 >-i-i.;'iJei-.i >’s 4
12 schema/PO/POLines/Item/line schema/Par agonOrder/OrdM odeis/M odl.ines X
3 schema/PO/POLmes/Itern/parmo schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTe/Contact/Departroent *
14 schema/PO/POLines/Item/qty schema/P aragonOrder/OrdModels/Model/M odQty V
15 scheT.ii PO-PGI .nc-'llcir.'um iPncc st  icira-'P.iriiuoi'i 'rdc- i hdViodels M odel"1 .n-i'l’i^ iii-icc
16 schema/PO/POLines/startAt schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/StartAt
1\
17 schcm.' P t) I’l )Ship 1 n citx schema/ParagonOrder/Supphcr/Cit)' V
18 schcma/PO/POShipTo/country schema/ParagonOrder/Supplier/Country V
!•> schema/PO/POShipTo/postalCode schema/ParagonOrdcr/Supplicr/PostalCode V
20 schema/PO/POShipT o/street2 schema/ParagonOrder/Suppher/Address2 V









A  - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
C - incorrect, reported mappings
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
M appings fo r ExceLxsd an d  Noris.xsd By method: T he new tree  m atching algorithm
Mappings: 35
E lem ents from  ExceLxsd E lem ents fro m  N oris.xsd V/x
s f t f t schema schema
2 schema/Address/city schema/Address/city y|
: scte»a7AAii«s$7cejjtttry ^bema/AtMress/oOBBtry s'
4 schema/Address/postalCode schema/Address/postalCode V
u.. ic.”.,, \ . 'o  i . ' < ». ■ 'c- schema/Address/state V
6 schema/Address/streetl schema/Address/street V
7 schema/'Contadt/companyName scltema/Organization/name V
8 schema/PurchaseOrdcr schema/P arch aseOrder V
: 'cheT.u IV.t-h lelJrcci'Le'-.vc:'''.) schema/PurchaseOrder/.Oetiver I  o \j
10 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address schema/PurchaseOrder/Del iver T o/ Address V
,1 schema/PurchaseOrdcr/DeliverT o/ Address/cily schema/ParchascOrder/DeliverTo/Address/city V
12 schema/PiirchaseOrder/DehvcrTo/Adaress/country schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/country V
13 '.jie .va 'lT . Jun -1  >rdv.r Ocl Addic.v> ■usl.dCtn.e schema^PurchascOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode V
14 schem a/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/stateProvince schema/PurchaseOrder/Deliver'T o/Address/slate si
15 schem a/PurehaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/strectl schem a/PurchascOrder/DehverTo/Address/street
16 schem a/PurchaseOrder/DeiiverTo/Contact/companyName schcma/PurchaseOrder/DeiiverTo/Orgamzation/name V
17, schema/PurchaScOfder/Header/Contact schema/PurchaseOrder/ConlactPerson
18 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/companyName schema/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/title X
19 sehemaT’urchascOrder/Ueader/Contact/contactName schema/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/lastName #1 M4f.
20 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/teiephone schema/PurchaseOrdcr/ContactPerson/tax X
1 s t schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/orderDate schema/PnrchaseOrder/orderDale >/
22 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/orderNum schem a/PurchaseOrder/custom erOrderRef V
23 schema/ PurchaseOider/Hcader/ourAccountCode schema/PurchaseOrder/curvencyCode X
24 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo schema/PurchaseOrder/invoiccTo V
25 ■ schem a/PurchaSeOrder/invoiceTo/Address Schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/ A ddress M
26 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/city schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/city '1
27- •.chc-n.iV-.ii-'ia-c i Jidei ■Inemee ! "  Uter. email,-* schemaThrrchaseCXder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country i l l
28 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/postaiCode schema/PurchaseOrderAnvoiceTo/Address/postalCode V
schem a/Purch&scOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/stateProvince schema/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvoiceTo/ A ddress/state
30 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/streetl schem a/PurchaseO raer/lnvoiceTo/A ddress/street V
31 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvosceTo/Comacb'companyName schcm aTurchaseO rder/lnvoiccio/O rganization/nam e
32 schema/PurchaseOrdcr/ltems/Item/itemNumber schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/productName X
33 schema/PurchaseOrdcr/ltems/ltein/quantity scheraa/PurchaseOrder/Lme/quantity
34 schem aTurchaseOrder/Item s/ltcrn/unitOiM easurc schem a/PurchascOrder/Line/ur.ilOlM easureRef
1
h s schem a'PurchaseOrder/llem s/ltem /uiiitPnce schema/ Porch aseQrder/L.ine/unttPrice i
M appings
schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/e-rnaji schem a/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerscn/cm ai'
A  - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
C - incorrect, reported mappings
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Mappings for ExceLxsd and Noris.xsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 37
Elements from ExceLxsd Elements from Norix.xsd t / x
i t schema/Address Scheaw/Address , - . f i l l
2 schema/Address/city schema/Address/city
p scliema'Address/comitry, sphema/Addrgss/cotmtey a/
4 schema/Address/postalCode schema/Address/postalCode V
S t schema/Address/stHteProvmcc schema/Address/state - •V
6 schema/Address/streetl schema/Address/street V
I I sc'nema'C’ontact/companyNamc schema/PurchascOrder/ContactPerson/title
8 schema/Contact/contactName schena/PurchascOruer/ContactPerson/laslNarr.e V
I I schema/Contact/tclephone schema/PurchaseOrder/ConlactPerson/fax V
10 schema/Pur chaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address schem a/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address V
I I schema'PurchaseOrdtr/DeliverTo/Addrcss/city schem a/PurchaseOrder/DeUverTo/Address/city \!
12 schem a/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Address/country schema/PurchaseOrder/Delir crT o/ Address/countrv V
r:i i a 
s fe k '■cn.-naPu'ch.iVnJc Be..-- -r'1.) .'ddic-.- •'."■laic isce schcma/PurchaseOrder/Del i verTo/Address/postalCode ( V '
14 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/staleProvince schema/PurchaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Address/state V
15 w.hi.n.iPuicha>i.()idi.r Doliwno \ddicss stieeli schcma/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street V
16 schem a/PurchaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Contact/companyNarr.e schcma/PurchaseOrdcr/DehverTo/Organization V
I f schema'PurehascOrder/DeliverTo/Coniact/contactName schema/PurchaseOrder/r..ine/productName X
18 schema/PurchaseOrder/Footer/total Value schema/Amount/amountlnclVAT X
i f schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/companyName schema/Organization/name •
20 schema/PurchaseOrder/Hcader/orderDate schcma/PurchaseOrder/orderDate V
| | scheimVPur cbaseOrder/Header/orderNum schema/PurclwieOrder/customerOrderRef \
22 schema/PurchaseOrder/I-Ieader/ourAccountCode schema/PurchaseOrder/currencyCode X
2 | ! schema/PurchascOrdcr/InvoiceTo/Address schem a/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address V
24 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/city schem a/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvoiceTo/Address/cily 1V
0 sehenia/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country schema/PurchaseOrder/IworceTo/ Address/country A
26 schcma/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/postalCode schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/postalCode y
I I schemaT’urchaseOrder/lnvoice'lo/Address/.statePmvmce schcma/PurchaseOrdcr/lnvotceTo/Address/state t i l
28 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/strect3 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/ Address/street
IS '■chv-mi'.'iucTa-tcthdi.i Tisoieclu ;  i.i'.Lici annp«r\N li'ic sehema/PurchaseOrdcr/InvoiccTo/Organizatioa/name t i l l
30 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/contactNamc schema/PurchaseOrdcr/ContactPerson/firstName V
i | .clvniaPmcha'.curdei Imo'celuC. uniat; iilcnhuin. sehema/PurchaseOrder/ComactPcrson/email
32 scl'Cira/PurchaseOrder/Items/ltem/itemNjmber schem a/PurchaseOrder/total Amount X
t f sdienia-'PurchaseOrdcr/ltcms/item/partNumber sohema/PurchaseOrdcr/Amount
34 schema'PurchaseOrder/ltems/Item/quantity schena/PurchascOrder/Line/quantity V
M m hcm .i Y ii'huM .urdcr Hems 'leiin Vmu > M l.isu k schema/P urehaseOrdcr/Linc/unitOtMeasureRef
36 schema/PurchaseOrder/ltcms/item/unitPrice schema/PurchaseOrder/Lme/umlPrice V
i | schema/PurchaseOrder/items/flcni/)ourPartNumber schem a/PurchaseOrder/I. ine/ Amount X
Missed Mappings
I I schema/Contact/companyName schema/Organization/name
2 schema/Purch aseOrder schem a/PurchaseOrder
f ! schcma/Pr.rchaseOrder/Headcr/Co:ttact sciicma/PurcbaseOrder/ContactPerson
4 schcma/PurchaseOrder/Header/Coniact/&-mail sell ema/TurchaseOrder/CoriiaciPersosi/em ail
| | schcma/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/telcphone schema/PurchascOrder/ContactPerson/lc'.
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 5
B - correct, reported mappings 27
C - incorrect, reported mappings 10
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Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
Mappings for ExceLxsd and Paragon.xsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mapping plan # 1 Mappings: 25
Elements from Excel.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd V / x
schema schema ,,
2 schema/Contact schema/Contact V
schcma/Contacrfcompany Name Schema/Contact/Name'
4 schema/Contact/telephone schema/Contact/Phone V
5 sehema/PurchaseOrder schema/ParagonOrder V
6 schema/PurchaseOrder/DetiverTo schema/P aragonOrder/ShipTo V
7 ' schema/PurehaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Address/city sehemn/ParagonOrder/SliipTo/Qty
8 sciiema/PurchaseOrder/l)el: v crT o/Address/ccuntry schema/ParagonOrdcr/ShipTo/Country V
9 '.ihc.ra'lhirJij'-cOrcici.iXMi'ci U- \u lie-.*. p-AialCudc schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/PostaiCode
10 schcma/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/street2 sehema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Address2
11 m I eni.i-l,ii‘.l,i>^>iili:/[jj.n.--i n't. n - j j schema/P aragonOrder/ShipTo/Contact
12 schema/PurchaseOrder/DelivcrTo/Contact/companyNamc schema/Par£gonOrder/ShipT o/Con‘.act/N ame V
U schema/PurehaseOrder/DeliverTo/Coniaci/telephone schema/paragonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/Phone
14 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header schema/ParagonOrder/Orderl-Ieader V
15 schema'PurchaseOrder/Header/orderDate schema/ParagonOrder/Orderlieader/OrderDesc <
16 schema/PurchaseOrder/Hcader/orderNum schema/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/OrderNo V
17 -thema Tunhasci iidcr-lnwuee 1 o schema/ParagonOrder/Bil iTo S slfe
18 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/city schema/ParagonOrder/Br HTo/City V
schenva/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country schema/P aragonOrder/BtllTo/Country .
20 schema/PurchaseQrder/invoiceTo/Address/poslalCode schema/ParagonOrdcr/B ll ITo/Postal Cod e V
21 schema/PurehaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/streel2 schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Address2 •S ft i
22 schema/PurchaseOrdcr/InvoiceTo/Contact schema/ParagonOrder/BiUTo/Contact V
schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoice fo/C onlact/companyName schema/ParagonOrder/BiltTo/Contacl/Name V
24 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Contact/telephone schem a/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Con tact/Phone y
2 ' schema/PurchaseOrder/Uems/ttem/partNumber schcma/ParagonOrder/Supplier/Countj
Missed Mappings
i schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoice To/Comact/c-mail schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Contact/Email
2 schema/PurchaseOrder/DehverTo/Contact/e-mail schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/Email
- schcma/PurchaseOrdcr/ltems/item/unjtPnce -chcrm I ' . : - ' - r d c '  CiraMuuc's Model lomlmehl' ur
4 schem?yPurchaseOrder/I;ems/ftcmCount schema/P aragonOrdcr/OrdModels/ModLmes
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 4
B - correct, reported mappings 22
C - incorrect, reported mappings 2
Notes: total 2 mapping plans, choose plan 1
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Mappings for ExceLxsd and Paragon.xsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 32
Elements from Excel.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd 8/x
1 schema/Address/city Scbema/ParagonOrder/Suppiier/City
2 schem a/Ad dress/country scheir.a'ParagonOrder/Suppfier/Country X
i l schema/ Address/nostalCode ■sdicma/ParagonOrdcr/Snppher/PostalCode <
4 schema/Address/street2 schcma/?aragonOrder/Soppi.er/Address2 X
5 schcma'Contact V
£ schema/Contact/conlaclName schema/Contact/Name V
IS schema'Contact/teiephone schema/Contact/Phone. 8
8 schema/PurchaseOrder/Dei i vcr'I o/Addrcss/city schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/City 8
18 schema'? urchaseOrdcr/DehverTo/Address/countiy schema/Paragon(>der/ShipTo/Q>untry *
10 schema/PurchaseOrder/DehvcrTo/Address/postaiCode schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/PostalCode 8
If ■.chem.i si.. chase', h dor i)oh\c. vi'Addre-s s:.eci2 schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Address2 8:88
12 schema/i3 urchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Contact schema/ParagonOrder/B lllT o/Contact X
IS stl-oir-i PiitLh.tsoi >•a .; it . ivcrI■> s. mtaci ^on,.\.r' Same schenta/ParagonOrder/BiUTo/Contacl/'Name
14 schcir.a/PurchascOrder/Deh \ erT o/Contact/telephone schema/P aragorOrder/BiilTo/Contact/Phone X
11 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contcict/companyName schcma'ParagonOrdcr/BiflTo/C-’ompanvName X
16 schema/PurchaseOrder/Header/Contact/contactName schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/Name X
iff schema/PurchaseOi'dcr/lleader/Con tact/telephone schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/Contacl/Phone
18 schema/PurchaseOrder/Headcr/orderDate scheina/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/EarlDelDate X
| | 'chcm.id’uiohiL.cOidci 1 leadci oideiSum schetna/ParagonOrder/OrderHeader/OrderDesc
20 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/cny schema/ParagonOrder/BdlTo/City 8
It schema Pjich.iscOdor l/inuc. U> \ddiess counlre schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Coufltiy
22 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/postalCode schema/ParagonOrder/B lllT o/PostalCode 8
II seliem.i4’inch.iscf hderlmoico 1 o'Addics.,'sheet2 scheina/ParagonOrder/BdlTo/AddressI 8
24 schema/Pui chascOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/companyName schem a/ParagonOrder/ShtpTo/CompanyName X
II schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/t'ontact/contactName schenui/ParagonOrder/Supplier/SupName
26 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Contact/telephone schema/P aragonOrder/ShipTo/Contact/EMail X
II schema-'PurchascOrder/Items/ltem/itemNumber schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/T otalOrdcri mes X
28 schema/PurchascOrder/ltems/Item/partDescnotion schema/ParagonOrdcr/ShipT o/County X
Mschema'PurchaseQrder/lternsdtem/partN umber schema/Paragon.Order/BiliTo/County X
30 schema/PurchaseOrder/ltems/ltem/umtPrice schem a/ParagonOrder/OrdModeis/ModelAi'otalPrchPrice V
i t scbema/PurchaseOrdcr/ltems/item/yourPartNumber schcma/ParagenOrder/Snpplier/County
32 schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/itemCount schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/ColSizes/CoiSize/ItemNo X
Missed Mappings
w .schetna/PurchaseOrder schema/ParagonOrder -
2 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeiiverTo schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo




? ssbr.v.Pu jlv'so'i-de i n:ji |\.im schema/ParagonOrder/Orderlieader/OraerNo
8 schema/Pui chaseOrder/Irn oi ceTo schema/ParagonOrdcr/BiliTo
| | schem a/PurchaseOider/InvoiceTe/Contaci sehema/ParagonOrder/BiflTc/Cositstct
10 schema/P itrchascOrder/.r.voiceTo/ContacVcompanyNrme schema/ParagonOrcer/BdlTo/Contacl/isane
11 schema'PurchasoOrder/lnvoiceTo/Cont act/telephone schema/ParagonOrder/Biiri'o/Coniact/Phone
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12 schsnia/PuichaseOrder/lnvoicero/Contact/c-ir.a.! : schema/? aragonOrder/Bi.lTo/Contact/Emaii i
I I ..■■ i • ,-\  -'.V. .; i'j : - v ’ ■ •. .'i u_- \  -i .■ liiS lltllsteil*
1h schema/PurchaseOrder/Items/ItemCount schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/MoaLines
Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 14
B - correct, reported mappings 12
C - incorrect, reported mappings 20
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Mappings for Noris.xsd and Paragotuxsd By method: The new tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 22
Elements from Noris.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd V /x
I t schens/PurchaseOrdef Schema/ParagcnOrder ISm i
2 schema/PurchaseOrder/ comments schema/!'a, agor.Crder/OrccrHeader/C omrr.enl
I t schemit/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/lasiName schema/ParagonOrdcr/Supplier/SupNorne s i t
4 scherr.a/?urchascOrder/custo:r!cr(>derRef schema'ParsgonOrder/Orderi'eader/OrderNo
I | s..’c r i „ . ' . ' I  - x ".. sc! ,. i * C • c. S . 1.’ V
6 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/city schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/City
i f v-ii'.ri .'P.uch'jwt 'Vei IklAer'i." l i ln s i  ecu ilr; M-l-cna Mr.iycr.t) . ei 'Slur 1 o t m, lire V
8 schema/P Lircl'aseOrdcr/DchvcrTo/Addrcss/postaSCode schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/PostalCode y
Mi schcma/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo'Organizatton/name schcma/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/CompanyNarne Mi
10 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Orgamzanon/url schema/P aragonOrder/ShipTo/Address X
SI- schema/P urchaseOrdcr/lnvoieeTo schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo
12 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Address/city schema/P aragonOraer/BillTo/City /y
'II schema/PurchaseOrder/Ii’voiceTo/Add'css/country schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Cauntry
14 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/postaiCode scnema/ParagonOrder/BiliTo/PostalCodc V
M schema/PurchaseOrdcr,TnvoiceT'o/Organization/name sciiema/ParagonOrder/B rliTo/CompanyN ame V
16 schema/PurchascOrder/InvoiceTo/Organization/url schcma/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Address X
SI schema/PurcliaseOrder/Line/hneNo schema/ParagonOrdcr/OrdModels/Model/LtneNo
18 schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/productName schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/BrandNo X
1# sehemii/l’iiichaseilidei 1 ine'shipmcmOale schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/LatDelDate 111
20 schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/umtPrice schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/TotalPrchPrice V
21 schema'PurchaseOrder/orderDate sclu.imv'l ‘.lragnni ,'rdcid h del! Ic.nlci (. >i iL rl )csc




A - correct, unreported mappings 1
B - correct, reported mappings 16
C - incorrect, reported mappings 6
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Mappings for Noris.xsd and Paragonxsd By method: The edit distance tree matching algorithm
Mappings: 38
Elements from Noris.xsd Elements from Paragon.xsd V/ X
iM schema/Address/city schema/ParagonOrder/Sypplier/City ’■ -
2 schema/Address/country schcrr.a/ParagonOrdcr/Suppiier/Cou',.try X
K schem a/Address/posialCode sciiem&ParagonOrder/Suppiier/PosialCodc
4 schema/Organization/name schem a/ParagonOrdcr/B i 111 o/Con tact/N arr.e X
? s(^ewa/Q%8hiza£to»/referettceHo schems/ParagonOrder/OidModels/Model/CatnlogNo *
6 schema'Organization/registrationNo sehema/ParagonOrdcr/OrdcrHcader/OrderNo
7 scherna-'Organization/ur! schema/ParagonOrder/Suppiter/Address '■
8 schema/PurchaseOrder/comments schcma/ParagonOrder/Ordcrl leadcr/C ommer.t V
i schema/PtiichaseOrder/ContactPerscm • schema/Contact
iq schema/PurchaseOrder/ContactPerson/emaii schema/Contact/EMail
it sehemaThirchaseOrder/ContactPerson/fax schema/Contael/Fax
12schema/P urchaseOrder/ContactPerson/title schema/Contact/N ame
i§ ^•licmaiAiich sc: :r> In ai'm'iVMCr.k.ke scncriiaParagonDrdet/BillTo/CuslomciiD <
14schema/PurchaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/city schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/City V
0 ■^huna.Piiiehasoi >idci,fV'!i\ci 1 •> \ddie-,s c main itheniaParagonOrder/ShipTo/Country 'V
16schcm a/PurcnaseOrder/DeliverTo/Address/postalCode schema/ParagonOrder/ShipToPostalCode si
& schema/PurchaseOfder/DeliverTo/Orgam'zation/name sehema/ParagonOrder/BiHTo/CompanyNarae
18schema/PurchaseOrder/Del ivcrT o/Organization/referenceNo schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModcls/Model/ColSizes/ColSizc/ltemNo X
II ichcma rmvhascf ndci I )elo ei lo t 'ig.inj/.iikni. schcma/ParagonOrder/OrdMoaels/Model/ModNo X
20 schema/PurchaseOrder/DeiiverTo/Organizalion/url schemaParagonOrder/ShipT o/Address X
# schema/PurchaseOrder/invoiceTo/Address/city schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/City
22 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Address/country schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo/Countrv V
! schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoice To/Address/postalCude schema/ParagonOrder/BiliTo/PostalCode
24 schema/PurchaseOrder/lnvoiceTo/Orgamzation/name schem a/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/CompanyName X
fP h ' i c i i i . i Purchaserl i d t i  hi'i'icclndlig.mi/al.or ieiriuia'\.> schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModeis/Model/BrandNo
26 schema/PurchaseOrder/InvoiceTo/Orgar.izatson/regislrationNoschema/ParagonOrdcr/OrdModels/Model/ColSizes/ColSize/ColNo X
i schetna/PurchaseOrdcr.Tnvoicei’o/Organization/arl schema/ParagonOrdcr/BiHTo/Address >'
28 schema/PurchaseOrder/Line/Amount/V ATRate schema/P aragonOrder/Currencylnfo/ExchangeRate X
Itschema/PurchascOrder/Line/hneNo Schejna/ParagonOrder/OruModels/Modci/L.ineNo
30 scheinaPurchaseOrder/Linc/priceLeveiRef scnema/ParagonOrder/OrdModcls/Model/CoISizes/ColSizc/NetPrchPnce X
II -v.hem i 'a Jo set i.ic'p-'xl ic'.N'.rvc sLi.-nia,'>:irK''.'i:,rdvr M.rp :er SnNai.K
32 schema/PurchaseOrder/Lme/shipmentDate schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/LatDelDate V
i l schemaPurchaseOrder/Lme/unitPricc schema/P aragonOrder/OrdModels/Model'TotalPrchPnce t
34 schema/PurchaseOrder/orderDate schema/P aragonOrder/OrderHeader/OrderDesc
s schema/PurchaseOrdcr/shipineiUDate scSicmaParagonOrder/OrderHeadcr/DateC'reated
36schcma/PurchascOrder/total Amount schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/TotalOrderlines x
1 schcm a/refcrenceNo scbema/ParagonOrda/OrdModels/Model/Co!Sizcs/Co!Size/PosNo X
38 schema/shipmentDate schema/ParagonOrder/OrdModels/Model/EarlDelDate X
Missed Mappings
schema/PurchaseOrder schgma/ParagonOrder
2 schema/PuichaseOrder/customeiOrdcrRef schema/Pai agonOrder/Orded Icadcr/OrderNo
schema/PutohaseGrdet/DehverTo schema/ParagoaOrdei/ShipTo
4 scherr.a/PurchaseOrdcr/De! iver'l o/Organization/name schema/ParagonOrder/ShipTo/CompanvNamc
Hi sohema/PurchaseOrder/ir.raiecTo Schema/ParagonOrder/BillTo
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6 schem (i/-5u'chaseOrdcr/InvoiceTo/Orgar.ization/namc ische.r.a/ParagonCrdcr/B ulT o/C ompanyNair.e
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Summary
A - correct, unreported mappings 
B - correct, reported mappings 
C - incorrect, reported mappings
Matching XML Schemas by a New Tree Matching Algorithm
D. Experiment details for evaluating Schema relations
Top-3 precisions for Schema group 3
U n io n  o f  top  3
Top 3 T op  3 by  
m ethod  I 
(B )
R a n k  for 
m eth o d  1
(A *B )
T o p  3 by 
m ethod  2
( C )





E i E j — j - ~ i
GetLastSequenceNumberResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 1
2 HotelContentDataResponse.xsd
HotelContentDataResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
ProfileUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
ReservationUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
ActivateFuturelCeyReSponse xsd ii 0 I 1
RcokmgRuleNoUficationResponse xsd i 1 \ 0 1 i
3 InventoiyRiockNotiftcatioijRcsponse.xsd '
CaneelKcyResponse xsd o 0 1 t
RateHanHotifieatiorUlespohse xsd i 1 0 ' 0
StatistfcUpdateResponse.xsd 1 0
StaylnfoUpdateResponse.xsd i 1 1 ' 0 0
AddMessageResponse.xsd l 0 0 1 1
4 QueryMessagelnfoResponse.xsd
N'ewMessageArrivedResponse.xsd l 1 1 1 1
QueryMessagelnfoResponse.xsd l 1 1 1 1
UpdateMessageStatusResponse.xsd l 1 1 0 0
QetAva&MeAttrihBteSRe^o#se.xsd 0 ! 0 0 I!
Hote!Conteot0ataKe^ow!,xsd ■ i. 0 1 1
S QueryRooiBStaiusRespottse.xsd QueryRoomStatusKesponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
RetiieveAuditRespunsc.xsd 0 ■i (1 I 0
. UpdateRooinSiatuslJfiqrKJstxat . ! 1 1 0 0
EventCallBackResponse.xsd 1 0 0 ! 1
NewEventNotificationResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 1
6 EventCallBackResponse.xsd ReSyncResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
SyncInRoomsResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
UpdateRoomStatusResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
Geil asiScqueitccNuniberResporise xsd •• - 1 1 1 1 1
1’ GdLasi5eqneneeNumberResponse.xsd pil iitRt-ip'D '.e 1 1 i
1 1
Resei-vatiOriUpdateResponse xsd 1 1 1 t 1
BookingRuleNotificationResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 1
8 GetLastStaylnfoSeqNumResponse.xsd
GetLastPost SeqNumResponse. xsd 1 1 1 1 1
GetLastStaylnfoSeqNumResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
StatisticUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
ActivateKinurelCeyResponse.xsd ! 0 0 1 1
^ ih ^ u le N o tif ie g tjc n R e sp o n se  xsd 1 0 0 1 I
9 inventor yCoitmNoi ificarionRosponsc xsd
CancelJCeyResponse.xsd ' I 0 1 I
RateplanNotificationResponse, xsd 1 J 0 0
StatisticUpdateRe^poms.xsd ' 1 . 0 0
Stti.iDfoUpd3wResponse.xsd 1 1 i 0
10 QueryStatisticsRequest.xsd HotelContentDataRequest.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
QueryReservationRequest.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
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PueiyStatisticsRequest.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
jReSyncRequest.xsd 0 0 0 1 0
Summary (total correct rank for method 1 and 2) 29 28
Top-3 precision (correct rank / 30) 0.967 0.933
Top-5 precisions for Schema group 4
U nion  o f  top  5
T op 5 
m anually 
'• !
T op 5 by
M ethod 1 
(B )
R an k  fo r 
m ethod  1 
(A *B )
T op 5 by 
M ethod 2 
( C )
R ank  for 
m ethod 2  
(A/-C)
1 Oed.astPostSeqNumResponse.xsd
Actiyatef'utureKeyResponse.xsd • 1 l i i i i 0 Jg lllf i! 1
...... IA'0-I.t 1 X.'1-rf 0 0 : 1
CommissionEventRcsponserxsd S 0 ■ ■ 1
lOetLastPostSeqNtimResponse xsd 1 I 1
GetLastSlaylrifoSeqNurn Response xsd 1 1 1 1 1
HotelDe.scrnuivcContentNolificaboiiRe3poiise.xsd l l i i i 1 i 0 0
PostTtaasaclionResponst.xsd i 1 i. 0
StaH’stfcUodateResponse.SSd g i l l 1 I S f S l f 0
2 HotelContentDataResponse.xsd
CheckOutResponse.xsd i 0 0 l 1
GetLastSequenceNumberResponse.xsd i 1 1 l 1
HotelContentDataResponse.xsd i 1 1 l 1
ProfileUpdateResponse.xsd i 1 1 l 1
QueryRoomStatusResponse .xsd 0 1 0 0 0
ReservationUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 l 1
3 InvcnloryBlockNotificatioiiResponse.xsd
Activatel'ntiireKeyResponse.xsd. 1 0 (■ i i
BookingRtileNotificationResponse xsd 1 0 0 l 1
CaucelKeyResponse xsd 1 i) 0 i 1
CommissicniBventResponse.xsd 1 0 (■ l i l i i
li n ilV scriptiv .t ‘one  it\'.i".lPu'iu.i.R1 .pop.'.- \ . .l I 0 1. l . i
Post Transact lonResponse xsd i 1 1 0 0
(lateAraountNonfieationResponsepcsd 1 1 1 1, c
RalePlanNotificationResponse xsd 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 " 0
StatisticTJpdateRespouse xsd i 1 . 0 1.
StayliifoUpdateRcsporisc.xsd i ; 1 0 0
4 QueryMessagelnfoResponse.xsd
AddMessageResponsc.xsd i i 1 1 1
HotelSearehQueryResponse.xsd i l 1 0 0
NewMessageArrivedResponse.xsd i i 1 1 1
QueryMessagelnfoResponse.xsd i l 1 1 1
RetrieveAuditResponse.xsd 0 0 0 1 0
UpdateMessageStatusResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
9S[
5 QiieryRoomSfatiisJResponse'.xsd
..ck tn  iip-c x..i 0 ■ 0 l i l l l l 0
GetAvailableAttributesRespoase.xsd • : ■i 0
i . - , . ' l . o L n ,  1.11- \s.i s n i s t ;> 0
tiotelC'oxdenlDataRcsponse xsd i l . 1
In%e.itoryBlQckNotificatiorRfispor.se, xsd ■■ 0 i t 1
Jlwl i f  II iSla t 1' \ . l i S l l i i s 1
RelrievcAudii Response;x5d i 0 0 i l i f i 1
i i f i i 1 0 0
6 hventCaUBackResponse xsd HventCaUBackResponse xsd i i • ■
MewEventNotificationResponse.xsd i i 1 1 1
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RsSyncResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
SyncInRoomsResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1





.itfL ■<. r\ ' f ‘. - t 'i  -J ss 1 , • ' 5
G«LastS«quepoeNmnberJtttspoese xsd 1 i m i i U l l i l
GatLastStavlnfoSetjNumRssponsexsd 1 1 1 i 1
AofrtsUpdateResponse xsd ' 1 ■ 1 , L
Rcses^/atiopUpdate8<ssponse.x«d 1 i 1
8 GetLastStaylnfoSeqNumResponse.xsd
BookingRuleNotificationResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 I
GetLastPostSeqNumResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
GetLastStaylnfoSeqNumResponse.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
InventoryBlockNotificationResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
InventoryNotificationResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 1
PostTransactionResponse.xsd 1 0 0 1 1
RatePlanNotificationResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
StatisticUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
-9
ActivatelTnareK syResponse.xsd iiiii 0 1 1
h loti 1. It 'Lr* t i. J 1 0 ............ 0 1 1
i. l.ii. JkevHr-piMiw \- J 1 f 0 1 1
ComtnissidnRveutResponse xsd 1 0 0 1
HotetOeci.iiplon '>iik ilN.dilie ■ii.-nRc.pnii'.1 \  J J 0 O' 1 1
PostTransaetiQnResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
RatcAmounlNotificatmnRespoBSc,xsd 1 1 1 0 0
RatePIanNotificationR espouse xsd 1 1 1 0 II
StatisticUpdateResponse.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
Staj InfbUpdateResponse xsd 1 1 1 0 0
10QueryStatisticsRequest.xsd
ARINotificationResponse.xsd 0 1 0 0 0
SotelContentDataRequest.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
taventoryCountNotificationResponse.xsd 0 0 0 1 0
NewMessageAirivedRequest.xsd 1 1 1 0 0
QueryReservationRequest.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
QueryStatistiesRequest.xsd 1 1 1 1 1
ieSyncRequestxsd 1 0 0 0 0
StatisticUpdateResponse.xsd 0 0 0 1 0
Summary (total correct rank for method 1 and 2) 47 45
Top-3 precision (correct rank / 50) 0.94 0.9
Top-3 precisions for Schema group 4























2 RecipeService.wsdl.XSD ad5.wsdl.XSD 0 1 0 0 0
AddFinder.wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 0 0
RecipeService.wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1 1
Teletekst.wsdl.XSD 0 0 0 1 0
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r
. ..... -......................................................
TemperatureService.wsdl.XSD 0 0 1 1
•S
3 Sms3,wsdl.XSD Si'ls.i v . N . f  \^D 5
' ‘ '■ i"'_l V -i-* 1 1 i ;!
Teletekst.wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1
4 TemperatureService.wsdl.XSD TempConverter. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
TemperatureService.wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
I’.i'it'vSs •> -'.'-.cl ;.S . ■ 1
o ' I i l i f i l 0
f 5 h ■ei i[ i • r i.'-  ’ -.J ' 1 g i§ * i» i i • 0
li’iinwHi.1 ■ '-e ■ .e vmii t i 0 * .
Wlp IWlI \M 1 t l i f t l i l t j i f i f i i 0
aba. wsdl.XSD 0 0 i 1
AcademicVerifier. wsdl.XSD 0 1 0 0 0
6 default. wsdl.XSD default. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
ICAOLocations.wsdl.XSD 1 0 0 1 1
sendsms2.wsdl.XSD 0 1 0 0 0
■ - ' amhieiUuiiOi-jii wmII XSD 1 1
.  . .  .L * 1
i f tUc2.wsdl.XSD ' ' kI i 2 wsd. XSL 1 1 1 I
EnrrArdic2.wsdl,XSD 1 i 1
eyeVeri. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
8 eyeVeri.wsdl.XSD
Fasta. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
Teletekst.wsdl.XSD 0 0 0 1 0
vjgenerel. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 0 0
|!C"Uii!(«’Lip widl XSD 1 1 i 8 S|S8Bfxi I
9 piiMinlmikiip s-JI VM)
pliDnehi'uk \w ll XSD 1 1 i i 1
SendSMS \wll \S I) I 1 i 0
liinpcrati icSen n... vim!1 \S I ) 0 1.1 0 1 0
.................... .............................. ICAOLocations.wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
10 population. wsdl.XSD Newsfeed. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
population. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
— 










Mnsf. ‘ irai wsd> XX|>
\caviT''C' erif.j s-tl \ ’S:;
1
1










FinanceService. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 1 1
12 FinanceService. wsdl.XSD
finnwords. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i l 1
imalert. wsdl.XSD 1 1 i 0 0
periodictable. wsdl.XSD 0 0 0 1 0
<!:t rtjc icf-i iM> .--nlNSi; 0 0 0 I 0
I I ,i.d \V '
* Igll _Si r\.C- 'l .11 VM‘ : 1 1 1 1
'■MSMess.imng'senice wsdL XSD ■ 1 1 1
1 I
tiiJii.u.ivib.. XSD S t l l l l I 1 0
feletekst.wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1 1
14 TempConverter. wsdl.XSD TempConverter. wsdl. XSD 1 1 1 1 1
TemperatureService.wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1 1
1 CV.n> 'iT.l er : ' list'd X si ■ KIW lSP '. 1 0
!
|15 '■ '■ I'-if "id J
*. igeiicn v Mil X I 0 0
"Si i ik ' v . n 1 . 1 il
Miii. ■. i i i . . X'..; ’ 1 1 1
16 eyeVeri.wsdl.XSD eyeV eri. wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1 1
Fasta. wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 1 1
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Teletekst.wsdl.XSD 0 0 0 l 0
vigenerel. wsdl.XSD 1 1 1 0 0
-h-3 l'i • \ '\r . n.-.i'SQl \ - i  ' 1
i n ip2geo.wsdl.XSD "
yM;
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Summary (total correct rank for method 1 and 2) 88 72
Top-3 precision (correct rank /100) 0.88 0.72
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